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Executve Summary
Introducton
Over the span of 150 years of urban development, Swan Lake and adjacent ecosystems have
experienced a loss of ecosystem health and services. Yet the site is stll a valuable amenity,
providing habitat for a wide diversity of wildlife and social and educatonal experiences for
people. This management plan were therefore contracted by Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature
Sanctuary, to guide overall eforts and prescribe an inital set of ecosystem restoraton actons
and priorites. An interdisciplinary and collaboratve approach was adopted, involving a series of
workshops and iteratve feedback documents.
The purpose of the Swan Lake Adaptve Ecosystem Management Plan is to restore Swan Lake
(including its drainage basin) to a proper functoning conditon, in a manner that enhances the
community’s quality of life and builds social cohesion and support.
Terms of Reference for the Plan were:
1. Develop Vision, Goals and Table of Contents (an interim deliverable)
2. Compile background informaton
3. Incorporate interdisciplinary consultaton
4. Provide a gap analysis of informaton lacking for efectve management and restoraton
actons
5. Draf an Implementaton Plan including actons, monitoring strategies, general budgetary
consideratons and potental partnerships.
6. Draf a Management Plan Report including the above items.

Physical-Social-Ecological Context
The Swan Lake site is 48 hectares in size, and the lake itself is 9 hectares in size. The watershed
(drainage basin) feeding Swan Lake is 12km 2 in size and stretches north to include the
Blenkinsop Valley, and connects with Colquitz Creek, a salmon-bearing stream, to the west.
Salmon also spawn in the lower reaches of Swan Creek but are not usually found in Swan Lake
due to poor habitat and degraded water quality. In the early 1900s, Swan Lake supported trout
(and likely salmon) and was popular for swimming, indicatng it had relatvely clear and oxygenrich water. The wetlands around the lake consisted of woody thickets and a diverse community
of sedge, catail and skunk cabbage in the understory and in openings.
Practcally all the lands in the Sanctuary were eventually cleared for agriculture, and farmed
untl 1975 when Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary was formed. Today the wetlands are
dominated by invasive reed canarygrass, though some natve shrub thickets remain. Swan Lake
watershed is approximately 25% impervious, causing high-energy fows in Blenkinsop Creek and
highly unnatural (variable and reactve) changes in water levels in the lake. Overall, the
ecosystems are characterised by extensive invasive species, a simplifed vegetaton community,
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poor water quality and altered hydrology. Despite these problems, the Sanctuary provides
habitat for a large number of species, including the endangered Western Painted Turtle, a
variety of mammals and over 200 species of birds. Social values provided by the Sanctuary
include ecosystem services such as carbon sequestraton and air polluton removal, educaton,
community service opportunites, recreaton and research partnerships.

Management Plan Overview
The Ecosystem Management Plan includes a 5 to 10 year planning horizon, at which point it is to
be reviewed and revised, although some goals and objectves extend beyond this tme.
The vision for Swan Lake in 2050 is:
Swan Lake is an oasis in an urban environment, where natve plants and animals fourish, and
people enjoy and learn about nature and their place within it; located near the heart of Greater
Victoria, the site helps to foster stewardship of ecosystems near and far.
A technical vision statement was also artculated, describing a number of desired socialecological atributes and including defnitons of key terms used, such as ecosystem health,
resilience and adaptve management.
Six management goals were stated for Swan Lake:
• Goal 1: Manage ecosystems at the site scale to preserve and restore natural processes
and functon, and to enable resilience to disturbance (including climate change).
•

Goal 2: Work with municipal managers, developers and major landowners in the
watershed to implement watershed policies and practces to improve hydrology and
water quality.

•

Goal 3: Engage local public, politcians and businesses in protecton, stewardship and
restoraton of Swan Lake and associated ecosystems.

•

Goal 4: Provide opportunites and resources for learning and educaton.

•

Goal 5: Support and engage in research, and efectvely manage/archive data, that
contributes to beter understanding of Swan Lake and the surrounding watershed, and
connectons with local and regional health and sustainability.

•

Goal 6: Provide opportunites for people of all ages and abilites to enjoy a healthy and
safe environment in a manner that supports other management goals.

Implementaton of the plan is based on the four guiding principles of Ecosystem-based
Management, linked social-ecological systems, social-ecological resilience and adaptve
management.
The plan is structured around and depicted with a system model representng key threats and
factors afectng the main ecosystems in the Sanctuary. This provides a useful way to represent
and understand critcal concerns and opportunites for management. The steps followed in this
process were based on the Conservaton Measures Partnership (2007) methodology and
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included the following components:
1. Management targets were defned (what the plan is focused on managing). These
entailed: terrestrial ecosystems; watercourses; wetlands; lake; and visitor and staf
experience.
2. Ecosystem goals were artculated for each Target, to describe its desired future
conditon, such as healthy vegetaton, soils and wildlife appropriate to each
3. Key direct threats (or opportunites) and contributng factors infuencing the targets
were outlined, and depicted in the system model in an interlinked diagram. The direct
threats/opportunites outlined were:
• Opportunites for learning and enjoyment;
• Undesirable actvites on site (from humans and pets);
• Vegetaton clearing in the watershed;
• Impervious surfaces;
• Nutrient and pollutant infows via streams and runof;
• Invasive species
• Local efects of climate change.
4. The system model diagram was used as a basis for drafing strategies to address the
threats and related factors. 13 Strategies were thus outlined, addressing problems at
both the site and watershed scale, as summarised in Table 1.
5. Objectves and Actons were then drafed for each strategy. Some strategies, partcularly
those addressing larger (watershed-) scale factors, will require additonal work to
artculate more detailed strategies and actons. In this plan, site-scale strategies were
the main focus.
Three site-level Strategies were the focus of the majority of the work of the planning team:
Invasive Species Control (S8); Lake Rehabilitaton (S9); and Ecosystem Restoraton (S10).
The Lake Rehabilitaton strategy was addressed with a limnology workshop that included the
input of several local lake experts. A number of possible techniques were reviewed to address
the extremely high nutrient status of Swan Lake that causes seasonal algae blooms and limits
biodiversity. The techniques reviewed include dredging, aeraton and sediment binding, some of
which may be appropriate for Swan Lake, however watershed protecton and management is
key to the success of any of these site level interventons, since both internal nutrient loading
(recycling of phosphorus from lake sediments) and external loading from watershed sources are
potentally important in this system. A key recommendaton from this workshop was to quantfy
the nutrient and water budget of the lake, to determine the relatve importance of each nutrient
source, and direct acton accordingly.
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Table 1. Management Strategies, linked with targets and ecosystem goals
Strategy

Threat or Factor strategy
addresses

Target(s) strategy
addresses

Ecosystem
Linked
Goal(s)
Mgmt Goal
addressed

S1. Encourage rainwater
management

Impervious surfaces; nutrient
and pollutant infows

Watercourses,
Wetlands, Lake

B1, B2, B3,
C1, C2, D1, 1, 2, 4
D2

S2. Review and give input to
(municipal) planning

Development practces; veg
clearing in watershed;
impervious surfaces; nutrient
and pollutant infows

A2, A5, B1,
Terrestrial ecosystems;
B2, B3, C1,
watercourses;
1, 2, 3, 4
C5, D1, D2,
wetlands; lake
D5

Residental & commercial
S3. Watershed scale educaton landscapes; nutrient &
partnerships
pollutant infows; invasive
species; impervious surfaces

A2, B1, B2,
Terrestrial ecosystems;
B3, B4, C4,
watercourses;
2, 3, 4
C5, D1, D2,
wetlands; lake
D4, D5

S4. Farmer outreach and
educaton

Agricultural practces; invasive
species; nutrient & pollutant
infows; invasive species

Terrestrial ecosystems; A2, A5, B3,
watercourses;
B4, C4, C5, 2, 3, 4
wetlands; lake
D1, D4, D5

S5. Establish partnerships to
rehabilitate Blenkinsop Lake

Nutrient & pollutant infows;
invasive species

Watercourses;
wetlands; lake

B3, B4, C2,
C4, D1, D4, 2, 3, 4
D5

S6. Rehabilitate and restore
streams and wetlands in the
watershed

Watercourse conditons;
Watercourses;
nutrient and pollutant infows;
wetlands; lake
invasive species

B3, B4, C2,
C4, D1, D4, 2, 3, 4
D5

S7. Infow water quality
treatment within Sanctuary

Nutrient and pollutant infows

Watercourses;
wetlands; lake

S8. On-site invasive species
removal & preventon

Invasive species

Terrestrial ecosystems; A2, A5, B4,
watercourses;
C4, C5, D4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
wetlands; lake
E5

B3, B2, D1

1, 2, 4, 5

B3, C2, C4,
D1, D3, D4, 1, 5
D5

S9. Lake rehabilitaton

Watercourses;
wetlands; lake

S10. Ecosystem restoraton

Terrestrial ecosystems; A1-A5; B1watercourses;
B4; C1-C5; 1, 3, 4, 5, 6
wetlands; lake
D1-D5

Lack of incentves/regs; ag.
practces; watercourse
S11. Policy recommendatons
conditons; nutrient/pollutant
infows; invasive species

Terrestrial ecosystems; A1-A5; B1watercourses;
B4; C1-C5; 1, 2, 3, 4
wetlands; lake
D1-D5

S12. Expand & develop new
programs

Opportunites for learning,
health & enjoyment

Visitor & Staf
Experience

E1-E4

1, 3, 4, 5, 6

S13. Neighbour and visitor
educaton re: impacts

Undesirable actvites on site
(humans & pets)

Visitor & Staf
Experience

E1

1, 3, 4, 6
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To address the Invasive Species Control strategy, 44 invasive species were identfed at the
Sanctuary, and were assigned a priority ranking for control. The highest priority was assigned
based on regional risk, infuence on ecosystem processes and/or other species, and (in some
cases) if the species was newly emerging or could be relatvely easily controlled. The highest
priority species identfed were:
• black bullhead catish
• pumpkinseed sunfsh
• American bullfrog
• Canada thistle
• poison hemlock
• feld bindweed
• English hawthorn
• laurel-leafed daphne
• Japanese knotweed
• giant mannagrass
• English ivy
• garden loosestrife
• purple loosestrife
• reed canarygrass
• sweetbriar
• common periwinkle
In order to address the Ecosystem Restoraton strategy, mapping techniques were used to
delineate 27 ecosystem management units in the Sanctuary. Detailed recommended actons
were drafed for most of these, largely based on a feld workshop exercise with the planning
team, and a priority ranking was assigned.
Management Units were ranked for priority for restoraton, based on factors such as existng
biodiversity values, human use/impacts, and feasibility of achieving the desired future conditon
for the site. The Units thus ranked as the highest priority for restoraton were 1A, 2, 4A, 4B, 5A,
5B, 6, 9, 13, 14A, 15, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26 and 27 (see map in Appendix G).
For the remaining strategies, general scheduling recommendatons were made, instead of
ranking based on priority. The following general actons were thus fagged for immediate
initaton (i.e. in 2010):
• S1-A1 (rainwater management planning);
• S3-A1 (watershed educaton planning);
• S4-A1 (farmer educaton planning);
• S8-A1 (invasive species survey);
• S8-A2 (invasive species interim data tracking);
• S8-A4 (invasive species data management);
• S8-A5 (invasive species research);
• S8-A6 (invasive species priority ranking);
v

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S9-A1 (stream hydrology monitoring);
S9-A2 (lake hydrology monitoring);
S9-A3 (water quality monitoring);
S10-A7 (fauna surveys)
S10-A10 (ecosystem data management);
S10-A14 (management unit restoraton);
S13-A1 (visitor/neighbour impacts survey).

Since many actons involve collectng and monitoring data, something that can be tme and
resource-intensive, a summary of the ratonale for these actons is provided (Table 14).
Other details provided for implementaton and monitoring included:
• A list of potental indicators for monitoring the efectveness of various strategies;
• A list of possible funding sources;
• A template and consideratons for implementng Adaptve Management.
The management plan will require additonal planning work as well as implementaton of the
recommended strategies and actons, and a great deal of fund raising and on-the-ground
restoraton efort. However, the high level of interest and engagement demonstrated by the
volunteers who have commited their tme to helping to develop this plan and carrying out work
at the Sanctuary to date helps to indicate the importance and value of this social-ecological
system.

Some members of the Swan Lake Management Plan team during the frst workshop (Jan. 2010).
Upper row (l to r): Bruce Bevan, Taylor Davis, James Miskelly; Lower row (l to r): Scot Mair, Don Eastman, Lehna
Malmkvist, Jody Watson, Larry Bomford, Brian Nyberg, June Pretzer, Dave Polster, Lise Townsend, Michael Roth,
Keith Jones, Dave Murray, Chris Bartlet
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I. Introducton
1. Why and How this Plan was Developed
1.1. Problem and Opportunity Statements
Over the span of 150 years of urban development, Swan Lake (including adjacent lands and the
watershed) has experienced a loss of ecosystem health and services. Problems include degraded
water quality, disrupted hydrology, habitat fragmentaton and invasive species. Notwithstanding
the educatonal and work/research opportunites at the Sanctuary, many human actvites
disrupt wildlife and contribute to site degradaton. Opportunistc and small-scale restoraton
actvites, as carried out in the past, are acknowledged to be inadequate to address the scale of
problems at the Sanctuary. Thus a long-term management plan is needed, to guide overall
eforts and prescribe an inital set of ecosystem restoraton actons and priorites.
At the same tme, Swan Lake is a valuable amenity, providing habitat for a wide diversity of
wildlife, and social and educatonal experiences for people. It is the only nature park located
within an otherwise highly urban area, providing critcal refuge for fora and fauna. A generaton
of children has atended classes and feld trips at Swan Lake, and dozens of students have
carried out research projects at the site. Every year, thousands of people visit or work at the
sanctuary, including local residents, staf at the municipal hall, visitng tourists, exchange
students, community service workers, bird watchers, joggers, mentally challenged adults and
volunteers of all ages. They all are infuenced in diferent ways, but for many people Swan Lake
provides a profound immersion in nature that afects them throughout their lives.
Throughout many discussions held by the group involved in this plan, the importance of Swan
Lake as a regional focal point for sustainability and stewardship was highlighted. The socialecological systems embedded in this site ofer a potental catalyst for change that may have
efects far beyond the boundaries of the Sanctuary.

1.2. Terms of Reference
Several meetngs were held between the plan author and Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature
Sanctuary staf and members of the board and Ecosystem Commitee, to come up with an
approach for this plan. A desire was artculated for a plan that addressed site issues and
restoraton, provided overall guiding principles for management, and was integrated with
human use of the site. A draf proposal was accepted by SLCHNS, consistng of the following
deliverables:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop draf Vision, Goals and Table of Contents (interim deliverable)
Compile background informaton
Incorporate interdisciplinary consultaton
Provide a gap analysis of informaton lacking for efectve management and restoraton
1

actons
5. Draf an Implementaton Plan including actons, monitoring strategies, general budgetary
consideratons and potental partnerships.
6. Draf a Management Plan Report including the above items.
Principles agreed upon for the management plan included:
1. An ecosystem based approach
2. Adaptve management
3. Integraton of the plan with the surrounding watershed and region, to the degree
possible
4. Climate change as an overall consideraton in the plan

1.3. A Collaboratve Planning Process
Due to the complexity of the site, with a number of diferent ecosystems and species (including
species at risk), the large number of infuences afectng the site from outside the boundaries,
and the many human uses and consideratons, an interdisciplinary and collaboratve approach
was adopted. This initally entailed invitng a 'core group' of technical advisors to come together
on a volunteer basis, to provide expertse in various ecological and engineering/governance
felds. Using an approach called the Challenge Dialogue SystemTM (CDS), developed in part by
Keith Jones, one of the advisory team members, allowed a wider group of partcipants to be
included. The CDS entails a process for synthesizing dialogue in a workshop environment, and
invitng/incorporatng feedback from a large group of partcipants. Some of those invited to
partcipate included experts in various felds (forestry, wetlands, wildlife biology, development
planning, engineering, invasive plant management, limnology), university professors and
researchers, provincial government representatves, municipal staf and councillors, community
group representatves, environmental educators and neighbours of the sanctuary. Not all invited
agencies or groups were represented, but a diverse and commited group was engaged (see
Acknowledgements).
This collaboraton provided the basis for the body of the Management Plan, outlined in Sectons
1.4 and 1.5. and in Part II.

1.4. Mission Statement
The purpose of the Ecosystem Management Plan is to restore Swan Lake (including its drainage
basin) to a proper functoning conditon, in a manner that enhances the community’s quality of
life and builds social cohesion and support. To achieve this purpose, the plan will implement
initatves that:
1. Provide enough specifc detail on SLCHNS lands to guide on the ground actvites by the
Site Manager and aid in prioritzaton.
2. Are implementable and list actons (in additon to goals/objectves).
3. Over the long term, develop partnerships with governments, land owners/residents and
2

other organizatons, and engage the public, to address threats to ecosystem health that
originate outside the borders of the Sanctuary.
4. Expand educaton programs, e.g. to: a) include residents and landowners in the
watershed, to raise awareness and encourage changes in behaviour; b) develop a
“network” of schools in the area, with ongoing ecosystem restoraton and monitoring
programs that students can partcipate in; and c) target municipal staf.
5. Address climate change, in terms of threats to ecosystems as well as for opportunites to
contribute to regional adaptaton and mitgaton.
6. Follow the Guiding Principles stated in Secton II below.

1.5 Supportng Regulatons/Policies, Jurisdicton and Plan Ownership
Saanich OCP Vision (2008)
Saanich is a sustainable community where a healthy natural environment is recognized as paramount for ensuring
social well-being and economic vibrancy, for current and future generations.
Environmental Integrity:
Saanich is a model steward working diligently to improve and balance the natural and built environments. Saanich
restores and protects air, land, and water quality, the biodiversity of existing natural areas and eco-systems, the
network of natural areas and open spaces, and urban forests. The challenges posed by climate change are
responded to. “Centres” and “Villages” accommodate the majority of future growth, using green building practices.
Social Well-Being:
Saanich offers opportunities for balanced, active, and diverse lifestyles. Housing, public services and amenities are
affordable, accessible and inclusive. Residents enjoy food security through the safeguarding of agricultural land and
the promotion of community gardens and urban farming. The community’s heritage is valued and promoted.
Residents take advantage of a diverse range of recreational, educational, civic, social, arts, and cultural services.
Economic Vibrancy:
Saanich’s economy is connected locally, regionally, and globally, providing diverse economic opportunities, ranging
from high technology to agriculture. Our economy and labour force is responsive and has the ability to adapt to
change. Saanich’s clean, appealing environment, skilled workforce, responsive public services, and excellent
community infrastructure make it an ideal location to live, work, and conduct business.

The main municipal planning document is the Ofcial Community Plan, which outlines a vision
for the future, and is used to guide development and land use. As stated in the 2008 OCP, a
strong emphasis is placed on sustainability, protecton and stewardship of green spaces, and
'green' development. Thus the health of Swan Lake has an important role to play in the future
sustainability of the municipality, and strategies for liveability, human health and environmental
stewardship can also support the goals of this plan.
The authority to manage lands within the Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary is granted
in a lands management agreement with the District of Saanich, dated 1975. This agreement
stpulates that SLCHNS can manage these lands in accordance with the consttuton of the
Society, provided all relevant environmental and development regulatons are followed, and the
municipality is advised of major works planned.
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The lands in the watershed (outside of the Sanctuary) are owned by various private individuals,
companies and insttutons, and it is acknowledged that this Plan for the most part will not have
direct control over these lands, thus actons at a larger landscape scale will be of a more general
nature. Table 2 lists some of these jurisdictons and relevant regulatons and policies. See also
Secton 6 for a more detailed analysis of land use.
The Management Plan developed by this group is owned by the Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature
Sanctuary, and its implementaton will primarily fall to the Board of the SLCHNS Society, and will
require fund raising and volunteer eforts. The involvement of the Organizing Team in this
Initatve is limited to the span of tme required to develop this plan (Spring, 2010). However,
this planning process may also foster the formaton of an Advisory Group that could help
oversee implementaton in the longer term, partcularly with regard to actons outside of the
Sanctuary.
Note that this Management Plan is intended as a startng point and general guide for the
Sanctuary, and details and priorites will need to be adjusted with tme, consistent with an
Adaptve Management approach. Some of the tmelines for implementaton may also need to be
revised in the short term, to correct for the tme lag required between the inital draf of the
plan, review by those involved, and completon of the plan1.

Restored area of Swan Creek at Willowbrook subdivision, downstream of Sanctuary
1 For this reason, the implementaton tables have been provided in Excel spreadsheet format, so that the
Ecosystem Commitee can adjust these details as they move ahead with implementng the plan.
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Table 2. Summary of agencies and jurisdictons relevant to Swan Lake Adaptve Ecosystem
Management Plan (SLAEMP)
Agency

Legislaton or Policy

Implicatons for SLAEMP

Department of
Fisheries and
Oceans

Fisheries Act

Permission required via leter of advice for actvites
with the potental to afect fsh habitat; projects
resultng in Harmful Alteraton, Disrupton or
Destructon (HADD) of fsh habitat require
Authorizaton and usually compensaton. Support is
antcipated for actvites that would improve habitat
or conditons for fsh.

Environment
Canada Wildlife Act
Canada,
Canadian
Wildlife Service

Protects wildlife and birds; allows for
huntng/trapping of “nuisance” species (e.g. Canada
Geese, beaver, rabbits, racoons) with appropriate
permits (provincial/municipal regulatons may also
apply).

BC Ministry of
Environment

Approval required for actvites involving direct
modifcaton to stream channels/shorelines, with a
potental to afect water quality and fsh habitat; 45
day Notfcaton review period normally required;
120 days normally required for Approvals.

Water Act (Secton 9)

BC Ministry of
Environment,
Conservaton
Data Centre

Manages informaton and reports related to species
at risk

BC Ministry of
Environment

Riparian Areas
Regulaton

Governs setbacks from watercourses during
development; covered in Saanich through municipal
SPEA mapping in Development Permit Areas.

Province of BC

Living Water Smart Plan Strong focus on watersheds, stream stewardship
and water quality.

Province of BC

Climate Acton Plan

Strategies for green community development,
alternatve transportaton; carbon tax (possible
funding source for municipal projects related to
watershed protecton).

Capital Regional Regional Growth
Addresses issues of regional concern, supported by
District
Strategy (future
municipalites; indirectly infuences nature/patern
Sustainability Strategy) of development in watershed, e.g. with the Urban
Containment Boundary.
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Agency

Legislaton or Policy

Implicatons for SLAEMP

Capital Regional Watershed Protecton
District

Coordinates inter-municipal watershed initatves;
carries out educatonal programs for watershed
protecton and policy reform.

Capital Regional Stormwater Quality
District
Monitoring and
Reportng

Undertakes water quality sampling in marine outall
areas and limited watercourse locatons (currently
program is being revised).

Municipality of
Saanich

Ofcial Community Plan Principal municipal policy document for planning
land use; growth management; design of the built
environment; protecton of the environment;
transportaton and mobility; economic
development; infrastructure; and housing needs.
Environmental Integrity secton identfes need for
ecosystem and watershed assessments, protecton
and management, and a 'green' built environment.

Municipality of
Saanich

Local Area Plans

Outlines policies for development, transportaton
and environmental protecton at a local scale.

Municipality of
Saanich

Watercourse and
Drainage Bylaw (7501)

Prohibits enclosure of watercourses (without
Planning approval), discharge of wastes into
watercourses; mandates on-site stormwater
management where downstream conveyance is
limited, and oil and grease interceptors for parking
facilites.

Municipality of
Saanich

Zoning Bylaw (8200)

Sets zoning that determines allowable land use,
density, setbacks from property lines, etc. Outlines
Development Permit Areas, including riparian areas.

Municipality of
Saanich

Subdivision Bylaw
(7452)

Sets conditons of subdivision related to issues such
as servicing, and outlines standards for
infrastructure such as roads, pavement and storm
water conveyance.

Municipality of
Saanich

Parks Management and Outlines prohibited behaviours in Parks (e.g.
Control Byalw (7753)
dumping wastes, molestng wildlife, allowing
animals to roam) and grants authority to Director of
SLCHNS to exercise the bylaw.
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II Physical-Social-Ecological Context
1. Physical Characteristcs - Watercourses, Geology, Watershed and Climate
1.1. Site Scale
The 48 hectare Swan Lake site is bounded by the Patricia Bay Highway and Lancaster St. to the
west, Rainbow Ave. to the north, Saanich Rd. and the CRD Lochside Regional Trail to the east,
and Saanich Municipal Hall property to the south; a small area of the sanctuary is also located to
the east of Saanich Rd. (Figure 1). Swan Lake itself is approximately 9.2 hectares in size. The
main infow stream (Blenkinsop Creek) enters at the northeast side of the lake, and the unique
outlow stream (Swan Creek) is located to the southwest. Several storm drains empty into Swan
Lake wetlands, and it is likely some of these once consisted of natural streams. One of these, a
frst order stream called Leeds Creek, joins with Blenkinsop Creek before it enters Swan Lake.
Another has been called Darwin Creek, and enters Swan Lake wetlands near the municipal hall.
The site can be classifed in several general vegetaton types and land cover (Table 3). A large
proporton of the site is fat and is subject to fooding during winter precipitaton events. Peat in
the wetlands consist of various combinatons of lake deposits, poorly decomposed herbaceous
species and wood, ranging from 2 to over 8m deep; organic deposits throughout the site occur
over top of glaciomarine clay (Townsend and Hebda, in prep.). Terrestrial areas have varying soil
characteristcs, including bedrock outcrops, rich and deep poorly drained organic soils, well
drained humus soils, and thin mineral soil layers overlying glacial marine clay.

Reed canarygrass dominates much of the wetlands at Swan lake
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Figure 1. Swan Lake site showing watercourses and stormwater features

Table 3. Land cover in Swan Lake nature sanctuary (modifed from Townsend, 2009a)
Land Cover

Area (ha)

Area (%)

Open water

9.23

19.4

Aquatc vegetaton (lake perimeter)

0.64

1.34

Wetland grass (reed canarygrass, mannagrass)

13.5

28.2

Tall shrub (e.g. willow, red osier dogwood, hawthorn,
9.63
black twinberry)

20.2

Low shrub (e.g. hardhack, snowberry, Himalayan
blackberry, rose)

4.84

10.2

Terrestrial grass (agronomic and natve grasses in
open areas above foodplain)

4.7

9.86

Deciduous tree (e.g. Garry oak, black cotonwood,
aspen, alder)

3.74

7.85

Coniferous tree (e.g. Douglas-fr, grand fr)

0.86

1.81

Misc. non-natve & buildings (incl. large patches of
non-natve spp. and bldg footprints)

0.56

1.17

Total

47.7

100

1.2. Watershed Scale
Swan Lake lies within the Coastal Douglas-fr biogeoclimatc zone (moist maritme sub-zone),
characterised by warm, dry summers and mild, wet winters (Nuszdorfer et al., 1991).
Precipitaton in this zone is signifcantly less than in the nearby and much larger Coastal Western
Hemlock zone, due to the rainshadow efect of the Olympic and Vancouver Island mountain
ranges (BC Ministry of Environment, no date). At the Victoria Internatonal Airport, located 21
km to the north, average annual precipitaton is 883 mm, average temperature is 9.7ºC, monthly
average temperature remains above zero, and average monthly precipitaton ranges from a low
of 19 mm in July to a maximum of 151 mm in December (Environment Canada, 2008). Most
precipitaton is received as rain between October and April. There are no high elevaton areas
within the watershed that maintain a snowpack.
Swan Lake watershed (the area of land draining to Swan Lake and Swan Creek) is 11.8 km 2 in size
(Figure 2) and is a sub-catchment of Colquitz Creek watershed, a 46 km2 area that drains to
Colquitz Creek, a 3rd order salmonid-bearing stream containing coho salmon, chum salmon and
cuthroat trout (BC MoE FISS, no date; Buchanan et al., 2008). Colquitz Creek in turn discharges
into Portage Inlet, a marine bay connected to Victoria Harbour by a narrow tdal channel known
as the Gorge.
Land use in Swan Lake watershed is a mixture of agriculture, residental housing and commercial
centres, and includes a highway and several arterial roads; most areas of original contguous
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natve vegetaton have been cleared. Impervious surfaces today cover approximately 25% of the
watershed (Townsend, 2009a; Figure 3). See also Secton 6 for additonal details of land use in
the watershed.
The majority of the watershed (about 60%) is characterised by soils that have well-drained and
dark coloured organic layers (A horizons) ranging from about 5 to 45 cm in thickness, over top of
B horizons of clay, clay loam or gravelly sandy loam, and an underlying C horizon consistng of
marine clay or glacial tll; smaller areas are composed of surfcial peat deposits, “rough stony
land” and gravelly sandy loam (Day et al., 1959, and accompanying maps).
Blenkinsop Lake, near the headwaters of the watershed, is fed by seasonal streams; Blenkinsop
Creek fows south from this lake, is joined by several frst-order streams (ditches), and connects
with Swan Lake (Figure 2). Some portons of Blenkinsop Creek have been enclosed in stormwater
pipes in the Quadra St./MacKenzie Ave. area. Downstream of Swan Lake, Swan Creek fows west
under the Patricia Bay highway, jogs to the north near McKenzie Ave., then meanders westward
to join with Colquitz Creek, about 1.5 km upstream of its discharge point in Portage Inlet. Swan
Creek is joined by a few small stormwater systems, and is a second-order stream.

Blenkinsop Creek, looking upstream at Quadra St., a short open gap in a long culverted secton
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Figure 2. Swan Lake watershed (from Townsend, 2009a)
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Figure 3. Comparison of Swan L. watershed land cover, 1858 (above) and
2005/2007 (below)*
*source: Townsend, 2009a
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3. History
3.1. First Natons
People have lived in coastal B.C. for at least 8,000 to 9,000 years (Muckle, 1998). Some of the
oldest documented archaeological sites in the Victoria area are about 4,150 years old (Keddie,
2006). The main First Natons living near Swan Lake are the Lekwungen (Songhees) and WSÁNEC
(Saanich) people (Keddie, 2003). Litle is known about traditonal First Natons’ use of the Swan
Lake area specifcally, although a knoll on the NE side of the lake was reputedly used for catching
waterfowl with a pole-mounted net, and several arrow-heads have been found on the site
(Keddie, pers. comm.). Many wetland plants were highly valued as food/medicine, and for
weaving mats and twine, including willow which was extensively used for making reef-nets for
ofshore salmon fshing (Turner, 1998; Claxton, 2003), thus it is likely that the area was used at
least periodically for harvestng plants as well as for huntng. First Natons practsed a wide
variety of cultvaton techniques, including prescribed burning (Turner and Peacock, 2005). It is
thought that the predominance and persistence of Garry oak ecosystems across much of
Greater Victoria in more recent centuries prior to European setlement was likely a result of First
Natons’ burning (Gedalof et al., 2006).

3.2. Landscape Characteristcs 1800s to 1950s
In Swan Lake watershed, Garry oak ecosystems formed the dominant land cover in 1858 (51%),
followed by conifer forest (33%), and a large wetland was present south of Blenkinsop Lake;
wetlands surrounding Swan Lake extended north along Swan Creek past today’s McKenzie Ave.
(Figure 3; Townsend, 2009a). Land clearing and development in the watershed began in the mid
to late 1800s. The frst land clearing around Swan Lake occurred in the 1860s when Kenneth
McKenzie farmed the area. Ten years afer McKenzie's death in 1874, the Lake Hill property was
subdivided into 5-acre lots (Swan Lake Nature Centre, 1994). An undated list of the subdivided
lots provides a brief descripton of each lot, and appears to coincide with a map dated 1890
(Keen, 1890; B.C. Provincial Archives, no date).
Additonal features of the landscape around Swan Lake up to the 1950s:
•

A large wetland was present south of Blenkinsop Lake, consistng at least in part of “over
six hundred acres covered with water and partly covered with willow trees,” and
contained Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum) (Irvine, 1942). Other species present
included: Sphagnum, sundew, bog laurel, bulrush, pond lily, willow and alder (Hardy,
1956). Many of these species thrive in low-nutrient conditons, whereas today
Blenkinsop Lake is highly eutrophic. This wetland was cultvated and presumably drained
since at least 1888, according to a map from that year.

•

Blenkinsop Lake was not previously connected to Swan Lake with an open channel as it is
today (Hardy, 1956). Rigg (1922) reports this ditch was originally dug in 1894, however
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see the note above regarding the 1888 map.
•

Swan Lake itself supported trout fshing near the turn of the 20th century (Swan Lake
Nature Centre, 1994), and was a popular locaton for swimming (Castle, 1989), indicatng
that the water was relatvely clear and high in oxygen.

•

Previously documented wetland vegetaton species that appear to be absent from Swan
Lake today include water plantain (Alisma plantago-aquatca), wapato (Sagitaria
cuneata), buckbean (Menyanthes trifoliata) and skunk cabbage (Lysichiton americanus)
(Shepherd, 1975; Zaccarelli, 1975). Some of these indicate low to moderate nutrient
conditons (McKenzie and Moran, 2004) and could have disappeared due to nutrient
enrichment.

•

Salmon spawning in Colquitz Creek in the fall were once “so thick you could just walk
across them” (as stated by Bob Mercer sometme around or prior to 1909, quoted in
Morrison, 1983). Species present included Chinook and Coho (Sutles, 1974). Today, a
small coho run remains of some few hundreds of fsh, in additon to sea-run cuthroat
trout (VFGPA, pers. comm.). Historically, Chum and Coho salmon were said to have
ascended to Swan Lake, upstream into Blenkinsop Creek (MoE FISS data query).

•

A wetland previously existed at the outlet of Swan Lake, extending downstream
(northwest) as far as McKenzie Ave. This area has since been drained.

•

Based on the pollen record, prior to agricultural clearing, wetlands around Swan Lake
were dominated by woody shrubs (e.g. willow) and trees (e.g. alder), and in some areas
co-dominated by sedge/rush and skunk cabbage (Townsend and Hebda, in preparaton).
Reed canarygrass was very likely absent untl it was introduced with agricultural
disturbance and/or cultvaton.

Swan Lake and area in 1926 (Natonal Airphoto Library A229-15)
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Figure 4. Land cover in Swan Lake watershed, from 1858 map, shown over 2007 orth-photo
(area north of red line is extrapolated); source: Townsend, 2009a
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3.3. Land Use, Water Quality and Drainage, 1920s to Present:
•

Practcally all sectons of Blenkinsop Creek and Swan Creek were dug out at some tme in
the past to facilitate drainage and development (e.g., Vernon, 1953; 1920s to 1960s
airphotos). At some unknown date, 630m of Blenkinsop Creek were enclosed in culverts
in the McKenzie Ave. and Quadra St. area.

•

The wetland adjacent to Swan Creek (between the Patricia Bay Highway and McKenzie
Av.) was drained and the stream channelized before 1928 (according to airphotos from
this year).

•

A channel was eventually dredged and blasted to beter drain the Blenkinsop wetland,
and was gradually deepened in a series of drainage “improvements,” connectng the area
to the Swan Lake infow stream (e.g. Saanich Archives, 1922; Saanich Archives, 1975).

•

Rudimentary sewage treatment was frst implemented in small plants operated by the
municipality of Saanich in the 1960s that discharged “treated” water to Blenkinsop Creek
(Swan Lake Nature Centre, 1994) 2. These systems were, however, inadequate to treat the
volume (Thomas, 1970; White, 1974), and were frequently overwhelmed, allowing high
fows to simply bypass the system and enter Swan Lake (Swan Lake Nature Centre, 1994).

•

Two fruit wineries operated for over 40 years near Swan Lake, and discharged wastes
(fruit pulp and chemicals) into Blenkinsop Creek (Swan Lake Nature Centre, 1994; Times
Colonist, 1995; Vernon, 1953)3. Local residents and municipal staf noted foul smells, and
observed the creek running “red” or “black” with wastewater (Swan Lake Nature Centre,
1994), and water quality testng revealed signifcant nutrient enrichment from this
source (e.g. White, 1974). The frst documented “fsh kill” occurred in 1953 (Vernon,
1953), and in subsequent years algal blooms and prolifc duckweed were noted, as a
result of this polluton (Life, 1966; Thomas, 1970).

•

By the 1970s, if not before, trout were rarely seen, summer algae blooms were common,
and the lake exhibited low dissolved oxygen and a simplifed (plankton and macrobenthic) biotc community (Zaccarelli, 1975; Morrison, 1976; McLaren, 1993; Langford,
1976).

•

In 1974-75, sewer trunk lines were fnally installed that transported sewage to open
ocean disposal (Saanich Courier, 1974), and around the same tme the wineries shut
down (Swan Lake Nature Centre, 1994). However, as discussed below, this legacy of
polluton contnues to afect the lake, along with signifcant non-point source polluton
that contnues to this day. Although much of the waste was intercepted by the lake,

2 One was located at Brett St. and another at McKenzie Ave. and Borden St., at the present site of the
Public Works Yard (Zaccarelli, 1975).
3 A provincial report in 1953 estimated 3000 lbs of wastes were discharged annually by Grower's Winery
and half that amount by Victoria Winery; the waste consisted of 5-10% yeast, and 50-60% potassium
tartrate (Vernon, 1953).
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there were probably also downstream efects to Colquitz Creek and Portage Inlet. 4
•

In 1970, the Municipality of Saanich began to acquire land around Swan Lake for a park
(Saanich Archives, 1970), and in 1975 the Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary
Society was formed. A number of university studies and provincial reports were drafed
between 1969 and the early 1990s, assessing the extent of water quality concerns in
Swan Lake. Water quality remained poor, with elevated nutrient levels, low dissolved
oxygen and prolifc blue-green algal blooms, through the late 1990s to the present (see
Secton 4 and Appendix A).

•

Some restoraton projects were undertaken near Swan Lake in the late 1990s and early
2000s (e.g. Edmonds, 2002; Malmkvist, 2002) involving stream channel re-constructon
and plantng natve vegetaton, demonstratng restoraton potental for other areas.

•

Today, approximately 25% of the watershed consists of impervious surfaces that quickly
shed water (Townsend, 2009a; Saanich GIS analysis), contributng to stream channel
erosion and poor water quality .

4. Health Status of Existng Ecosystems and Species
The term 'ecosystem health' is frequently used but rarely defned in a rigorous way, except for
some limited types of ecosystems (i.e. rarely for a landscape). It is a concept that allows people
to make the important connecton with human health, therefore it is used here. Generally, some
atributes of healthy ecosystems include5:
• Appropriate diversity, structure and functon (biotc and abiotc processes);
• Succession and disturbance regimes similar to undisturbed or reference ecosystems;
• Species compositon similar to reference ecosystems and sufcient to maintain key
ecological processes.
• Resilience - i.e. ability to absorb disturbances without critcal loss of key functons and
feedbacks resultng in a shif to an undesirable stable state.

4.1. Lake and Streams
4.1.1. Water Quality
Swan Lake is characterised today as highly eutrophic, meaning it has very high levels of nutrients
(especially phosphorus), leading to algal blooms (green algae and cyanobacteria) that create
turbid conditons and rob the water of oxygen through decompositon. Come cyanobacteria are
toxic to various invertebrates, fsh and humans. The low levels of dissolved oxygen also create
4

A study in 1968 estmated an annual discharge of 700 tonnes of nitrogen from Colquitz Creek into the estuarine
environment (Neil et al., 1968).
5 A more technical defniton of ecosystem health, as discussed in Townsend (2009a) can be stated as: "the
development of ecosystem structures, functons and compositon that serve to dissipate energy gradients,
following a cycle of adaptve renewal consistent within the historic range of variability, where resilience is
maintained around a desired stable state."
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lethal conditons for many fsh such as salmon and trout. The water quality in Swan Lake and the
infow and outlow streams does not meet guidelines for aquatc life for several forms of
nutrients and heavy metals, as well as dissolved oxygen levels; sediments also exhibit high levels
of nutrients and metals (Townsend, 2009a). The eutrophic state of the lake is due in part to
historical organic polluton from winery and sewage waste, which is stored in sediments and resuspended in anoxic (oxygen-deprived) conditons. This is known as internal nutrient loading.
Meanwhile, non-point source polluton from agriculture and urban runof contnues to add
nutrients to the lake system. The eutrophic state is in contrast to the clear-water state that
existed in the past, and has been present since at least the 1950s. Recent water quality sampling
indicates there has been no apparent improvement in water quality in recent decades
(Townsend, 2009a).
4.1.2. Hydrology
Lake water levels, and stream discharge, were measured over a one year period, beginning in
Fall 2007, a below average year for total precipitaton and major rainfall events (Townsend,
2009a). The infow stream (Blenkinsop Creek) was highly fashy, reactng practcally
instantaneously to rainfall events. The outlow stream, at a locaton several hundred metres
downstream of the lake, had a much more atenuated hydrograph, due to the bufering efect of
the lake. Lake levels were also highly reactve, especially when compared with an undeveloped
lake of similar size (Townsend, 2009a). Drawdown occurs contnuously over much of the summer
in Swan Lake, whereas the reference lake (Maltby Lake) had more stable water levels.
Groundwater levels in Swan Lake wetlands also drop to greater than 1.5m below the surface in
the summer (Townsend, unpublished data). Drainage of the wetland along the outlow stream of
Swan Lake, and ditching of this stream, may be a chief cause of this drawdown, and may also be
contributng to dominance by invasive species such as reed canarygrass, which can tolerate a
widely fuctuatng water table and greater hydrological variability than many natve species. Low
summer water levels also contribute to eutrophicaton, as nutrients become more highly
concentrated.
4.1.3. Stream Channels
A Proper Functoning Conditon (PFC) assessment was carried out for the length of Colquitz
Creek and the major tributary channels, including Swan Creek and Blenkinsop Creek (Buchanan
et al., 2008). PFC methodology includes a qualitatve assessment by an interdisciplinary team of
the biophysical conditons of a stream channel under the categories of hydrology, soils and
vegetaton (Prichard, 1998). 65% of the length of Swan Creek, and 77% of Blenkinsop Creek were
rated as either nonfunctonal or functonal-at-risk. These portons of the streams do not have
appropriate riparian vegetaton, channel characteristcs and landform to dissipate the energy of
high fows and provide the services described in the PFC defniton (Prichard, 1998). Degraded
conditons appear mostly related to previous channel modifcatons (straightening, dredging and
culvert installaton), loss of riparian vegetaton and land use (partcularly impervious areas).
Furthermore, a large number of road crossing culverts are present in Swan Creek, which are
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frequently linked with degraded physical and biological conditons (McBride and Booth, 2005).
“Properly functoning” reaches on the other hand are characterised by accessible foodplains,
sufcient riparian vegetaton to stabilise stream banks as well as appropriate channel form (e.g.
sinuosity, width-depth rato, etc.) resembling the historic or potental conditon. The reaches of
the infow and outlow streams directly adjacent to Swan Lake (downstream of the highway for
Swan Creek, since the porton between the lake and highway was considered to be part of the
wetland) were among those rated as "non-functonal," as they functon as dug-out ditches with
litle channel complexity and sparse or inadequate riparian vegetaton. See also the watercourse
maps in Appendix H.
Some of the smaller infow channels, leading from storm drain culverts near the edge of the
Sanctuary, also exhibit poor conditons due to erosion or a species-poor vegetaton community
primarily consistng of reed canarygrass. Many tributaries upstream of Swan Lake also appear
highly degraded, and take the form of agricultural ditches or have been enclosed in pipes.

4.2. Wetlands
As noted above, a large percentage of the sanctuary is covered in invasive reed canarygrass,
which likely occupies several pre-disturbance ecosystems, as it tolerates a wider range of
moisture and soil conditons than many natve species. Otherwise, wetlands are dominated by
woody shrubs (Spiraea douglasii var. douglasii, Salix spp., Cornus stolonifera, Lonicera
involucrata, Crataegus douglasii, Crataegus monogyna), with a few treed areas (Populus
balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa, Alnus rubra, Populus tremuloides), and emergent aquatc
vegetaton in the shallows of the lake (Typha latfolia, Schoenoplectus acutus, Phalaris
arundinacea, Glyceria maxima, Solanum dulcamara, Nuphar polysepalum).
In the shallow water areas, the large foatng mats of invasive grasses seem to have expanded in
the past 30 years, while yellow pond lily has decreased in abundance (Morrison, pers. comm.).
Several species previously present in this area seem to have disappeared, including water
plantain (Alisma plantago-aquatca); wapato (Sagitaria cuneata); skunk cabbage (Lysichiton
americanus); marsh cinquefoil (Comarum palustre) and buckbean (Menyanthes trifoliata). These
species generally occur in moderate to poor nutrient conditons (McKenzie and Moran, 2004),
thus it seems likely that the shif to eutrophic conditons in the lake is linked to their decline.
In the shrub wetlands surrounding the lake, a detailed vegetaton survey was undertaken
(Townsend, 2009a; locatons shown in Figure 1), which showed:
•

The north study plot had a large proporton of Pacifc willow trees (Salix lucida ssp.
lasiandra), some of which were quite large (ca. 65 cm diameter at breast height). Sitka
willow (S. sitchensis) and red osier dogwood were also common. The understory was
sparse and generally consisted of annual species such as willow herb, with the excepton
of openings that had thick reed canarygrass and/or mannagrass.

•

The south study plot had more dense, and smaller-diameter woody vegetaton that
consisted of more red osier dogwood and Sitka willow, as well as Geyer's willow (S.
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geyeriana) and Hooker's willow (S. hookeriana). There was less grass in the understory,
compared to the north site, and litle other herbaceous cover.
•

These plots difered from reference wetlands (at Prior Lake and Maltby Lake) primarily in
the diversity and abundance of understory vegetaton, although shrub cover was also
somewhat lower at Swan Lake. At the reference sites (also dominated by willow,
hardhack and red osier dogwood), there was dense skunk cabbage and sedge in the
understory. Also, there were no invasive species present in the reference sites, while
three ranked among the top two to four in importance values at Swan Lake (giant
mannagrass, reed canarygrass and European bitersweet).

Some restoraton initatves have been carried out in the wetland areas.
•

In the late 1970s, a new channel was constructed between the lake and the Patricia Bay
Highway, to replace the 'drainage ditch' that was present before; it included more
naturally sloped banks, a sinuous confguraton and natve plantngs (Morrison, 1976).
Although the channel is stll overly entrenched (to accommodate drainage), the
vegetaton has established well and the area has improved biophysical conditons.

•

In the early 1980s, a new stream channel was excavated for a small infow stream (now
known as Darwin Creek) that fows into Swan Creek downstream of the lake; deciduous
trees and shrubs were planted and now these form a vigorous, closed canopy along the
constructed channel (personal observatons; MacGillvray, pers. comm).

•

In the mid 1990s, a storm drain outall at the base of Rainbow Av. was enhanced with a
new channel, large wood and natve plantngs, and today has a thicket of red alder
(Alnus rubra) and one of the few patches of Douglas's water hemlock (Cicuta douglasii).

•

In 1999 to 2002, a small stormwater ditch that entered Blenkinsop Creek upstream of the
lake, now known as Leeds Creek, was reconstructed into a "properly functoning"
stream, and planted with diverse natve species (Edmonds, 2002). Although many of the
herbaceous species did not survive, the woody species have grown vigorously and today
the area is a healthy riparian corridor (personal observatons).

•

In 2007-2008 a mulching technique was used, along with dense willow staking, to
suppress reed canarygrass and establish a natve shrub community; this was found to be
a successful technique for controlling the invasive grass (Townsend, 2009a).

These pilot projects demonstrate that plantng fast-growing deciduous shrubs and trees can be
an efectve way to replace reed canarygrass and to re-establish a natve wetland community,
and to keep stream channels open and free fowing. Low shrubs and herbaceous species planted
afer the canopy has developed appear to have fared well. The more recent stream channel
projects have resulted in healthy stream channels, with appropriate foodplains and crosssecton profles for the setng.
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4.3. Terrestrial Ecosystems
There have been few formal surveys or inventories in recent years in the terrestrial areas, and
litle restoraton except for some small scale plantng and invasive species removal. Generally,
terrestrial areas are characterised as:
1. Mixed Douglas-fr and Garry oak forest, with shrub and grass/forb understory, such as
near the Nature House, and in the SE porton of the sanctuary;
2. Old felds with remnant Garry oak, sparse regeneratng deciduous trees, deep soils,
sparse shrubs and abundant introduced and natve grasses, e.g. at the northernmost
corner of the Sanctuary, adjacent to Nelthorpe Ave., bordering the wetlands on
mounded knoll features along the east side of the Sanctuary, near Saanich Hall and
Darwin Creek, and near the outlow stream on the west side;
3. Rock outcrops within (#1);
4. Mixed Garry oak, bigleaf maple and red alder, adjacent to the quarry pond on the east
side of the site, and in the SW corner of the site.
Invasive species are common within terrestrial ecosystems as well, including English ivy (Hedera
helix), laurel-leafed daphne (Daphnea laureola), and weedy forbs and grasses. See Appendix C
for a detailed list of invasive species at the site.

4.4. Wildlife and Species at Risk
There are a wide variety of insects, mammals, amphibians, fsh, reptles and over 200 species of
birds that are residents of or visitors to Swan Lake. Table 4 lists some of the main species of
reptles and amphibians, and species at risk are listed in Table 5. This is an exceptonally rich
diversity for such an urban site, which represents an important refuge for resident and migratory
species. Several 'key' species - selected species at risk, ecological engineers, and/or species with
important habitat consideratons - are discussed in more detail below. Despite some recent
surveys for various wildlife species, and a fair amount of interest in birds, knowledge is very
limited about many of the less conspicuous species that may be present at the Sanctuary, such
as insect and invertebrate species, small mammals, bats, and amphibians (e.g. salamander, red
legged frog).

Red-legged Frog
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Table 4. Wildlife species documented at Swan Lake
Common name

Scientfc name

Locaton found

Natve/introduced

North American
beaver

Castor canadensis

Outlow stream; foraging around lake edge

natve

mink

Mustela vison

Throughout streams and lakeshore

natve

muskrat

Ondatra zibethicus

Throughout streams and lakeshore; west side
lake nr. boardwalk

introduced

wandering shrew

Sorex vagrans

Forested moist areas

natve

North American
river oter

Lontra canadensis

Throughout streams and lakeshore; fshing in
lake

natve

white-footed deer
Peromyscus leucopus Throughout grassy felds
mouse

natve

rat

Ratus sp.

Throughout Sanctuary

introduced

North American
raccoon

Procyon lotor

Forested areas and streams

introduced

black-tailed deer

Odocoileus hemionus
Throughout Sanctuary
ssp. columbianus

bats (un-ID'd spp.)

Feeding over lake

Townsend's vole

Microtus townsendii Throughout grassy felds

eastern grey
squirrel

Sciurus carolinensis

Throughout forested areas and near nature
house

natve
natve
natve
introduced

eastern cotontail
Sylvilagus foridanus Throughout Sanctuary
rabbit

introduced

red-eared slider
turtle

introduced

Trachemys scripta,
ssp. elegans

Lake, wetlands and S-facing terrestrial slopes

western painted
Chrysemys picta ssp.
turtle, Pacifc coast
Lake, wetlands and S-facing terrestrial slopes
bellii
populaton

natve

common garter
snake

Thamnophis sirtalis

natve

northwestern
alligator lizard

Elgaria coerulea ssp.
Rocky areas; near nature house
principis

natve

European wall
lizard

Podarcis muralis

near nature house

introduced

American bullfrog Rana catesbeiana

Lake

introduced

Pacifc chorus frog Pseudacris regilla

Near nature house (rare)

natve

Terrestrial areas
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Table 5. Species at risk documented at Swan Lake
SAR Listng

Common name Scientfc name

Locaton found

Resident/breed on
site (R) or Visitor (V)

Provincial redlist; federal
Endangered

Western Painted
Chrysemys picta
Turtle, Pacifc
ssp. bellii
coast populaton

Lake, wetlands and S-facing
terrestrial slopes

R

Provincial bluelist; federal
Red-legged Frog Rana aurora
Special Concern

Near nature house

R

Provincial bluelist

American Bitern

Botaurus
lentginosus

Grassy wetland areas

R

Provincial bluelist

Green Heron

Butorides
virescens

wetland areas

R

Provincial blueGreat Blue
list; federal
Heron
Special Concern

Ardea herodias
ssp. fannini

wetlands and lake shallows

R

Provincial bluelist

Barn Swallow

Hirundo rustca

Feeding over lake

R

Provincial bluelist

Purple Martn

Progne subis

Feeding over lake

V

Tyto alba

Huntng over felds (rare)

V

Provincial bluelist; federal
Short-eared Owl Asio fammeus
Special Concern

Huntng over felds (rare)

V

Provincial blueFalco peregrinus
list; federal
Peregrine Falcon
ssp. pealei
Special Concern

Huntng over wetlands and lake

V

Provincial bluelist

fshing in lake, roostng on wharfs

V

Provincial bluelist; federal
Barn Owl
Special Concern

Double-crested
Cormorant

Phalacrocorax
auritus

4.4.1. Western painted turtle (Chrysemys picta bellii, Pacifc Coast populaton)
The coastal populaton of Western Painted Turtle is provincially red-listed and federally
Endangered. This species is present in a number of fresh water bodies on southern Vancouver
Island and the Gulf Islands (Engelstof and Ovaska, 2008). Christan Engelstof carried out
surveys at Swan Lake, and confrmed the species is present here. SLCHNS staf also carried out
visual surveys and observed western painted turtles at several sites around the Swan Lake. The
northern shoreline of the lake is the most likely area for turtles to be found, due to sun
exposure. A single nestng area was found in the natve plant gardens below the nature house.
The turtle also nests in the Saanich allotment gardens across the highway, and Mr. Engelstof is
working with members of the garden society to protect those sites. The introduced red eared
slider (Trachemys scripta, ssp. elegans) is also present at Swan Lake, and it occupies the same
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habitats. It can be distnguished by experienced observers based on colouring and shell
morphology. Western painted turtles face a number of threats in urban areas, including
disturbance from recreatonal actvites, pets, exotc species, barriers and disturbance in
residental landscapes, and road mortality; mechanized harvestng of aquatc weeds may also kill
turtles (Engelstof and Ovaska, 2008). Competton from red-eared sliders is not well
documented, but is thought to be likely (Engelstof and Ovaska, 2008). American bullfrogs
occasionally prey on turtles (Korschgen and Basket. 1963; McKamie and Heidt, 1974).
Recommendatons for enhancing the western painted turtle populaton at Swan Lake include
(Engelstof, pers. comm):
1. Creatng a new nest site near the present one but below the foot path, to lessen
disturbance during nestng and during movements between the shoreline and nest.
2. Creatng two new nest sites on favourable south-facing slopes, to provide alternate sites
and lessen the concentraton of nestng actvites to provide greater chances of nestng
success (e.g. if one site was destroyed). Nest sites consist of maintaining a bare soil area
approximately 5mx10m in size, ideally in a "gravelly loam" type soil (40% silt, 40% sand,
20% clay).
3. Managing Bullfrogs and Red-eared Sliders. Since the efects of red-eared sliders are not
well known, it is not recommended to invest a large efort into this acton untl the
interacton of the two turtle species is beter understood. Untl then it is suggested that
Red-eared Sliders that are incidentally caught be removed.
4.4.2. North American beaver (Castor canadensis)
The beaver is a well known "ecological engineer," having important landscape and site level
efects by building dams and creatng wetlands. Beavers were once plentful in the Victoria area,
for example at Beaver Lake, as well as in the Blenkinsop Lake area and through the Shelbourne
Valley (Irvine, 1942). More recently, a resident beaver in 1993 dammed a tributary of Colquitz
Creek, creatng the Viaduct Flats wetlands, now a protected nature sanctuary that is maintained
with a man-made weir in the locaton of the old beaver dam (Glendale Gardens, no date). One
or more beavers has been present at Swan Lake over the past fve to ten years. Although the
beaver has so far not shown an inclinaton to dam building at this site, some consideraton
needs to be given to the management protocol should it do so in the future. Although dam
building is a natural actvity, in a highly managed urban area it may not be desirable, due to the
uncertaintes associated with an alteraton of the hydrology, and the possibility that the beaver
may move or die, leaving the structure untended and at risk of collapse.
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4.4.3. Red-legged frog (Rana aurora), rough-skinned newt (Taricha granulosa) and other
amphibians
Red-legged Frog is provincially blue-listed and federally listed as Special Concern. A Red-legged
Frog was observed in 2009 west of the nature house, near the driveway leading to Swan Lake
Road (Criukshank, pers. comm.), however a comprehensive survey has not been carried out.
No surveys have been conducted to inventory salamanders, but the Roughskin Newt (Taricha
granulosa) does occur on the site, near the nature house and along the outlow stream (Pope,
2009). Other species that might inhabit the Swan Lake property include Long-toed Salamander
(Ambystoma macrodactylum) and Wandering Salamander (Aneides vagrans; previously known
as Clouded Salanader, Aneides ferreus). Pacifc Chorus Frog (Pseudacris regilla, previously know
as Pacifc Tree Frog, Hyla regilla) were once commonly heard at Swan Lake (Morrison, pers.
comm.). They have declined drastcally in resent decades and are not normally heard anymore,
with the excepton of one heard in 2009 near the nature house (Miskelly, pers. comm).
Invasive American Bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) prey on natve amphibians, as well as on
bullfrogs, invertebrates, snakes, birds and small mammals (BC Ministry of Environment, no date).
In 2009 417 adult and juvenile bullfrogs were trapped and euthanized from Swan Lake (Orchard,
2009). Despite this, the reproductve success of bullfrogs at Swan Lake was thought to be limited
due to poor water quality, and the infestaton is thought to be in a relatvely early stage,
potentally allowing for "eradicaton" (Orchard, 2009). However, the bullfrog populaton in
Blenkinsop Lake has been observed to be quite high, and the possibility of re-colonizaton from
that source should be considered.
Poor water quality in urban areas can harm red legged frog and other amphibians, due to their
permeable skin and because they undergo critcal development stages in water (Ovaska et al.,
2004). Pollutants with documented lethal and sub-lethal efects on amphibians include
sediment, pestcides, metals, nitrates, road salts, and endocrine disruptng substances;
biomagnifcaton (increasing accumulaton of toxic substances up through the food chain) and
synergistc efects may further compound toxic efects (Ovaska et al., 2004).
General best management practces for Red-legged Frog and other natve amphibians include
restoring natural hydrology, water quality and terrestrial upland ecosystems to support these
animals (Ovaska et al., 2004). Red-legged Frogs and some other natve amphibians will use
shaded ephemeral ponds and wetlands, a habitat that is not suitable for bullfrogs. Therefore,
creatng more of these ecosystems should beneft natve amphibians. These species also stand
to beneft greatly by many of the proposed strategies and actons to improve water quality and
hydrology, and create more diverse and healthy forests and wetland ecosystems.
4.4.4. Fish and Benthic Invertebrates
As noted above, cuthroat trout were once common in the lake, but have only been seen rarely
(and seasonally, usually in winter) in recent decades. A single coho fry was trapped in late
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summer, 2009, in a minnow trap in the infow stream (Pope, 2009) but otherwise no salmon
have been seen in recent decades. The most abundant fsh species present today appear to be
pumpkinseed sunfsh, three-spined stckleback and black bullhead catish; sharp nose sculpin
are also present (Pope, 2009). Large specimens of catish have been seen being eaten by herons
and cormorants (Cruickshank, pers. comm.).
In a comparison of Swan Lake and Blenkinsop Lake benthos, Chironomids were the dominant
macro-invertebrate at Swan Lake, whereas Gastropods dominated at Blenkinsop Lake; there
were no obvious explanatons for this diference, but both lakes were observed to have relatvely
simple macrobenthic communites (Edwards, 2003)6. In a comparison of shallow and deeper
water sites (below and above 1.5m water depth) at Swan Lake, Chironomids were found to be
the most abundant organisms (shallow sites), followed by Chaoborus dipteran midge larvae
(deep sites) and Oligochaete worms (more abundant in shallow sites); gastropod snails and
leeches were also observed (Kenny, 2002)7. These organisms are typical of degraded and oxygenpoor conditons.

Double-crested Cormorants at Swan Lake

4.4.5. Birds
Over 200 species of birds are regularly seen at Swan Lake. Discussions were held with several
birders at the nature sanctuary, generally regarding specifc habitat types used by various birds.
•

The nature house area is one of the best places for bird watching. Among others, Cassin's
Vireo nest near the nature house.

•

House sparrows are common throughout the sanctuary; trapping them to remove them
is not likely to be successful in reducing their numbers since there are so many in the

6 Edwards, A. 2003. A comparatve survey of the litoral macro-benthos of Swan and Blenkinsop Lakes. Student
report for Biology 490B, University of Victoria.
7 Kenny, S. 2002. Benthic macroinvertebrates of Swan Lake. Student report prepared for Biology 490B, Rick
Nordin, University of Victoria.
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surrounding area that can fll their places. Educaton of the public regarding practces of
feeding and bird houses to discourage house sparrows is recommended.
•

Black hawthorn berries are important source of food for birds during the Fall migraton,
although the fruits do not last as long as English hawthorn berries. Although many birds
use English hawthorn for feeding and nestng, it is not any more valuable than natve
hawthorn or other natve shrubs for bird habitat.

•

Red osier dogwood is another very important species for many songbirds in the fall, also
black twinberry (e.g. for Cedar Waxwings). Rufous Hummingbird also feeds on black
twinberry in the spring.

•

Salmonberry is favoured by Rufous Hummingbird; neither of these species is currently
plentful at Swan Lake so plantng salmonberry could be an opportunity for atractng
more of this bird species.

•

Large numbers of birds are ofen seen in and around bigleaf maple trees, wherever they
are found around the sanctuary. Including this tree in appropriate areas should greatly
enhance bird habitat.

•

The conifer area in the NE of the sanctuary is an important area; due to the warm SW
aspect many insects are found here. At least 10 Anna's Hummingbird nests are usually
found in a small area. Other species seen here include Brown Creeper, Nuthatch,
Chickadee, Downy Woodpecker and Golden Crowned Sparrow. A large conifer snag on
the opposite side of Saanich Road from the Sanctuary is an important perch snag. The
large Douglas-fr wildlife snag in the Sanctuary (on the wetland side of the trail) is
"packed" with House Sparrows, and natve species are rarely seen using this feature.
Despite its appearance as a good wildlife tree, it is providing litle value, and could be
removed to discourage House Sparrow proliferaton.

•

Brewer's Blackbird focks roost in the reed canarygrass on the east side of the lake, and
the large Garry oak (lone tree on knoll overlooking wetlands) is an important pre-roost
gathering site for these birds.

•

Low lying felds are important for Lincoln's Sparrow, Savannah Sparrow and Marsh Wren.

•

Large numbers of House Finch browse in the blackberry found along the infow stream;
however they would use other forage areas if the blackberry were replaced with natve
species.

•

Yellow Warbler and Orange-crowned Warbler nest among the deciduous trees on the
east side of the lake near the pond (and many other habitats throughout the Sanctuary),
along with Towhee, Downy Woodpecker, Nuthatch, Starling and Anna's Hummingbird
(Anna's Hummingbird are found in virtually all treed and shrub areas of the Sanctuary).

•

Willow and red osier dogwood thickets are very important for aphid producton (bird
feeding) during Fall migraton.
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•

Cats are a major threat to songbirds at the Sanctuary; an average of fve cats can be seen
during a walk around the lake.

•

Not many birds are seen among the large black cotonwoods in the SW of the site,
perhaps due to noise from the highway. Although the trees could be a potental heron
rookery, the trafc disturbance may keep them away.

•

Gadwall and other dabbling ducks are ofen seen in the outlow stream among the
duckweed; also Mergansers.

•

A snag near the outlow stream (among hawthorn) is an important perch tree, e.g. for
Kingbird, Northern Shrike, Mourning Dove and Olive-sided Flycatcher.

•

Barn Swallow (recently listed) are found nestng in nearby residences, and may be
entced to use nestng platorms under the Lochside trestle.

•

Generally, removing invasive species (e.g. English hawthorn, Himalayan blackberry, reed
canarygrass), and replacing them with natve species, should beneft natve birds, even if
they are opportunistcally feeding or nestng among this habitat. However, nestng
season should be avoided for such actons.

4.5. Invasive Species
A large number of invasive species are present at Swan Lake, in all general ecosystem categories,
as listed in Appendix C. By far, reed canarygrass occupies the largest area (13.6 hectares) and
may be the species that is most strongly afectng habitat and ecosystem functon by preventng
re-establishment of a natve and diverse community. However, several other highly invasive
vegetaton species are also present, such as puple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), garden
loosestrife (Lysmachia vulgaris), and Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica). Agronomic grasses
such as orchardgrass (Dactylis glomerata), Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis) and tmothy
(Phleum pratensis) are also widespread in open terrestrial sites, while English ivy (Hedera helix)
and Daphne (Daphnea laureola) are common in shaded areas. At least nine invasive animal
species are also present, including fshes (black bullhead catish, Ameiurus melas, and
pumkinseed sunfsh, Lepomis gibbosus) that likely have signifcant efects on trophic interactons
in the lake (Nordin, pers. comm.). See Secton III-5 for a discussion of priorites and
consideratons for invasive species control.

4.6. Summary of Swan Lake Ecosystem Health
The matrix below summarises some of the above characteristcs of ecosystems at Swan Lake,
compared against criteria of healthy ecosystems (from Townsend, 2009a). Despite some data
gaps, the available informaton is thought to be sufcient to classify the health of Swan Lake and
adjacent ecosystems within the Sanctuary as "poor." Some of the main reasons for this
determinaton include extensive invasive species, simplifed vegetaton or habitat structure,
disrupted water balance, fragmentaton and poor water quality.
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Table 6. Matrix of ecosystem health atributes, as assessed for Swan Lake Nature Sanctuary

Water

Category Criteria
1. Water is supplied to site or
across landscape in amounts
and frequency from natural
sources to support healthy
vegetation aappropriate to the
site.

Indications of health

Swan Lake attributes

Vegetation consists of
appropriate upland/riparian
species according to expected
distribution for the given
biogeoclimatic zone.

Hydrology altered by
interruption of subsurface flows
(roads, culverts, etc.);
channelization of streams

2. Riparian/wetland areas are
healthy and not subject to
degradation from upland
watershed.

Properly functioning
riparian/wetland areas (if
applicable); no signs of
excessive erosion/deposition;
presence of pollutionintolerant species.

Inflow/outflow streams rated
“nonfunctional” (PFC; see
Buchanan et al., 2008);
wetlands have poor health due
to invasive spp., lack of
diversity, altered hydrology, etc.

3. Water is intercepted,
infiltrated, retained and
released by vegetation in a
budget similar to predevelopment conditions.

Vegetaiton/soil characteristics
maintain interception, ET,
infiltration; effective
impervious area is minimal.

Large scale reduction of ET
from landscape clearing,
dominance by grass; EIA
surrounding site is high.

Vegetation

4. Water quality is sufficient to
maintain healthy aquatic, soil Water quality within
Water quality does not meet
and vegetation communities acceptable ranges for healthy
guidelines for aquatic life.
that support biodiversity and biotic communities.
ecosystem services.
5. There is a diverse
composition of species and
vegetation types/structure
6. There is a diverse age
class of vegetation for selfmaintenance of ecosystem
structure.

The vegetation communities
are diverse in species and
type (e.g. vertical strata).

Some communities OK, but
many have low species and
structural diversity.

In each vegetation community, Many areas have single age
there is evidence of selfclass, though some areas have
propagation
been planted and contain more.

Invasive spp dominate many
7. Species types indicate
Vegetation species are similar
areas, may indicate (in part)
appropriate soil moisture and in distribution to reference
altered soil nutrient regime/ soil
nutrient regimes.
areas.
moisture regime.
Vegetation appears robust in Some pathogenic effects (e.g.
8. Vegetation exhibits high
size/morphology; no largeconifers by nature hs). Lack of
vigour.
scale pathogenic effects.
ground cover in many areas.
If introduced species are
9. Native (and/or desired)
present, they do not pose an Invasive spp dominate many
species communities are not
anticipated threat to the
areas, prevent natural recovery
threatened or dominated by
overall integrity of
to diverse native communities.
invasive species.
native/desired species

Table cont'd on next page
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Category Criteria
10. Latent:sensible heat
(Bowen ratio) is similar to
pre-disturbance site
characteristics, such that
excessive temperature
extremes are avoided.

Soil

Energy

11. Disturbances are allowed
to occur or are managed for
natural variability, e.g.
pruning, hydroperiod,
grazing, erosion/deposition,
etc., to maintain adaptive
renewal cycle.

Indications of health

Swan Lake attributes

Vegetation cover is of a type
and amount to effect
evapotranspiration similar to the
pre-disturbance site conditions,
as is soil moisture

Not measured, but due to
surrounding heat sources and
impervious areas, large heat
differentials are likely.

Hydroperiod largely altered due to
Evidence of disturbance (fire
urban runoff. Few areas with
scars, soil profiles, sediment
managed disturbances. Most bare
deposition, vegetation condition)
soil now stabilized with vegetation
is similar to a reference area
(recovering).

Nutrient levels are similar to pre12. Excessive energy input or
Lake system already in eutrophic
disturbance condition or
accumulation is not occurring
state due to nutrient loading; inputs
reference site; chemical
(solar, chemical, litter/fuel
continue. Many areas with little
fertilisers are minimised or
build-up), which could cause
litter inputs (dominated by invasive
avoided; litter/fuel
system to 'flip' to a new
grasses). Wetland/terrestrial
accumulations are within normal
stable state.
nutrient status not assessed.
range.
13. Disturbance is of an
Landscape 'patchiness' and
Disturbance is both excessive
appropriate intensity and
mosaics are evident similar to (hydrological) and insufficient
frequency for the site and
the pre-disturbance condition; (fire/grazing/veg harvesting/mgmt).
supports natural patterns of newly disturbed areas are reOutside influences cause continual
succession.
vegetating or replanted.
disturbance.
14. System connections for
information, energy flows and
wildlife dispersal maintain
resilience

Connections enable flows of
beneficial information and
services (e.g. wildlife corridors)
but not detrimental energy (e.g.
pollution via stormwater
network)

Site is fragmented from
surrounding refuges, and overconnected to the watershed
hydrologically (via storm drain
network).

15. Excessive erosion,
deposition or soil loss is not
occurring

No evidence of
erosion/deposition, movement
or soil loss; soil organic matter
maintained. Land use supports
soil-building and maintenance.

Most of site now covered in
vegetation (but previous soil loss
occurred when farmed). Inflow
streams prone to erosion. Soil
building likely insufficient due to
limited tree/shrub cover.

16. Plant cover protects soil
from excessive heat/cold;
provides source of coarse
wood and/or fine litter for
micro-habitat and soil
decomposition processes

Presence of large wood, litter,
stabilizing vegetation in
expected amount for the site;
maintenance program that
leaves (some) wood and leaf
litter in place

Woody plants much less than predisturbance conditions. Fine litter
may be accumulating in some
areas.

Healthy microbiotic, mycorhizzal
17. Soil biological processes
and macroinvertebrate
Not assessed.
are healthy.
communities are present
18. Physical/chemical soil
properties (e.g. texture, pH,
salinity, permeability, organic
C, pollutant levels) are
appropriate for the given
landscape; no excessive
physical/chemical soil crusts

Chemical properties are similar
to reference area; healthy
Not assessed.
vegetation; no obvious signs of
contamination
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Nutrients & Elements

Category Criteria

Indications of health
No excessive eutrophication of
19. Nutrients are supplied via
downstream water bodies.
natural processes in levels
Vegetation is healthy without
and frequency similar to presupplementation with chemical
disturbance condition.
fertiliser.
Nutrient levels of off-site flows
20. Nutrients are effectively maintained near reference
cycled on-site.
levels; no export of “waste”
material.
21. Food-chain nutrient
No excessive bare soil;
processing is occurring (e.g. vegetation structure similar to
grazing, predation) to
reference area; presence of
redistribute nutrients in
indicator and/or keystone
trophic levels.
species
22. Heavy metals and toxic
compounds are not
negatively affecting biota.

Chemical constituents below
accepted guidelines; sensitive
indicator species are present.

Swan Lake attributes
Highly (hyper-) eutrophic lake.

Downstream nutrient export is
occurring.
Not assessed but
grazing/predation likely upset
from fragmented nature of site.
Heavy metals and other
pollutants in lake/streams
exceed guidelines for aquatic
life.

Poor water quality in Blenkinsop Creek during a summer rain event
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5. Social, Educatonal and Economic Values
5.1 Overview
Swan Lake and the surrounding ecosystems are very important for social and economic values.
The pro-actve vision of the municipality resulted in the Sanctuary lands being purchased and
protected in the early 1970s, likely in large part as a social amenity. Approximately 70,000
people now visit the nature sanctuary each year (Morrison, pers. comm), including individuals,
school groups and special events. Some of the main human uses of the Sanctuary include:
• Children's educatonal programs;
• Workshops, speakers and natve plant sale;
• Bird watching (individuals and groups);
• Walking and jogging;
• Outdoor maintenance work by community service workers;
• Volunteer restoraton work;
• Fund-raising events;
• Student research and study.

5.2. Educatonal and Volunteer Programs

The large majority of educatonal programs at the Sanctuary are designed for children in the
lower Elementary school grades. While the program coordinators at the Sanctuary would ideally
like to develop educatonal programs for other age groups, and to develop new programs in
general, they are constrained by limited resources, making it difcult to fnd tme for program
development. The main successes of the educatonal programs, according to Scot Mair, the
Educatonal Coordinator, are in developing a meaningful connecton with nature, at the
"awareness" level of learning, for example simply introducing children to the animals and plants
that live in the area. The capacity at the Sanctuary currently is limited in developing higher levels
of learning that could lead to acton, such as focusing on problems like invasive species or how
water quality is afected by residental yard maintenance. Although the Sanctuary staf recognize
that they are "missing" the educaton of a large age group in the youth to 25 year old category,
there are no obvious strategies to address this with current resources. Nevertheless, targeted
programs at these higher levels could be developed for specifc groups such as high school
environmental clubs and workshops for adults. Interpretve signage is currently very limited at
the Sanctuary, and could be developed to support restoraton and educaton goals; however,
some strategic planning in this area would be needed, as there are diferences of opinion in the
role and form signage should take at the site.
The volunteer programs at the Sanctuary are also limited due to capacity, according to Robyn
Burton, the Volunteer Coordinator. The large majority of volunteers are retred, and for the
most part work in the nature house, except for a small but dedicated group who meet on
Tuesday mornings and do habitat enhancement work around the Sanctuary. In order to atract a
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younger age group of volunteers to do work in the feld, defned projects are needed that can be
carried out on weekends.
There are also some negatve human uses of the site, including drug use, camping, partying,
vandalism, litering and dumping. While these are concerns, and the Sanctuary deals with the
police on a regular basis to address some of these problems, for the most part visitors and
volunteers/staf at the Sanctuary feel safe in the area. The dumping of yard waste is, however, a
concern for spreading invasive species.

5.3. Economic Value
The economic value of the sanctuary is difcult to estmate, since admission is by donaton, and
because most of the ecological services are not normally valued in monetary terms. However, a
Master's thesis (Hegg, 2009) estmated some values for ecosystem services at Swan Lake,
including: carbon sequestraton by vegetaton; air polluton removal by vegetaton; downstream
food mitgaton by foodplains around the lake; and general recreaton.
The study subtracted the annual operatng and maintenance costs, and in-kind cost of volunteer
tme, and estmated an annual net value of $3.2M. Although not a perfect tool, ecosystem
valuaton is useful to demonstrate the importance of a natural area like Swan Lake for
contributng to the well being of residents. It is likely, although not obvious with such an
analysis, that the overall monetary estmate would be higher if the ecosystems were in a healthy
state (Hegg, 2009). For example, reed canarygrass is thought to have a low value of carbon
sequestraton compared to natve willow, and greater biodiversity would allow for increased
wildlife viewing and educatonal opportunites (Townsend, 2009a).

Measuring tree dimensions for an urban forest model, in cotonwood
grove in SW corner of Sanctuary
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6. Land Use, Populaton and Watercourse/Drainage Mapping
6.1. Existng Atributes and Infrastructure
The District of Saanich GIS and Planning Departments provided the following informaton
regarding Swan Lake watershed (as shown in Figure 2), based on orthophotos (2007), Census
data, infrastructure mapping and other GIS data. Some of the implicatons of this data are
discussed below; see also the maps provided in Appendix H.
•

The watershed overlaps 8 of Saanich's 12 local areas; however, 90% of this land area is
contained within Blenkinsop, Quadra, Carey, and North Quadra local areas.

•

The approximate populaton of the watershed (using 2006 Census data) is 19,500
residents, and there are an average of 16.4 residents per hectare. Within the three
mapped subcatchments (see maps in Appendix H) human density (persons/hectare) is
variable, with only 7.4 persons/ha in Blenkinsop Lake; 16.0 in Blenkinsop Creek, and 25.8
in Swan Lake.

•

25.2% of the watershed is contained in the Agricultural Land Reserve, in the Blenkinsop
Valley, and 69.5% of the watershed falls within the regional Urban Containment
Boundary. Approximately 14% of the watershed is classifed as Park.

•

Zoning in the watershed is approximately 75% Residental, 21% park or public land, 3%
commercial and 1% industrial. Within the residentally zoned land, 44% is currently
zoned as Single Family, 26% as Rural, and 5% as Multfamily.

•

Impervious surfaces, comprised of building footprints and paved areas, cover
approximately 24% of the watershed area, or 288 hectares.8 This value includes
approximately 116 ha (10% of the watershed area) as building footprints, 55 ha (5%) as
driveways, 32 ha (3%) as parking areas, and 85 ha (7%) as asphalt travel lanes.

•

Saanich has mapped the main streams fowing into and out of Swan Lake, i.e. Blenkinsop
Creek, Swan Creek, and a number of their tributaries (Beckwith Cr., Big Barn Cr.,
Christmas Hill Brook, Cumberland Brook, Grosbeak Cr., Lochside Cr., Lochside Tributary,
Public Works Cr.). These watercourses (open portons only) total 12.78 km of linear
length (Table 7). Approximately 1.5 km are enclosed in storm pipes, primarily Blenkinsop
Creek in the Quadra/McKenzie area. There are also a large number of unnamed 'ditches'
that fow into the above watercourses. Under Saanich's Watercourse Bylaw, some of
these are 'designated' as watercourses, and others are considered manmade ditches for
drainage only.

•

There are approximately 51.79 km of mapped storm drains in the watershed (including
only those on public property). The storm drainage network map in Appendix H shows a

8 This value is in good agreement with that estmated by Townsend (2009a), and was derived using diferent
methods.
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dense network of storm drain pipes, all of which drain into the watercourses feeding
Swan Lake and Swan Creek.
•

Blenkinsop Creek and Swan Creek (main stem only) were assessed for their "Proper
Functoning Conditon" (Buchanan et al., 2008); of the linear length of these
watercourses, approximately 52.3% was classifed as Nonfunctonal, 30.3% as Proper
Functoning Conditon, and 11.2% as Functonal at Risk (6.2% was not rated).

Table 7. Length of Major Watercourses in Swan Lake Watershed
Watercourse
Beckwith Creek
Big Barn Creek
Blenkinsop Creek
Christmas Hill Brook
Cumberland Brook
Grosbeak Creek
Lochside Creek
Lochside Tributary
Public Works Creek
Swan Creek
Total

Linear length (m)
582
1,445
2,578
155
1,329
709
2,082
545
478
2,881
12,785

6.2. Looking to the Future
As outlined in the Saanich Ofcial Community Plan (OCP), new mult-family residental,
commercial, insttutonal and civic development will be focused primarily in Major Centres (MC)
and Neighbourhood Centres (NC); one NC is included in Swan Lake watershed, at Quadra and
McKenzie, and one MC is partally within the watershed, at Uptown (Figure 5). Building types
supported in these centres include townhouse (up to 3 storeys), low-rise residental (up to 4
storeys), mid-rise residental (up to 8 storeys), civic and insttutonal (up to 8 storeys) and
commercial and mixed-use (up to 8 storeys). New development will be limited within the
Agricultural Land Reserve and Urban Containment Boundary (i.e. much of the Blenkinsop
Valley), with rural zoning and policies for land use ftng with the rural character in such areas.
In the remaining residental areas, "in-fll" development is also likely to occur. A strong emphasis
on pedestrian and cycling friendly neighbourhoods is also stated in the OCP.
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Figure 5. Locatons of Major Centres, Neighbourhood Centres, etc. in Saanich, from 2008 OCP
In general both the region and this watershed are expected to contnue to experience
populaton growth in the coming years and decades. Saanich is commited to managing growth
for sustainable and healthy communites and ecosystems, consistent with the Regional Growth
Strategy (currently being revised as a Regional Sustainability Strategy) and the visions outlined in
the OCP. The form and functon of future development has enormous importance for the health
of Swan Lake ecosystems. As described above, currently these ecosystems are already highly
stressed due to past development, in partcular due to loss of habitat and management of
stormwater and land use that results in degradaton of downstream areas. New development, if
carried out as in the past, has the potental to exacerbate the problems. However,
redevelopment also has the potental to improve watershed and ecosystem health, for example:
•
•

Reducing efectve impervious area with low impact development practces and
rainwater management;
Daylightng streams with redevelopment;
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•
•
•
•

Urban forest management to increase and enhance treed ecosystems on public and
private property;
Redesigning streets to reduce imperviousness, discourage personal vehicle use and
encourage walking and cycling;
Restoring degraded ecosystems as a conditon of rezoning or redevelopment;
Creatng habitat corridors connectng existng protected areas, potentally in associaton
with greenways design.

Most of these initatves would occur at the municipal level, therefore it is important for Swan
Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary to become more involved in municipal planning, for
example by ensuring good communicaton between the Sanctuary and the Municipality
regarding proposed redevelopment and capital projects, and to contnue to develop
partnerships and educaton programs with community groups and schools. As described in the
Management Plan in the following secton, giving input to municipal planning, and encouraging
rainwater management, are some key strategies. The GIS analysis suggests that some important
focal points for these strategies should be on developing guidelines for residental in-fll
development (as Residental is currently the largest zoned area of the watershed), and for
retroftng or reducing the area of impervious surfaces. The potental for future increased
density in the Neighbourhood Centre and Major Centre in the watershed may also provide an
opportunity for leveraging environmental enhancements and restoraton of nearby ecosystems.

7. Climate Change
The scientfc community represented by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
concluded that warming of the global climate is unequivocal, and is very likely due to humancaused greenhouse gas emissions (IPCC, 2007). Various scenarios predict likely further warming
of between 1.1 and 6.4°C; if GHG emissions were stabilised today, warming would contnue to
occur for centuries (IPCC, 2007). Even a "modest" temperature increase of a few degrees would
have major consequences at a global and regional level for people and ecosystems (IPCC, 2007;
Hebda, 2010). Since the 2007 IPCC fourth assessment report, more detailed research indicates
many changes are already occurring faster than predicted (CCSP, 2008; Hebda, 2010).
For the south coast of Britsh Columbia, some of the likely efects of climate change include:
• Increased incidence and severity of droughts and heat waves;
• Warming average temperatures in both winter and summer;
• Loss of permanent snow cover, reducton in glaciers, and resultng changes to stream,
lake and wetland hydrology;
• Sea level rise, potentally by as much as 1m;
• Increased extreme weather events;
• Expansion of the range of insect pests and disease vectors;
• Loss of forest cover and expansion of grassland ecosystems
(Bornhold, 2008; Spitlehouse, 2008; Hebda, 2010; Lemmen et al., 2008; PCC, 2010)
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Some of the implicatons for people and ecosystems include:
• Added stress and disturbance to ecosystems already degraded by human development;
• Added strain on infrastructure such as stormwater systems and drinking water supply;
• Increased incidence of heat-related deaths and respiratory illness;
• Property damage and loss in low-lying coastal areas;
• Economic and social impacts from an increased infux of climate change refugees from
other parts of the world;
• Increased erosion, wildfres, and fooding;
• Increased water temperatures, in some areas exceeding the range of tolerance of aquatc
species such as salmon;
• Change in the tming of high fows (e.g. freshet) in streams and rivers, with resultng
efects on fsh and other aquatc species;
• Stress to forest ecosystems from pests;
• Increased human disease and mortality (e.g. from Malaria and other diseases with
expanded ranges).
(Hebda, 2010; Lemmen et al., 2008; CAP, 2008; PCC, 2010)
Although it is difcult to predict efects on an area as small as Swan Lake and the surrounding
watershed, some possible implicatons may include:
•
•
•
•

Increased eutrophicaton with higher summer temperatures and reduced rainfall;
Increased stream erosion from extreme rain events in winter;
Increased stress to ecosystems and loss of certain species;
Reduced human capacity to address environmental concerns, with increased stress on
social-economic systems.

At the scale of Swan Lake and the municipality within which it lies, opportunites to address the
drivers of climate change (i.e. climate change mitgaton) are limited although necessary in a
larger context. Perhaps more importantly at this scale as noted below programs at the Sanctuary
can play an important role in educaton by making the link between local ecosystems, public
behaviour and global change. Furthermore, restoring healthy and resilient ecosystems can
enable beter adaptaton to climate change, while also supportng human health. Strategies such
as watershed scale rainwater management can achieve multple benefts in this regard, such as
improving water quality, relieving the burden on stormwater infrastructure (and possibly
deferring the need to upgrade pipes, etc.), and cooling the local climate through
evapotranspiraton. Climate change underscores the need for change in the current paterns of
consumpton, resource use and development, in integrated strategies that link ecological and
human systems.
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III. Management Plan
The Ecosystem Management Plan was developed as a result of the concerns and opportunites
discussed in the previous secton, and based on the known ecosystem characteristcs
summarized above. The general structure of the plan (vision, goals, strategies, objectves,
actons, etc.), and the process used to develop it, is based on the format outlined in CMP (2007)
and Miradi (2009).

1. Scope, Vision and General Goals
1.1. Scope
Scope, Physical Boundaries:
The primary scope is defned as the boundaries of the Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature
Sanctuary (Swan Lake porton only), a 48 hectare area bounded by Ralph St. (and neighbouring
streets and lots) to the north; Saanich Rd., Lochside Regional Trail and Leeds Place to the east;
Saanich Municipal Hall parking lot to the south; and Patricia Bay Highway, Haynes and
Langcaster Streets to the west. Specifc actons will therefore be most strongly focused on this
area. The secondary focus is on areas beyond the Sanctuary, recognizing that the watershed,
neighbouring communites and visitng people have important efects on (and are infuenced by)
the site. Partnerships and collaboraton are therefore key elements of successful management at
that scale.
Scope, Time: The Management Plan has a 5 to 10 year planning horizon, at which tme the plan
will be evaluated and revised, however many of the objectves necessarily have longer term
tmeframes. The vision below is stated for a 40 year planning horizon.

1.2. Vision
Short Form:
Swan Lake is an oasis in an urban environment, where natve plants and animals fourish, and
people enjoy and learn about nature and their place within it; located near the heart of Greater
Victoria, the site helps to foster stewardship of ecosystems near and far.
Narratve Form (Swan Lake in 2050) NB: words in bold are defned below.
Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary* is a healthy and resilient social-ecological system,
consistng of aquatc and terrestrial ecosystems that support diverse natve wildlife and plants,
and provide opportunites for people to engage in the community, enjoy nature and contribute
to ecological restoraton. Natural ecological processes and functons, including cycles of
succession, occur or are mimicked, within expected ranges of variability. Invasive species that
were critcally impeding or threatening key functons or species have been efectvely controlled
or eradicated. Terrestrial ecosystems are recovering from past disturbances and include a
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mixture of forests, meadows and rock outcrops, providing key linkages with and bufers for
aquatc/riparian ecosystems. The fashy infows to the lake have been atenuated with improved
water management throughout the watershed, inspired partly by demonstraton areas at Swan
Lake, contributng to healthy riparian/wetland vegetaton and stream channels, and improved
water quality. Clean water fows into and out of Swan Lake and supports a wide diversity of
natve aquatc and wetland fora and fauna. The Sanctuary is highly valued for its ecosystem
services, including mitgatng and adaptng to climate change.
Programs and projects based at the Sanctuary have helped to change behaviour of local
residents, visitors and governments, resultng in increased awareness of and personal
responsibility for actons that afect site conditons. Residents, landowners and local government
within the watershed manage their land and water resources with integrated techniques that
support healthy ecosystems. The Sanctuary has developed sustainable funding and revenue
generaton, as well as good staf contnuity. Adaptve management supports ecosystem-based
management and enables learning despite uncertainty. Thus the Sanctuary acts as a hub of
research and learning about the site and the watershed, while visitors contnue to appreciate the
tranquility and wildlife experiences in an urban environment.
Definitions of Terms Used
Adaptive Management - a systematic process for continually improving management policies and
practice by learning from outcomes of operational programs.
Clean water - meeting accepted standards and guidelines for supporting aquatic life; nutrient regime
meets parameters of a mesotrophic lake (specific parameters TBD, based on limnology study).
Ecological restoration - the process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been degraded,
damaged, or destroyed (Society for Ecological Restoration).
Ecosystem health - "the development of ecosystem structures, functions and composition that serve to
dissipate energy gradients, within a cycle of adaptive renewal consistent with the historic range of
variability, where resilience is maintained around a desired stable state" (Townsend, 2009: 162-163).
Ecosystem health may be assessed by comparing how closely conditions resemble those in a 'reference'
(relatively undisturbed) ecosystem, e.g. in terms of water quality and hydrology, vegetation species
composition and vigour, disturbance regime, connectivity with nearby ecosystems, soil characteristics
and erosion/deposition, nutrient regime and predator-prey dynamics.
Ecosystem Services - functions of an ecosystem that have value to society (pollination, water
purification, flood control, etc.).
Flashy - prone to sudden increases in streamflow discharge (volume passing a point over a given time)
in response to rain events, often leading to erosion and sedimentation of the watercourse.
Resilience - the capacity of a system to absorb disturbances without shifting to an alternative stable
state (frequently, but not necessarily, a less desireable state), controlled by a different set of functions,
structures and feedbacks, e.g. clear water vs. turbid water in lakes; grass-dominated vs. shrubdominated in rangelands; coral-dominated vs. algae-dominated in coral reefs.
Social-ecological system- a linked system of people within nature.
Watershed - a basin of land that drains water to a common point (estuary, lake, river, stream; can be
defined at various scales.
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1.3. Management Goals
The following goals are succinct statements based on the Vision, that are intended to guide
overall management strategies and associated objectves, etc. The Ecosystem Goals outlined in
Secton 3 give additonal detail about the desired future conditon of the management targets as
defned in the system model.
Management Goal 1: Manage ecosystems at the site scale to preserve and restore natural
processes and functon, and to enable resilience to disturbance (including climate change).
Management Goal 2: Work with municipal managers, developers and major landowners in the
watershed to implement watershed policies and practces to improve hydrology and water
quality.
Management Goal 3: Engage local public, politcians and businesses in protecton, stewardship
and restoraton of Swan Lake and associated ecosystems.
Management Goal 4: Provide opportunites and resources for learning and educaton.
Management Goal 5: Support and engage in research, and efectvely manage/archive data,
that contributes to beter understanding of Swan Lake and the surrounding watershed, and
connectons with local and regional health and sustainability.
Management Goal 6: Provide opportunites for people of all ages and abilites to enjoy a healthy
and safe environment in a manner that supports other management goals.

Hardstem bulrush, smartweed and willow, NE of Swan Lake
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2. Guiding Principles
The management plan is based on, and will follow, the following principles, as described
Appendix B:
•
•
•
•

Ecosystem-based management
Linked social-ecological systems
Social-ecological resilience
Adaptve management

3. System Model and Process
System (conceptual) models are ofen recommended as a tool for working in a collaboratve,
adaptve management context, as they help to illustrate ofen-overlapping interrelatonships
and feedback between various factors afectng a site or system (Holling, 1982; Nyberg, 1999). A
system model is simply a diagram representng components of a system, with interrelatonships
or infuences shown between factors. Some models may be linked with computer modelling
programs for quanttatve analysis. The model approach used in developing this plan was
developed by the Conservaton Measures Partnership (2007), and included an open-source
sofware tool called Miradi (www.miradi.org). Due to limited tme and budget, no numerical
modelling was undertaken.
The steps outlined in this process, and followed in this case, are as follows:
1. Defne Project Team
2. Defne Project Scope (geographical or thematc boundaries)
3. Defne Project Vision Statement
4. Develop Conceptual Model in a workshop environment, including Targets, Stresses on
targets, Threats/Opportunites and Contributng Factors.
5. Rate Threats for their existng or potental efects on Targets, by their scope, severity and
irreversibility (low, medium, high, very high).
6. Develop Goals for each management Target
7. Develop Strategies, Actons and Objectves, based on "Results Chains" from the
conceptual model, illustratng expected outcomes.
8. Develop Strategic Plan, including an Acton Plan and Monitoring Plan
9. Develop Work Plan to implement actons
Steps 1 through 7 were completed largely in a collaboratve workshop setng, with additonal
work by the author; further work will be needed to add to Steps 8 and 9 as the management
plan is implemented and details are outlined for the recommended actons of the plan. The
system model produced is shown in Figure 6. The components of this model are explained
below, and in Secton 3.3 another version of the model is shown, including strategies inserted to
address some of these threats and contributng factors. Note that Management Targets are
interlinked, therefore threats that afect one are assumed to cascade through the system.
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Contributng Factors (orange rectangles)

Figure 6. System Model for Swan Lake Nature Sanctuary

Direct Threats (pink rectangles)

Management Targets (green ovals)

3.1. Ecosystem Targets and Goals
Ecosystem Targets are usually species, ecological systems/habitats, or ecological processes that
are chosen to represent the overall ecological functon (or biodiversity) of a site; i.e., they are
what the plan is focused on managing (Table 8). The number of targets is recommended to be
kept to about eight or less, to prevent the model from becoming overly complex (CMP, 2007).
Afer artculatng the ecosystem targets, it is important to describe their current status and the
desired future conditon(s) of those targets, in the form of ecosystem goals. Accordingly,
indicators can be developed that show if the health of the targets is improving or worsening. In
the protocol used to develop this model, target-specifc goals are the desired status of the
targets over the long term, and should be linked to targets, impact oriented, measurable, tme
limited and specifc (CMP, 2007). In this case, the tme-limited criterion was lef out and thought
by the group to be more appropriate to be applied to objectves/actons. The goals developed
for each ecosystem target are listed in Table 12. These ecosystem-specifc goals support the
management goals previously stated in Secton 1.
Table 8. Swan Lake ecosystem targets
Target
Terrestrial ecosystems

Watercourses

Wetlands

Swan Lake (lake only)

Visitor and Staf Experience

Descripton / Status
~7ha. Includes: rocky outcrops/Garry oak ecosystems, coniferous forest,
deciduous forests (alder, aspen, cotonwood, maple), old felds. Invasive species
common. Fragmentaton and isolaton from nearby natural areas a major threat.
Also vulnerable to human disturbance
Includes main infow stream (Blenkinsop Creek, downstream of Blenkinsop Lake),
outlow stream (Swan Creek, to confuence with Colquitz Creek) and storm
drainage channels discharging into wetlands. Also, channels in watershed. Subject
to intensely altered fows due to impervious areas, and poor water quality.
~32ha. Invasive species dominate – esp. reed canarygrass & mannagrass (14ha);
Structure and compositon altered, dominated by grasses instead of shrubs;
Reduced biodiversity and wildlife habitat; Water quality strongly linked to invasive
spp.
9.2ha lake. Compared with historic conditons (pre-1930s): Highly eutrophic;
Invasive species (plants and animals); Reduced natve biodiversity; Many criteria
& guidelines for aquatc life not met; External nutrient loading and internal
cycling; Strongly linked with watershed conditons and land use
Spiritual & mental health; safety; feeling a part of nature; learning, educaton and
research; engaging in community; physical exercise and health. Currently many
good opportunites, but vandalism, homeless camping and lack of neighbour
stewardship are problems.
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Table 9. Target-specifc Ecosystem goals, linked with the Management Goal supported
Linked Mgmt
Target
Goal

1

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2

A - Terrestrial
Ecosystems

BWatercourses

C - Wetlands

D - Lake

ID

Ecosystem Goal

Goal Descripton

A1

Soils

Soils have appropriate soil moisture and nutrient
regimes and the biotc, physical and chemical
characteristcs expected for the site.

A2

Vegetaton

Vegetaton has healthy structure, functon and
compositon (including minimal non-natve species).

A3

Climate

Appropriate micro- and macro-climate is present.

A4

Landform &
hydrology

Landform is appropriate to the landscape setng and
hydrology functons in a natural cycle.

A5

Animals

A wide diversity of natve animals are present, within the
constraints of the setng and invasive species have been
efectvely controlled or eradicated.

B1

Watercourses have sufcient physical features to
dissipate stream fow energy and create habitat. E.g.
Physical conditons
Floodplain, erosion/depositon, riparian vegetaton,
substrate.

B2

Flow regime

Flows from upper watershed are not seriously degrading
stream channels (e.g. excessive fashiness or low fows).

B3

Water quality

Water quality meets criteria for aquatc life and supports
healthy species assemblages.

B4

Vegetaton

Riparian vegetaton has appropriate structure, functon
and compositon. E.g. source of LWD, root masses
capable of withstanding high-fow events, not
dominated by invasive species.

B5

Animals

Watercourses provide aquatc and riparian habitat
appropriate to the site's potental and invasive species
have been efectvely controlled or eradicated.

C1

Hydrologic regime

Flood-drawdown cycles are similar to an undisturbed
system and support desired species.

C2

Biochemical
conditons

Biochemical conditons are consistent with a healthy
wetland, e.g. nutrients, pH, oxidaton/reducton,
microbial community.

C3

Wetlands include diverse physical characteristcs similar
Physical conditons to reference ecosystems (canopy and CWD,
topographical features, open water and vegetated, etc.).

C4

Vegetaton

Wetland vegetaton is composed of diverse natve
communites ftng with the ecological site conditons
(soils, hydrology, historic compositon) and desired
future conditons of the Sanctuary.

C5

Animals

Wetlands support diverse and healthy populatons of
natve animals and invasive species have been efectvely
controlled or eradicated.

D1

Water quality

Nutrient levels and water quality parameters in the lake
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Linked Mgmt
Target
Goal

ID

Ecosystem Goal

Goal Descripton
meet guidelines for aquatc life and mesotrophic
nutrient conditons.

E - Visitor &
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Staf
Experience

D2

Hydrologic regime

Flood-drawdown cycles are similar to a natural system
and support desired species.

D3

Sediment quality

Internal nutrient loading has been reduced to healthy
levels, through P inactvaton and/or other lake
rehabilitaton techniques.

D4

Healthy populatons of natve aquatc vegetaton and
Vegetaton & algae algae are present; invasive species have been efectvely
controlled or eradicated.

D5

Animals

Healthy populatons of natve aquatc animals are
present, and invasive species have been efectvely
controlled or eradicated.

E1

Spiritual and
Mental Health

Visitors and staf (volunteers, paid staf, community
workers) are able to enjoy a safe and quiet experience,
connect with the surrounding ecosystems and other
people, and engage in meaningful work.

E2

Learning &
Research

Staf and visitors of all ages learn about ecology and
ecosystem stewardship; research partnerships support
the Sanctuary ecosystem goals and higher educaton in
the local community.

E3

Change in
Behaviour

Visitors and staf are inspired to change their behaviour
(whether they live locally or far away) to help support
healthy ecosystems.

E4

Physical Health

Visitors and staf have the opportunity to engage in
healthy physical exercise and actvites.

3.2. Threats, Opportunites and Contributng Factors
The next step in creatng the system model was to identfy threats (and opportunites) to the
management targets. These are primarily human actvites that afect one or more management
target. In the system model diagram (Figure 6), for simplicity, threats are not necessarily linked
with arrows to all the targets they infuence, however, since there are arrows linking the targets
themselves, the infuences are assumed to also be linked.
Threats should be distnguished from stresses, which are impaired aspects of a management
target as a result of human actvites. For example, vegetaton clearing in the watershed was
identfed as a threat, causing the stress of fragmentaton and isolaton (to terrestrial
ecosystems) and altered hydrology (to watercourses, lake and wetlands). For simplicity, stresses
are not shown in the system model diagram, but are listed below (Table 10). The key direct
threats/opportunites identfed for Swan Lake ecosystems are shown as pink boxes in Figure 6.
Contributng factors are usually human actons or events that underlie or contribute to direct
threats/opportunites. These are shown as orange boxes in the system model diagrams.
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The direct threats identfed in this exercise are listed here (in bold text), with some of the
contributng factors (italicized).
1. Opportunites for learning and enjoyment. This refers to the existng programs and
opportunites for social engagement and ecological restoraton, by paid and volunteer
staf and a variety of visitors including children, community service workers, university
students, general public, etc.
2. Undesirable actvites on site (humans and pets), for example unauthorized trails, dogs,
cats, homeless camping/vagrancy, vandalism, and dumping of trash and yard waste.
Contributng factors are thought to be a lack of awareness of impacts, however external
social-economic conditons likely also contribute (not shown).
3. Vegetaton clearing in the watershed. This refers to past and ongoing vegetaton clearing
for urban development, including terrestrial as well as riparian areas. This is primarily
due to development practces, which are in turn infuenced by municipal planning and
public awareness and input.
4. Impervious surfaces. This refers primarily to efectve impervious areas, which contribute
to increased runof and associated downstream efects, a major infuence on Swan Lake.
A number of factors contribute to this threat, including vehicles and roadways,
residental/commercial landscapes, consumer preferences and awareness, development
practces, municipal planning and public awareness and input.
5. Nutrient and pollutant infows via streams and runof (e.g. nitrates, phosphates,
sediment, metals, hydrocarbons, pestcides). This threat was linked to factors including
agricultural practces, the health of Blenkinsop Lake (due to the direct connecton to
Swan Lake), residental/commercial landscapes and associated factors, municipal
planning and a lack of incentves and regulatons to protect ecosystems.
6. Invasive species (plants and animals) are linked with residental/commercial landscapes,
agricultural practces and Blenkinsop Lake (e.g. migraton of bullfrogs and fsh), and
associated factors.
7. Local efects of climate change is also listed as a threat (e.g. antcipated weter winters,
more extreme weather, and drier summers), however contributng factors and strategies
for this threat were beyond the scope of this exercise.
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Table 10. Stresses experienced by targets
Target
Terrestrial
Ecosystems

Watercourses

Wetlands

Lake

Visitor and Staf
Experience

Stress
Disturbance to wildlife
Fragmentaton & isolaton
Reduced biodiversity
Habitat loss
Altered fows
Increased temperature
Degraded water quality
Disturbance to wildlife
Reduced physical diversity
Altered fows
Reduced biodiversity
Degraded water quality
Altered food/drawdown

Causes
Undesirable actvites on site
Clearing in watershed
Fragmentaton; invasive species
Altered fows, invasive species, clearing in watershed
Impervious surfaces, clearing in watershed
Riparian clearing, impervious surfaces
Impervious surfaces, actvites in watershed
Disturbance by people and pets
Historical clearing; invasive species
Impervious surfaces
Invasive species, altered fows
Impervious surfaces, actvites in watershed
Impervious surfaces
Impervious surfaces, actvites in watershed, internal
nutrient loading
Degraded water quality
Internal nutrient cycling
Historical polluton
Invasive species, poor water quality, altered
food/drawdown
Loss of natve species
Reduced sense of safety
Vandalism, vagrancy
Negatve aesthetcs
Dumping, invasive species
Lost wildlife viewing opportunites Reduced biodiversity

Threats were also rated, according to three factors, scope, severity and irreversibility, as defned
by Miradi (2009), and described below9; the program then calculates an overall ratng based on a
compilaton of these categories (Table 11). This analysis shows that the threat of nutrient and
pollutant infows is rated as "very high," and three threats are rated as "high," for their overall
efects on the management targets (impervious surfaces, invasive species and vegetaton
clearing). Conversely, the degree to which these threats afect the targets (botom row in table)
is rated as "high" for the lake and wetlands, and "very high" for watercourses. While the threat
of human actvites on the site is overall rated the lowest at "medium," that does not mean it is
not a signifcant threat, only that the efects are so far relatvely limited in
scope/severity/irreversibility.

9 See www.miradi.org for more detailed descriptons of the ratng system (e.g. how 'high' vs. 'very high' is
defned).
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Table 11. Threat ratngs for Swan Lake targets
⇓Threats⇓ /
⇒Targets⇒
Impervious
surfaces
Undesirable
activities on site
(humans & pets)
Invasive Species
Vegetation clearing
in watershed
Nutrient & pollutant
inflows
Summary Target
Rating

Swan Lake

Terr. Ecosystems

Watercourses

Wetlands

Visitor &
Staff Exp.

Summary
Threat Rating

High

Low

Very High

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Very High

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Very High

High
Not
Specified

Very High

Medium

Very High

High

Medium

Very High

High

High
Low

Low

Medium

Very High

3.3. Overview of Strategies, Objectves and Actons

In order to address the threats and factors described above, a number of Strategies were
discussed. A strategy is defned as a group of actons with a common focus that work together to
reduce threats, capitalize on opportunites, or restore natural systems (CMP, 2007). A good
strategy is linked (to one or more critcal factors), focused (includes specifc courses of acton to
be carried out), feasible, and appropriate (to the site-specifc cultural, social and ecological
norms) (CMP, 2007). As illustrated in the system model, ideally strategies would address a
number of factors and threats at various places in the model (Figure 7). For example, if nutrient
infows were addressed only with site level practces (e.g. constructed wetland for water
treatment), the site would stll be subject to contnual threats from upstream sources. With
strategies aimed at watershed scale educaton and planning to address the contributng factors
as well, some of the sources of the nutrients may eventually be reduced, resultng in a greater
chance of a positve outcome. The key strategies identfed for Swan Lake are listed in Table 12,
in reference to the threats, targets and goals they address, as shown in the model.
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Strategies (yellow hexagons)

Contributng Factors (orange rectangles)

Figure 7. Swan Lake system model, showing Strategies (yellow hexagons)

Direct Threats (pink rectangles)

Management Targets (green ovals)

Table 12. Management Strategies, linked with targets and specifc goals
No.

Strategy

Threat or Factor strategy
addresses

Goal(s)
Target(s) strategy addresses strategy
addresses*

S1

Encourage rainwater
management

Impervious surfaces; nutrient
and pollutant infows

Watercourses, Wetlands,
Lake

S2

Review and give input to
(municipal) planning

Development practces; veg
clearing in watershed;
impervious surfaces; nutrient
and pollutant infows

A2, A5, B1, B2,
Terrestrial ecosystems;
B3, C1, C5, D1,
watercourses; wetlands; lake
D2, D5

S3

Residental & commercial
A2, B1, B2, B3,
Watershed scale educaton landscapes; nutrient & pollutant Terrestrial ecosystems;
B4, C4, C5, D1,
partnerships
infows; invasive species;
watercourses; wetlands; lake
D2, D4, D5
impervious surfaces

S4

Farmer outreach and
educaton

Agricultural practces; invasive
species; nutrient & pollutant
infows; invasive species

A2, A5, B3, B4,
Terrestrial ecosystems;
C4, C5, D1, D4,
watercourses; wetlands; lake
D5

S5

Establish partnerships to
rehabilitate Blenkinsop
Lake

Nutrient & pollutant infows;
invasive species

Watercourses; wetlands;
lake

B3, B4, C2, C4,
D1, D4, D5

S6

Rehabilitate and restore
streams and wetlands in
the watershed

Watercourse conditons;
nutrient and pollutant infows;
invasive species

Watercourses; wetlands;
lake

B3, B4, C2, C4,
D1, D4, D5

S7

Infow water quality
Nutrient and pollutant infows
treatment within Sanctuary

Watercourses; wetlands;
lake

B3, B2, D1

S8

On-site invasive species
removal & preventon

Terrestrial ecosystems;
A2, A5, B4, C4,
watercourses; wetlands; lake C5, D4, E5

S9

Lake rehabilitaton

Watercourses; wetlands;
lake

S10

Ecosystem restoraton

Terrestrial ecosystems;
A1-A5; B1-B4;
watercourses; wetlands; lake C1-C5; D1-D5

S11

Lack of incentves/regs; ag.
practces; watercourse
Policy recommmendatons
conditons; nutrient/pollutant
infows; invasive species

Terrestrial ecosystems;
A1-A5; B1-B4;
watercourses; wetlands; lake C1-C5; D1-D5

S12

Expand & develop new
programs

Opportunites for learning,
health & enjoyment

Visitor & Staf Experience

E1-E4

S13

Neighbour and visitor
educaton re: impacts

Undesirable actvites on site
(humans & pets)

Visitor & Staf Experience

E1

Invasive species

B1, B2, B3, C1,
C2, D1, D2

B3, C2, C4, D1,
D3, D4, D5
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At this stage of planning, the main focus of actons and objectves is on the strategies that can be
implemented at the site scale, namely S1, S2, S8, S9, S10 and S11. Additonal work will be
needed to address the watershed scale strategies, however note that these are very important,
as illustrated with the system model. Note also that Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary
does not have the capacity to implement these larger scale strategies directly, but may be able
to initate collaboraton with other agencies and government. The following secton describes
these strategies in more detail.
An Objectve is defned as "a formal statement detailing a desired outcome of a project, such as
reducing a critcal threat. If the project is well conceptualized and designed, realizaton of a
project's objectves should lead to the fulfllment of the project's goals and ultmately its vision.
A good objectve meets the criteria of being outcome oriented (represents necessary changes in
critcal threat and opportunity factors that afect one or more project goals), tme limited,
measurable, specifc and practcal" (Miradi, 2009). Therefore, objectves were outlined for most
strategies described above, as well as for two threats and one contributng factor, as stated in
Table 13 below. Note that many of these objectves will need to be adjusted as projects move
forward, and new objectves will likely be needed as additonal detail is added to the strategies.
Finally, Actons (called Actvites in the Miradi and CMP documentaton) were proposed, to
address the Strategies and Objectves. "An actvity is an acton that is carried out to accomplish
one or more of a project's strategies. Actvites should capture a discrete package of work that is
assigned to one or more specifc individuals to complete over a relatvely short tme frame"
(Miradi, 2009). Furthermore, they should: have clearly identfed beginning and end points; be
easily estmated as to the tme and cost needs; be able to be assessed for progress and
completon; be distnct from other actvites (Miradi, 2009). A preliminary set of actons to
support the management plan, partcularly site-scale strategies, is provided in the following
secton. Additonal implementaton details are provided in Appendix E. Furthermore, actons
were drafed for most of the mapped Management Units, as described in the following secton.
A total of 114 of these actons are listed, specifc to the various ecosystem types and sites within
the Sanctuary (Appendix E). These actons will also need to be updated as the implementaton
phase of the plan moves forward.
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Table 13. Objectves, listed by Strategy (or other factor)
Associated
Factor*

Objectve

Details

S1 – Encourage
rainwater
management &
LID

S1-O1. Knowledge &
adopton

Increase adopton of LID and rainwater management in Swan Lake
watershed. Metrics/tmelines TBD.

S2 - Review &
give input to
planning

TBD

S3 - Watershed
educaton
partnerships

S3/S5-O1. Watershed
educaton

By 2020, awareness and stewardship of Swan Lake watershed on the
part of residents and landowners have signifcantly increased, as
indicated by surveys.

S4-O1. Water quality

By 2020, nutrients (and other contaminants) have been signifcantly
reduced in waterways traversing farmland in the watershed (levels TBD
based on monitoring data).

S4-O2. Awareness

By 2020, farmer awareness and best practces have signifcantly
increased, based on survey informaton.

S3/S5-O1. Watershed
educaton

By 2020, awareness and stewardship of Swan Lake watershed on the
part of residents and landowners have signifcantly increased, as
indicated by surveys.

S5-O1. Water quality

By 2020, nutrients (and other contaminants) have been signifcantly
reduced in waterways traversing farmland in the watershed (levels TBD
based on monitoring data).

S4 – Farmer
educaton &
outreach

S5 – Blenkinsop L
rehab

S6 - Stream and
wetland
restoraton in
watershed

S7 – Infow WQ
trtmt within
Sanctuary

S8 – On-site inv
spp removal &
preventon

TBD

S7-O1. Treat Infow

Install/construct fltraton systems to treat the 3 largest stormwater
infow sources to Swan Lake, including Blenkinsop Creek, by 2015,
resultng in at least 50% removal of phosphorus, heavy metals and
hydrocarbons from low fow and frst fush volumes.

S7-O2. Create
demonstraton areas

Implement rainwater management (e.g. bioretenton, permeable
pavement) in demonstraton sites within or adjacent to the Sanctuary,
accompanied by educatonal informaton, to encourage adopton in the
watershed; create at least one such site by 2012, and six by 2015.

S8-O1. Survey

Determine presence and extent of all invasive species present in the
Sanctuary, by the end of 2011.

Monitor presence and extent of invasive species on an annual basis,
S8-02. Monitoring plan beginning immediately, and develop a monitoring plan by the end of
2010.
S8-03. Control plans

Develop plans to eradicate or control all invasive species on the site,
beginning immediately and completed by the end of 2011.

S8-04. Partnerships

Develop partnerships for addressing invasive species at municipal,
regional and provincial scale, beginning immediately (appropriate
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Associated
Factor*

Objectve

Details
tmelines and milestones TBD).

S9-Lake
rehabilitaton

S9-O1. Nutrient/water
budget

Estmate the annual nutrient and water budget for the lake, by the end
of 2013. To include nitrogen and P loading (external and internal),
infow/outlow volume, ET and groundwater infuences, to determine
retenton tme and relatve importance of various hydrologic processes.

S9-O2. Watershed
nutrient management

Determine main sources of nutrients in the watershed and reduce
them to acceptable levels, through outreach, educaton and
partnerships. (Detailed WQ objectves TBD, depending on current
levels.)

S9-O3. Lake
Rehabilitaton Optons

Based on Objectve S10-O1 and O2, determine the best opton(s) for
rehabilitatng lake water quality, including costs, permits and logistcs;
complete proposal by the end of 2014.

S10-O1. Hydrology
monitoring

Monitor surface and groundwater hydrology, to assess impacts on
wetland and lake ecosystems and opportunites/constraints for
restoraton. Develop a monitoring plan by end of 2011.

S10-O2. Plant and
animal surveys

Gather baseline data regarding presence/locaton of rare plants and
animals not yet surveyed, by end of 2012, in order to inform best
management practces and priorites for restoraton.

S10-O3. Restore
summer water levels

Re-establish a more natural summer drawdown regime by maintaining
higher and more stable water levels, to support natve species and help
control reed canarygrass. Begin research and consultaton immediately;
implement in 2012.

S10 – Ecosystem
restoraton
S10-O4. Reduce reed
canarygrass

S11 - Policy
Recommendatons

Restore 1/3 of area currently dominated by reed canarygrass to natve
species communites by 2020.

S10-O5. Terrestrial
restoraton

Achieve an ecosystem health ratng of 'fair' or 'good' in all terrestrial
ecosystem units by 2025.

S10-O6. Student
research

Increase the number and quality/relevance of student research
projects, to support ecosystem restoraton and management. By 2020,
at least 20 small scale studies have been carried out, as part of a long
term monitoring and restoraton research project.

S10-O7. Infow stream
channel restoraton

Restore to Proper Functoning Conditon all infow streams within
Sanctuary lands by 2020.

TBD

S12 - Expand and
develop new
TBD
programs
S2-O1. Eliminate or
reduce dumping

S13 – Neighbour
S2-O2. Reduce dogs
and visitor
educaton
S2-O3. Reduce cats
S2-O4. Reduce

Eliminate or signifcantly reduce (<1 occurrence per year) dumping of
yard waste and household refuse in Sanctuary by 2012.
Reduce number of dogs (on leash or unatended) in Sanctuary by at
least 50% by 2013.
Reduce number of cats in Sanctuary by 25% by 2015.
Decommission and restore 75% of unauthorized trails and party spots,
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Associated
Factor*

Objectve

Details

trampling

and prevent or quickly reclaim new incursions by 2015.

T2 – Undesirable
T2-O1. Reduce
actvites on site
trampling
(humans & pets)

Reduce total area trampled by unauthorized use by 70% by 2015.

T5 – Nutrient & T5-O1. Improve Water
pollutant infows Quality

Maintain infow water quality meetng guidelines for aquatc life, except
for only minor/infrequent events by 2050.

F1 – Watercourse F1-O1 – stream
Conditons
hydrology

Improve infow stream hydrology to more closely approximate predevelopment conditons, as a result of watershed scale initatves.
Metrics and tmelines TBD.

* ID "S" indicates linked with Strategy; ID "T" indicates linked with Threat, ID "F" indicates contributng Factor (see
system model)

4. Detailed Descripton of Strategies, Objectves and Actons
The strategies summarized above are explained in more detail below, along with recommended
actons for some strategies. As mentoned above, the strategies focusing on watershed scale
policy and land use practces will need further work to defne objectves and actons. In a few
cases, actons overlap and support multple Strategies; in these cases they include the ID
number of each strategy.

4.1. Strategy 1: Encourage Rainwater Management & Low Impact Development
As described in Part I, land use and land cover in the watershed have a very strong infuence on
the health of the Sanctuary ecosystems. The high percentage of impervious surfaces result in
erosive fows, poor water quality and unnatural hydrological paterns. Many jurisdictons are
moving toward mimicking the pre-development water balance, with rainwater management and
low impact development, including improved standards for municipal roads and infrastructure,
and development guidelines and requirements to reduce surface runof. The scope of this
management plan did not entail detailed discussions of these topics, but those involved agreed
that they should be addressed with future initatves. Therefore, one general objectve and
actvity are proposed, and one acton is proposed, to initate planning around this topic.
Objectve:
1. (ID S1-O1) Increase knowledge and adopton of LID and rainwater management in Swan
Lake watershed. Metrics/tmelines TBD.
Acton:
1. (ID S1-A1) Hold a planning and brainstorming workshop to outline possible actons to
encourage rainwater management and low impact development, including LID
practtoners (e.g. engineers, landscape architects, ecologists), community members,
municipal staf and SLCHNS staf, before the end of 2010.
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4.2. Strategy 2: Review and give input to municipal planning
This strategy addresses the need to liaise with municipal staf to review community plans and
major development proposals, and provide input to management practces that could help to
protect Swan Lake. Additonal details are needed to determine specifc objectves and actons for
this strategy.

4.3. Strategy 3: Watershed educaton partnerships
This strategy addresses the need to increase awareness of residents, landowners and managers
in the watershed regarding watershed infuences on Swan Lake and the potental efects of their
actons. This may include residental homeowner educaton (e.g. landscape maintenance,
fertlizer use, car washing, disposal of hazardous waste, etc.), commercial and insttutonal
landowner educaton (landscape design and maintenance, impervious surfaces, etc.) and
municipal staf (storm drain maintenance, street cleaning, landscape design, etc.). As with the
above two strategies, details are stll needed to develop objectves and actons, therefore at this
tme the single acton focuses on assembling a group to discuss this strategy.
Objectve:
1. (ID S3/S4-O1) By 2020, awareness and stewardship of Swan Lake watershed on the part
of residents and landowners have signifcantly increased, as indicated by surveys.
Metrics/tmelines TBD.
Acton:
1. (ID S3/S5-A1) Hold a planning and brainstorming workshop, to outline possible actons to
support watershed scale educaton, including SLCHNS staf & board members, municipal
staf, reps from local schools and UVic, community associaton reps, community
members, CRD, etc, before the end of 2010.

4.4. Strategy 4: Farmer outreach and educaton
This strategy focuses on the need to educate farmers (commercial and hobby farm operators)
about watershed ecology and ways to improve the health of downstream ecosystems.
Objectves:
1. (ID S4-O1) By 2020, nutrients (and other contaminants) have been signifcantly reduced
in waterways traversing farmland in the watershed (levels TBD based on monitoring
data).
2. (ID S4-O2) By 2020, farmer awareness and best practces have signifcantly improved,
based on survey informaton.
Actons
1. (ID S4-A1) Before the end of 2010, host a brainstorming workshop to outline strategies
for agricultural stewardship in the Blenkinsop Valley, including representatves from
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Saanich, CRD, SLCHNS, HAT?, ALC, farmers, MoE, and local residents.
2. (ID S4/S5-A2) Work with Saanich to promote the formaton of a Friends of Blenkinsop
Lake stewardship group. (Note, this acton is shared with Strategy 7.)
3. (ID S4-A3) Help to promote a watershed outreach event in the Blenkinsop Valley, working
with the stewardship group (see Acton S6/S7-A2) and local government and nonproft
agencies. Potental date TBD.

4.5. Strategy 5: Rehabilitaton of Blenkinsop Lake
This strategy focuses on the direct hydrological link between Blenkinsop Lake and Swan Lake,
and the need to ensure that conditons in Blenkinsop Lake do not jeopardize restoraton and
rehabilitaton eforts in Swan Lake. Blenkinsop Lake has not been as well studied as Swan Lake,
but it is observed to have similarly eutrophic conditons and to have many of the same invasive
species present. Rehabilitaton eforts will be closely ted with studies and proposals for Swan
Lake, and if a lake-scale treatment is decided upon for Swan Lake, it may be necessary to also
implement the same technique(s) for Blenkinsop Lake. Since the focus of this management plan
did not permit a detailed assessment of Blenkinsop Lake and associated factors, one objectve
and one acton are defned:
Objectve
1. (ID S3/S5-O1) By 2020, awareness and stewardship of Swan Lake watershed on the part
of residents and landowners have signifcantly increased, as indicated by surveys. (Note,
this Objectve is shared with Strategy S5.)
2. (ID S5-O1) By 2020, nutrients (and other contaminants) have been signifcantly reduced
in Blenkinsop Lake and Blenkinsop Creek (levels TBD based on monitoring data).
Acton
1. (ID S4/S5-A1) Work with Saanich to promote the formaton of a Friends of Blenkinsop
Lake stewardship group. Initate in 2011, with goal to form group within one year. Note,
Acton is shared with Strategy S6.
2. (S3/S5-A1) Hold a planning and brainstorming workshop, to outline possible objectves
and actons to support watershed scale educaton, including SLCHNS staf & board
members, municipal staf, reps from local schools and UVic, community associaton reps,
community members, CRD, etc., before the end of 2010. (Note, Acton is shared with
Strategy S5.)

4.7. Strategy 7: Infow water quality treatment within Sanctuary
This strategy aims to improve water quality of infow to Swan Lake with biological treatment
systems (e.g. constructed wetlands and rain-gardens) within the Sanctuary lands.
Objectves:
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1. (S7-O1) Install/construct fltraton systems to treat the 3 largest stormwater infow
sources to Swan Lake, including Blenkinsop Creek, by 2015, resultng in at least 50%
removal of phosphorus, heavy metals and hydrocarbons from low fow and frst fush
volumes.
2. (S7-O2) Implement rainwater management (e.g. bioretenton, permeable pavement) in
demonstraton sites within or adjacent to the Sanctuary, accompanied by educatonal
informaton, to encourage adopton in the watershed; create at least one such site by
2012, and four additonal facilites by 2015.
Actons:
1. (ID S7-A1) Design and build constructed wetland system in Leeds/Lochside Trestle area
(highest priority area). Complete proposal by end of 2011.
2. (ID S7-A2) Partner with CRD or Municipality to identfy highest priority storm drain
outalls for treatment system, based on water quality. Initate in late 2010, implement in
2011-2012.
3. (ID S7-A3) Design, construct and monitor appropriate structures and/or biological
systems to treat low fows/frst fush from storm drain outalls. Complete proposal by end
of 2012.
4. (ID S7-A4) Design and install a rain garden (bioretenton facility) to treat road runof prior
to entering the wetlands, as a demonstraton site, with educatonal signage. Complete by
end of 2012.

4.8. Strategy 8: On-site invasive species control
As described in Part I, invasive species are a major threat to ecosystem health and in some cases
are preventng re-establishment of more diverse natve communites. Some specifc
recommendatons for invasive species control and eradicaton are discussed in Secton 5, and a
list of invasive species present at the site is provided in Appendix C. The objectves and actons
below are the strategic level approaches needed to deal with this complex and widespread
problem.
Objectves:
1. (ID S8-O1) Determine presence and extent of all invasive species present in the
Sanctuary, by the end of 2011.
2. (ID S8-O2) Monitor presence and extent of invasive species on an annual basis, beginning
immediately, and develop a monitoring plan by the end of 2010.
3. (ID S8-O3) Develop plans to eradicate or control all invasive species on the site, beginning
immediately and completed by the end of 2011.
4. (ID S8-O4) Develop partnerships for addressing invasive species at municipal, regional
and provincial scale.
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Actons:
1. (ID S8-A1) Survey all areas of the site, at several tmes of the year, for presence, locaton
and % cover of invasive species. Use mapping grade GPS unit and good GIS data
management protocols. Initate in summer 2010, complete by Fall 2011.
2. (ID S8-A2) Develop an interim data recording/tracking system to log known and new
reports of invasive species. Complete by mid summer 2010.
3. (ID S8-A3) Afer baseline survey is complete, develop a monitoring plan, including tmes
of year to carry out surveys, level of efort and methods to record new informaton.
Integrate with GIS. Complete by end of 2010.
4. (ID S8-A4) Develop a database system to record invasive species occurrences and
metadata, including treatments carried out and results. Complete by end of 2010.
5. (ID S8-A5) Research eradicaton and control methods for each invasive species present
on the site, summarise (with references) and add to data library. Initate in summer 2010,
complete by end of 2011.
6. (ID S8-A6) Using baseline informaton and research, assign a priority for control to each
invasive species present, using criteria such as extent of infestaton, rate of spread, risk to
existng species/ecosystems, feasibility of control, etc. Initate immediately, complete by
end of 2011.
7. (ID S8-A7) Develop eradicaton and control plans for all invasive species, beginning with
highest priority species. Include detailed methods, permits needed, resources, costs,
potental partnerships, etc. Initate in Fall 2010, complete by end of 2011.
8. (ID S8-A8) Carry out adaptve management pilot projects and experiment with
techniques for controlling/eradicatng invasive species. Partner with university students.
Complete as part of S9-A7; tmeline based on opportunites.

4.9. Strategy 9: Lake rehabilitaton
Lake rehabilitaton means researching and implementng techniques to reduce internal and
external nutrient loading to Swan Lake. This is necessary since the lake is "stuck" within a
degraded (turbid water, algae-dominated) stable state due to past and ongoing nutrient loading.
This strategy primarily deals with lake-scale interventons, while the watershed-scale strategies
listed above are also needed to reduce non-point source polluton and nutrient inputs. A lake
rehabilitaton workshop was held in April 2010, involving the input of three limnology experts.
As described in more detail in Appendix D, the main topics and outcomes from this meetng are
summarized as follows.
The purpose of this workshop was to discuss lake ecology and review rehabilitaton
consideratons and optons for addressing the eutrophic status of Swan Lake. The invited experts
were Ken Ashley (Ashley and Associates Ltd.), Rick Nordin (University of Victoria, retred) and
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Kevin Reiberger (Ministry of Environment). Lise gave an overview of the management plan
project, including geographical and ecological context and highlights of planning progress to
date. Rick then discussed lake ecology, and reviewed some of the major factors and processes
infuencing lake health, such as physical context and morphometry, hydrology, water quality and
chemistry, and biological functons. Swan Lake has some broken "linkages" in trophic
interactons, due to extremely high productvity from nutrients, but inefcient processing of
nutrients, associated with algal blooms that limit biodiversity and preclude healthy zooplankton
and fsh populatons. It is "of the scale" on the eutrophic side. Some informaton gaps to address
before implementng any prescriptons include determining a water and nutrient budget, a
beter picture of lake history through sediment coring, more detailed informaton regarding fsh
in the lake, and ongoing monitoring (including T, DO, N, P, chlorophyll a, water clarity).
Ken then reviewed lake restoraton optons, and showed a video describing a very
comprehensive and expensive project carried out in Wisconsin. He described a wide variety of
restoraton techniques, including algicide, bacterial treatments, destratfcaton, dilutonal
fushing, dredging, food web manipulaton, hypolimnetc aeraton, hypolimnetc withdrawal,
phosphorus inactvaton, sediment oxidaton, sound, and watershed management and
protecton. Some are either not efectve or are not appropriate for Swan Lake, with the
excepton of (possibly, and potentally more than one opton together): destratfcaton;
dredging; hypolimnetc aeraton; food web inactvaton; P-inactvaton; watershed management
and protecton. However, some important data gaps (as discussed by Rick) need to be addressed
before choosing any partcular technique, especially the water and nutrient budget. Otherwise, if
external nutrient loading contnues to occur, the treatment could be futle. Ken emphasized the
importance of "startng with the watershed" for studies, management and educaton.
The conclusions of the workshop were:
1. It is too early to explore in more detail a partcular lake rehabilitaton technique.
2. Instead, the next step should be to collect missing informaton to beter inform future
interventons and management.
3. The three key pieces of new informaton that should be obtained over the next 2 years
are:
1. phosphorus budget
2. water budget
3. sediment core from the lake centre
To do this, water quality monitoring and infow/outlow stream gauging is needed. This will
allow the Swan Lake group to identfy the greatest sources of P, and formulate appropriate lake
restoraton optons.
While that is occurring, it will also be instructve to:
1. Collect additonal informaton on lake temperature and water level with data loggers
2. Conduct a GIS review of various land uses in the watershed (with ground truthing) and
start educatng various land users on reducing nonpoint sources of nutrients
3. Identfy potental sites where we could construct wetlands to intercept nonpoint source
nutrients and contaminants before they reach the lake.
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Based on this discussion and the informaton reviewed in the previous secton, the following
objectves and actons were outlined for lake rehabilitaton.
Objectves:
1. (ID S9-O1) Estmate the annual nutrient and water budget for the lake, by the end of
2013. To include nitrogen and P loading (external and internal), infow/outlow volume,
ET and groundwater infuences, to determine retenton tme and relatve importance of
various hydrologic processes.
2. (ID S9-O2) Determine main sources of nutrients in the watershed and reduce them to
acceptable levels, through outreach, educaton and partnerships. (Detailed WQ
objectves TBD, depending on current levels.)
3. (ID S9-O3) Based on Objectve S10-O1 and O2, determine the best opton(s) for
rehabilitatng lake water quality, including costs, permits and logistcs; complete proposal
by the end of 2014.
Actons:
1. (ID S9-A1) Design stream fow monitoring program and install necessary equipment in
Blenkinsop Creek, Swan Creek and (if possible) selected storm drain infows to Swan
Lake. Complete program design by end of 2010; install equipment in summer of 2011.
(Or sooner if funding/resources permit)
2. (ID S9-A2) Design monitoring program for lake levels and temperature, and install
necessary equipment. Design by end of 2010, and install in 2011 (or sooner if
funding/resources permit).
3. (ID S9-A3) Design water quality monitoring program for infow/outlow streams and lake.
To include N, P, pH, T, DO, conductvity, chlorophyll a and water clarity (the last two for
the lake only). Outline QA/QC, methods, and equipment needed. Obtain funding and
purchase needed equipment. To complete by end of 2010.
4. (ID S9-A4) Map potental sources of nutrients in the watershed, and estmate their
loading values to Swan Lake. Use combinaton of property/business informaton, GIS,
soils analysis, runof modelling, water quality monitoring, etc. Initate by end of 2010.
5. (ID S9-A5) Undertake educaton and outreach of landowners with highest estmated
sources of nutrients (and/or other pollutants) to Swan Lake. Partner with local
government and nonproft groups. Initate by end of 2011 (afer one season of WQ
monitoring), and implement through 2015.

4.10. Strategy 10: Ecosystem restoraton
Ecosystem restoraton is needed at a variety of scales, to improve habitat conditons and
ecosystem health of the Sanctuary. The Guiding Principles outlined above should be followed, to
ensure the restoraton actons support the overall approach of the management plan, and
contribute to learning and adjustment of techniques and hypotheses. For the purposes of this
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management plan, the Society for Ecological Restoraton defniton of restoraton (2004) was
adopted: ecological restoraton is the process of assistng the recovery of an ecosystem that has
been degraded, damaged, or destroyed. This defniton is general enough to encompass many
diferent techniques, and does not require restoring to a historical state. However, historical
informaton is stll valuable for determining what the ecosystem "potental" is (or could be) for a
partcular site. In other areas, the level of disturbance may be too high to reach that potental. In
general, restoraton should mimic the atributes and functons of the ecosystems prior to
European setlement (to the degree possible). See also the Guiding Principles outlined
previously. Restoraton actons are outlined in a general category, as well as for specifc sites
within the Sanctuary.
Objectves:
1. (ID S10-O1) Monitor surface and groundwater hydrology, to assess impacts on wetland
and lake ecosystems and opportunites/constraints for restoraton. Develop a monitoring
plan by end of 2011.
2. (ID S10-O2) Gather baseline data regarding presence/locaton of rare plants and animals
not yet surveyed, by end of 2012, in order to inform best management practces and
priorites for restoraton.
3. (ID S10-O3) Re-establish a more natural summer drawdown regime by maintaining
higher and more stable water levels, to support natve species and help control reed
canarygrass. Begin research and consultaton immediately; implement in 2012.
4. (ID S10-O4) Restore 1/3 of area currently dominated by reed canarygrass to natve
species communites by 2020.
5. (ID S10-O5) Achieve an ecosystem health ratng of 'fair' or 'good' in all terrestrial
ecosystem units, by 2025.
6. (ID S10-O6) Increase the number and quality/relevance of student research projects, to
support ecosystem restoraton and management. By 2020, at least 20 small scale studies
have been carried out, as part of a long term monitoring and restoraton research
project.
7. (ID S10-O7) Restore to Proper Functoning Conditon all infow streams within Sanctuary
lands, by 2020.
Actons for supportng the above objectves are grouped in a general, and site-specifc category.
4.10.1 General Restoraton Actons
1. (ID S10-A1) Choose a high-priority and highly visible ecosystem management unit and
implement all recommended restoraton actons; use as educatonal tool to build support
for long term restoraton. Initate planning immediately; complete inital restoraton
actons by 2015.
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2. (ID S10-A2) Design program and install equipment for monitoring groundwater in
wetlands. Complete by end of 2011.
3. (ID S10-A3) Contract a forest assessment by ISA certfed arborist & biologist, to evaluate
health of forested areas and recommend management actons.
4. (ID S10-A4) Develop detailed restoraton plans for each mapped management unit,
including tmeline, priority, actons, costs, partnerships, resources needed, potental
funding sources, etc. Complete by end of 2011.
5. (ID S10-A5) Develop monitoring plans and criteria for assessing state of each mapped
management unit, i.e. rate against 'desired future conditon' at a designated frequency
afer restoraton actons have been initated. Complete by end of 2011.
6. (ID S10-A6) Contract a consultant to carry out surveys for plant species at risk in likely
areas. Ensure data is carefully archived/managed. Complete by end of 2012.
7. (ID S10-A7) Carry out surveys for amphibians (red legged frog, salamanders), small
mammals, insects. Complete by end of 2012.
8. (ID S10-A8) Implement a reed canarygrass control and replantng regime, over one or
more areas totalling 5ha or more; initate by 2012, complete inital treatment by 2015.
9. (ID S10-A9) Develop adaptve management plans and prioritzaton for all terrestrial
ecosystem units, by end of 2011.
10. (ID S10-A10) Develop a system for managing ecological restoraton data, such as
hydrology data, plant inventories, restoraton prescriptons and triggers for monitoring
and evaluaton. Complete by end of 2011.
11. (ID S10-A11) Implement restoraton plans for terrestrial ecosystem units, beginning in
2011, with all areas treated with inital set of actons by 2020.
12. (ID S10-A12) Develop a long term monitoring and restoraton research program,
including student outreach & recruitng strategies, and a list of potental projects suitable
for university and college students, by the end of 2011.
13. (ID S10-A13) Map and analyse vegetaton and land cover in Sanctuary, to assess
vegetaton health, micro topography, hydrology, species compositon, etc., using GIS,
airphotos, LiDAR and hyperspectral imagery. Acquire data and establish student
partnership(s) by end of 2010. Complete studies by end of 2012.
14. (ID S10-A14) Implement recommendatons listed in management unit mapping data.
4.10.2 Site-specifc Restoraton Actons
In order to outline restoraton actons on the ground for ecosystem restoraton at the Sanctuary,
an ecosystem map was produced. Four map layers were produced, using a high resoluton
airphoto for the site, and ground truthing. Originally, the polygons were outlined on mylar
overlays, and these were subsequently digitzed in GIS. These layers consist of:
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1. Potental Ecosystem classifcaton. The classifcaton used was based on principles of
Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping as outlined in Green and Klinka (1994), and referenced
the detailed site series descriptons in Madrone (2008). Garry oak ecosystem
classifcaton was based (loosely) on Erickson and Meidinger (2007), and wetland
classifcaton was based on McKenzie and Moran (2004). Historical sources of
informaton were also referenced, where available, including historical airphotos, the
1858 map of Victoria, a survey plan with lot descriptons from 1890, ground level
photographs from a family collecton, and the pollen study (Townsend and Hebda, in
preparaton). Some reconnaissance soil pits were also dug. All areas of the Sanctuary
have been altered from pre-disturbance conditons, therefore some element of
guesswork was also involved.
2. Existng natve vegetaton - some key natve species dominated vegetaton communites
were delineated, based in part on polygons previously mapped for a 2007 airphoto
(Townsend, 2009a).
3. Invasive species - some areas with partcularly high concentratons of invasive species
were mapped, also based on 2007 airphoto mapping (Townsend, 2009a), feld surveys
(Harrop-Archibald, no date) and personal observatons. Note that the invasive and natve
plant maps do not cover 100% of the vegetaton at the Sanctuary, since they were
intended only to show "key" areas, rather than a comprehensive survey.
4. Management Units - these were delineated following in part the polygons in the
Potental Ecosystem community map, in some cases including additonal areas
depending on existng vegetaton, or breaking large units into smaller areas for more sitespecifc recommendatons. 27 management units were delineated.
For each management unit, a number of observatons were compiled, including: slope positon,
soil, site series, historical sources of informaton, existng vegetaton community, watercourses,
invasive species, wildlife usage and value, past disturbances or restoraton, existng human
infuences, ecosystem health ratng and constraints/threats. The ecosystem health ratng was
based very generally on the criteria outlined in Table 6, and a ratng of good, fair or poor was
assigned. During two workshops, partcipants worked in small groups, where they examined
management units in the feld, along with the compiled informaton, defned a "desired future
conditon" (medium and long-term), assigned a priority for restoraton, and recommended
possible management actons to address problems. The groups addressed 14 of the
management units; the remainder were completed by the author. The results of this assessment
are outlined in Appendix E, including the descriptors of each Management Unit in Table 21, and
recommended restoraton actons in Table 16. Due to the large number of Actons listed (114),
details regarding implementaton are not provided here, but can be added at a later date. The
informaton provided should aid in setng appropriate restoraton targets and in prioritzing
actons on the ground.

4.11. Strategy 11: Policy recommendatons
This strategy addresses an apparent lack of incentves and regulatons that govern agricultural
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practces and other types of land development, that could otherwise encourage beter rainwater
management, and protecton of key habitats. Recommendatons for improved policy to protect
water quality and aquatc habitat could be addressed to local government, provincial
government, and the Agricultural Land Commission. A positve message is thought to ofer the
best chance of good response, for example a program to reward "watershed heroes," or a
reducton in development cost charges for riparian-friendly practces. Additonal dialogue and
brainstorming is needed for this strategy, and could be linked with the recommended rainwater
management and watershed educaton workshops.

4.12. Strategy 12: Expand and Develop New Programs
This strategy addresses the need for programs (or program elements) to raise the awareness of
visitors to the Sanctuary about concerns and opportunites related to this management plan.
Discussions with interpreters, educators and other staf at the Sanctuary are needed in order to
develop this strategy further, with objectves and actons.

4.13. Strategy 13: Neighbour and Visitor Educaton Re: Impacts
As an urban nature sanctuary, Swan Lake is heavily infuenced by the large volume of people
visitng the site, and by the actons of adjacent neighbours. This strategy aims to educate people
and reduce their impacts on the ecosystems of the site.
Objectves:
1. (ID S13-O1) Eliminate or signifcantly reduce (<1 occurrence per year) dumping of yard
waste and household refuse in Sanctuary, by 2012.
2. (ID S13-O2) Reduce number of dogs (on leash or unatended) in Sanctuary by at least
50% by 2013.
3. (ID S13-O3) Reduce number of cats in Sanctuary by 25% by 2015.
4. (ID S13-O4) Decommission and restore 75% of unauthorized trails and party spots, and
prevent or quickly reclaim new incursions, by 2015.
Actons:
1. (ID S13-A1) Conduct surveys and mapping of visitor/neighbour impacts as a baseline, and
develop monitoring program. Impacts include homeless camping, dumping, dogs, cats,
partying, rogue trails. Develop plan by end of 2010; implement survey over 2011.
2. (ID S13-A2) Plan and implement neighbour outreach program: 1-on-1 dialogue;
educatonal pamphlets. Complete plan by Spring 2011.
3. (ID S13-A3) Develop partnership with Habitat Acquisiton Trust, to implement Good
Neighbours program for nearby residents. Inquire about program by end of 2010.
Implementaton date TBD.
4. (ID S13-A4) Develop and install educatonal signage at key locatons, outlining "code of
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conduct" and informaton about species and ecosystems. Details and tmeline TBD.
Many of the above-listed actons involve collectng and monitoring data, something that can be
tme and resource-intensive. It is important to ensure, and be able to demonstrate to funders,
that data collecton directly supports one or more tangible strategies and associated objectves.
Therefore a summary of those actons involving data collecton is provided in Table 14, along
with a ratonale for the acton.

A Great Blue Heron stands on a foatng board among a reddish algae bloom at Swan Lake
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Table 14. Summary of Data Collecton Related Actons and Ratonale
Strategy Supported

Acton ID & Descripton

Type of data to be
collected

Ratonale for collectng data

S7 - Infow WQ
treatment within
Sanctuary

S7-A2. Partner with CRD or Municipality to identfy
highest priority storm drain outalls for treatment
system, based on water quality. Initate in late 2010,
implement in 2011-2012.

Water and sediment
quality

Identfy sources of polluton and nutrients, for
targeted mitgaton measures to improve water
quality.

S8 - On-site invasive S8-A1. Survey all areas of the site, at several tmes of the Vegetaton species,
species removal and year, for presence, locaton and % cover of invasive
locaton, spatal
preventon
species. Use mapping grade GPS unit and good GIS data coverage
management protocols. Initate in summer 2010,
complete by Fall 2011.

Develop good knowledge base for efectvely
prioritzing and controlling invasive species.

S8 - On-site invasive S8-A3. Afer baseline survey is complete, develop a
species removal and monitoring plan, including tmes of year to carry out
preventon
surveys, level of efort and methods to record new
informaton. Integrate with GIS. Complete by end of
2010.

Vegetaton species,
locaton, spatal
coverage

Monitor results of any control strategies and adjust
techniques accordingly; identfy and quickly
eradicate new infestatons.

S9 - Lake
rehabilitaton

S9-A1. Design stream fow monitoring program and
install necessary equipment in Blenkinsop Creek, Swan
Creek and (if possible) selected storm drain infows to
Swan Lake. Complete program design by end of 2010;
install equipment in summer of 2011. (Or sooner if
funding/resources permit)

Hydrology

Establish water and nutrient budget as a critcal
basis for lake rehabilitaton program, to target
largest sources of nutrient inputs.

S9 - Lake
rehabilitaton

S9-A3. Design water quality monitoring program for
Water quality (physical
infow/outlow streams and lake. To include N, P, pH, T,
parameters and
DO, conductvity, chlorophyll a and water clarity (the last nutrients)
two for the lake only). Outline QA/QC, methods, and
equipment needed. Obtain funding and purchase needed
equipment. To complete by end of 2010.

Establish water and nutrient budget as a critcal
basis for lake rehabilitaton program, to target
largest sources of nutrient inputs; monitor results
of rehabilitaton measures.

S9 - Lake
rehabilitaton

S9-A4. Map potental sources of nutrients in the
Mapping and
watershed, and estmate their loading values to Swan
informatonal surveys
Lake. Use combinaton of property/business informaton,
GIS, soils analysis, runof modelling, water quality
monitoring, etc. Initate by end of 2010.

Establish knowledge to target nutrient reducton
measures at largest sources.

S10 - Ecosystem
restoraton

S10-A2. Design program and install equipment for
monitoring groundwater in wetlands. Complete by end
of 2011.

Groundwater hydrology

Evaluate wetland health and limitng factors for
restoraton (e.g. tolerance of various spp. to water
table fuctuatons)

S10 - Ecosystem
restoraton

S10-A5. Develop monitoring plans and criteria for
assessing state of each mapped management unit, i.e.
rate against 'desired future conditon' at a designated
frequency afer restoraton actons have been initated.
Complete by end of 2011.

Physical atributes and
fora/fauna

Evaluate efectveness of restoraton strategies,
and adjust accordingly.

S10 - Ecosystem
restoraton

S10-A6. Contract a consultant to carry out surveys for
plant species at risk in likely areas. Ensure data is
carefully archived/managed. Complete by end of 2012.

Vegetaton species
identfcaton and
mapping

Identfy presence of critcally imperilled species
and adjust restoraton priorites accordingly.

S10 - Ecosystem
restoraton

S10-A7. Carry out surveys for amphibians (red legged
Fauna (observatons,
frog, salamanders), small mammals, insects. Complete by trapping, mapping)
end of 2012.

Evaluate presence and level of use of site by
various species, to aid in setng restoraton goals
and avoid harm to critcal species.

S10 - Ecosystem
restoraton

S10-A12. Develop a long term monitoring and restoraton Various
research program, including student outreach &
recruitng strategies, and a list of potental projects
suitable for university and college students, by the end of
2011.

Ensure student projects efectvely support goals
and strategies of management plan, in an
integrated manner.

S10 - Ecosystem
restoraton

S10-A13. Map and analyze vegetaton and land cover in Remote sensing and GIS Evaluate ecosystem health and set/adjust
Sanctuary, to assess vegetaton health, micro topography,
ecosystem restoraton goals accordingly (remote
hydrology, species compositon, etc., using GIS,
sensing can accomplish multple objectves).
airphotos, LiDAR and hyperspectral imagery. Acquire data
and establish student partnership(s) by end of 2010.
Complete studies by end of 2012.

S13 - Neighbour and S13-A1. Conduct surveys and mapping of
Informatonal surveys,
visitor educaton
visitor/neighbour impacts as a baseline, and develop
observatons, mapping
monitoring program. Impacts include homeless camping,
dumping, dogs, cats, partying, rogue trails. Develop plan
by end of 2010; implement survey over 2011.

Evaluate current level of impacts, to target
mitgaton to most critcal areas; monitor success
of mitgaton measures.

5. Invasive Species
Invasive species are present in virtually all habitat types in the sanctuary, including the lake itself,
wetlands, open upland sites, and forest; therefore, this secton outlines specifc management
consideratons to support the Strategies and Actons described in the Secton 4.8. As shown in
Appendix C, there are at least 44 invasive species documented at Swan Lake, including eight
animals and 35 plants. Note, this list does not include invasive invertebrates, fungi or pathogens.
Some descriptve atributes are included with in this list, such as distributon, spatal scale,
biophysical impacts, invasiveness and feasibility of control. The level of priority for treatment
was assigned based on these atributes, and ranked at "high" for those species that are known
to be having a major efect on ecological processes on the site, or that could be relatvely easily
controlled before they spread. Generally, a ranking of "low" was assigned to species where
eradicaton/control is not likely to be successful, and "medium" was assigned to species that fell
into neither of the the other categories. The following species were rated as high priority:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

black bullhead catish, due to bioturbaton efects of this botom feeder, that exacerbate
turbidity and release nutrients from the lake sediments;
pumpkinseed sunfsh, due to the large numbers thought to be present, and predaton on
zooplankton that graze on algae (reducing this potental control mechanism of algae
blooms);
American bullfrog, due to the large numbers and its potentally large efect on natve
aquatc fauna;
Canada thistle, as the infestaton is stll small enough to be eradicated, and because it is
listed as a noxious weed by the District of Saanich and the Province of BC;
poison hemlock, for similar reasons as Canada thistle (though listed only by the
municipality), and because it is a health and safety risk due;
feld bindweed, as it is listed by Saanich as a noxious weed;
English hawthorn, because it is widespread and likely impeding re-establishment of
natve shrubs and trees;
laurel-leafed daphne, as it has spread rapidly in recent years in one partcular area;
Japanese knotweed, as it is a species of high concern regionally, and is present only in
one small area so far;
giant mannagrass, as it is a species of high concern regionally, and Swan Lake represents
the largest infestaton in the municipality;
English ivy, due to its major efects on natve trees and understory;
garden loosestrife, as it is not yet widespread in the region or at the site, but is a species
of high concern in other regions;
purple loosestrife, for similar reasons as garden loosestrife;
reed canarygrass, as it dominates such large areas of the Sanctuary and is preventng
natve species from re-establishing;
sweetbriar, as it is a localized infestaton and could be eradicated from the site;
common periwinkle, as it is a highly invasive species but is not yet well established at
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Swan Lake.
Some of the species currently assigned a Medium or Low priority were so designated due to a
lack of knowledge of efectve control methods (e.g. grasses), however they may represent good
opportunites for research and trials, partcularly those with wide/large spatal scale distributon.
In other words, these species should not be neglected, and this spreadsheet should be updated
as more informaton becomes available.
A detailed review of control methods for each species is beyond the scope of this plan, but as
noted in the Actons for the Invasive Species Control strategy, this informaton should be
compiled, beginning with the highest priority species, and/or for species in high-priority
management units. Some references for detailed informaton and control techniques are
provided in the table in Appendix C. In general, the best tme to kill or identfy invasive plant
species is when they are beginning the growing season when fowering, or at the end of summer
when most stressed (GOERT, no date). Some exceptons include:
•

Evergreen species such as English ivy, laurel-leafed daphne and periwinkle can be
removed at any tme of year.

•

If using mulching and plantng shade-forming vegetaton to control reed canarygrass or
mannagrass, the recommended tme for the method is in winter when the plants are
dormant, which allows tme for the planted live stakes or poted plants to establish root
systems before spring.

In Figure 8 these recommended tmes are shown for selected species, for the most part using
the "ideal" tme, although there may be other acceptable tmes during the year. Therefore this
guide can be used for general planning or large-scale control eforts, but if an opportunity arises
to remove an infestaton as a part of other work, the efort should usually not be delayed. See
Strategy S8 and associated Actons for addressing invasive species.
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Figure 8. Recommended tme of year for removing invasive plant species at Swan Lake
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5.1. Reed canarygrass
Since reed canarygrass is one of the most important invasive species at the site, some additonal
details about its control are provided here.
Reed canary grass is an aggressive invasive species across much of North America, and
predominates at many riparian and wetland sites in this region (The Nature Conservancy, no
date; personal observatons). Among other efects, it serves to reduce biodiversity by excluding
most other species (Zedler and Kercher, 2004; Perkins and Wilson, 2005). As yet few control
methods have proven to be successful, including fre, tlling, mowing and compettve plantng
(Lavergne and Molofsky, 2006). Herbicide is ofen cited as one of the few techniques with
signifcant results (Hovick and Reinnartz, 2007), yet even this is usually used in conjuncton with
other measures. A study in western Washington experimented with various densites of live
willow stake plantng, combined with wood chip mulch and some herbicide control, and found a
dense plantng (60cm spacing) to be most efectve at controlling the grass (Kim et al., 2006).
L. Townsend implemented two pilot study sites at Swan Lake using a similar density of plantng,
with the additon of cardboard as a sheet mulch as well as leaf compost, and avoiding any
herbicide or weeding control afer the inital plantng (Townsend, 2009b). The technique
demonstrated a 94% to 99% reducton in reed canarygrass above-ground biomass under the
plantngs compared to in nearby open areas. Since the study was completed in 2008, the sites
have been observed since then to remain nearly entrely free of reed canarygrass under the
willow, and the willow has contnued to grow vigorously.
Plantng willow or other fast-growing deciduous species in order to form a shade canopy is
therefore recommended as the preferred method for controlling reed canarygrass at Swan Lake.
Cardboard is thought to provide an efectve mulch layer that is more difcult for grass to grow
through (for a limited porton of the frst growing season) compared to a loose laid mulch such
as wood chips, however other mulching techniques could also be tried. It is important to plant at
the same tme, and not wait for the grass to die under the mulch, in order to get both processes
occurring at the same tme; for this reason a biodegradable layer such as cardboard is preferred
over plastc. The density of plantngs is also thought to be key, and the area should be planted at
near the density used in the above studies, with the vegetaton allowed to self-thin. Some years
or decades later, the woody vegetaton thickets could be thinned to create a more diverse
vegetaton community.
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IV Implementaton & Monitoring
This secton provides some general guidance regarding implementaton and monitoring. In order
to address the large number of potental actons identfed at various scales, implementaton
details are structured as follows:
• Recommended implementaton details for the general management actons are provided
below and in Appendix E.
• Management Units, listed in Appendix E, are prioritzed for restoraton interventons, as
summarized below. Due to the large number of actons suggested, additonal details are
not provided at this tme, but can be added as additonal planning is carried out.
• Some suggested indicators of ecosystem health, according to the Target-specifc Goals
listed earlier, are provided.
• A template for adaptve management is provided, to outline components that should be
addressed in carrying out management Actons.

1. General Management Actons (listed by Strategy)
General recommended management actons are listed in Table 15, with the corresponding
Strategy, and details regarding coordinatng responsibility, relatve costs, need for professional
consultaton, potental partners, and tmelines for initaton and completon. More detailed
descriptons of each Acton are provided above and in Appendix E. Those actons recommended
to be initated in Summer 2010 are highlighted in pink; those to begin between Fall 2010 and
Spring 2011 are highlighted in yellow, and those to begin later than Spring 2011 are highlighted
in light green.10 This is intended to provide some degree of prioritzaton for implementaton.
The following actons were fagged for immediate initaton:
• S1-A1 (rainwater management planning);
• S3-A1 (watershed educaton planning);
• S4-A1 (farmer educaton planning);
• S8-A1 (invasive species survey);
• S8-A2 (invasive species interim data tracking);
• S8-A4 (invasive species data management);
• S8-A5 (invasive species research);
• S8-A6 (invasive species priority ranking);
• S9-A1 (stream hydrology monitoring);
• S9-A2 (lake hydrology monitoring);
• S9-A3 (water quality monitoring);
• S10-A7 (fauna surveys)
• S10-A10 (ecosystem data management);
10 Note: tmelines may need to be adjusted by SLCHNS staf as the management plan is implemented; a
spreadsheet form of this table has been provided for this purpose.
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•
•

S10-A14 (management unit restoraton);
S13-A1 (visitor/neighbour impacts survey).

Note that the tmelines and other informaton are provided as a startng point only, and will
need to be updated as more planning is carried out.

2. Site-specifc Actons (by Management Unit)
Actons listed by Management Unit are provided in Table 16; see also Appendix E for detailed
descriptons of each Management Unit, including Desired Future Conditon and associated
biophysical data. Management Units are prioritzed and colour-coded according to High (pink),
Medium-to-High or Medium (yellow) or Low (light green). The following Management Units
were fagged as high priority: 1A, 2, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6, 9, 13, 14A, 15, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26 and 27
(see map in Appendix G).

3. Indicators for Monitoring Ecosystem Health
Monitoring is a key step in the Adaptve Management cycle, and is used as the basis for
evaluatng and adjustng management actons and objectves. Individual projects should have
defned indicators for monitoring, artculated at the initaton of the project, that are based on
measurable atributes of the system. Thresholds or desired improvements should also be stated,
e.g. meetng a partcular value for water quality by a certain tmeframe. Some suggested general
indicators for monitoring at Swan Lake are listed in Table 17. In some cases, baseline data will
need to be collected, in order to measure the change due to restoraton interventons. Note also
that indicators can be outlined in the Miradi sofware but have not yet been entered; if the
sofware is used as a planning tool by the Sanctuary, indicators and other atributes should be
entered and updated. As with other aspects of this plan, this list is a startng point only, and
should be updated or modifed over tme.
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Table 15. General management actons with implementaton details (colour coding indicates recommended scheduling (orange=immediate;
yellow=2011-2012; green=beyond 2012 or not determined)
Strategy

Acton ID & Name

Coordinatng
Responsibility1

Potental Partners and
Info Sources

S1-Rainwtr
mgmt / LID

S1-A1 Planning

SLCHNS Exec. Dir.
(potentally with
consultant)

S3 – water-shed
S3-A1 Planning
educaton

SLCHNS Exec. Dir.
(potentally with
consultant)

S4 – Farmer
Educaton

S5- Blen. L.
rehab

Need to
hire/consult
professional

Relatve Cost2, 3

Timeline to
initate

Timeline to
complete

Saanich, CRD, private
Maybe
sector, U-Vic, Community
(facilitaton)
Assns

low

summer 2010

end 2010

Saanich, CRD, private
Maybe
sector, U-Vic, Community
(facilitaton)
Assns, local high schools

low

summer 2010

end 2010

SLCHNS Exec. Dir.
S4-A1 Planning session (potentally with
consultant)

Saanich, CRD, ALC,
farmers, MoE

Maybe
(facilitaton)

low

summer 2010

end 2010

S4/S5-A2 Stewardship
group

SLCHNS Exec. Dir. and
Saanich ES

Community Assns, MoE,
BCLSS, ALC, schools

No

low

early 2011

early 2012

S4-A3 Watershed event

SLCHNS Exec. Dir. and
Saanich ES

Community Assns, MoE,
BCLSS, ALC, schools

Maybe
(facilitaton)

low

spring 2012

TBD

S4/S5-A2 Stewardship
group

SLCHNS Exec. Dir. and
Saanich ES

Community Assns, MoE,
BCLSS, ALC, schools

No

low

early 2011

early 2012

SLCHNS Exec. Dir., Site
S7-A1 Blenkinsop Creek
Mgr, with Ecosystem
trtmt wetland
Ctee

Saanich, local community,
Yes
schools, U-Vic

med-high

fall 2011

fall 2013

S7-A2 Smaller storm
drain trtmt systems
(assmt)

SLCHNS Site Mgr

CRD, Saanich

low

fall 2010

fall 2012

SLCHNS Exec. Dir., Site
Mgr, with Ecosystem
Ctee

Saanich, local community,
Yes
schools, U-Vic

med-high

fall 2012

fall 2014

S7 - Infow WQ
S7-A3 Smaller storm
treatment
drain trtmt systems
within
(design/build)
Sanctuary

SLCHNS Exec. Dir., Site
S7-A4 Rainwater mgmt Mgr, and hired
consultant

Saanich, Terra Remote
Sensing

Yes

fall 2012
Yes

fall 2011

Strategy

Acton ID & Name

Coordinatng
Responsibility1

Potental Partners and
Info Sources

Need to
hire/consult
professional

Relatve Cost2, 3

Timeline to
initate

Timeline to
complete

S8-A1 Baseline survey
and mapping

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College

No

medium

summer 2010

fall 2011

S8-A2 Interim data
tracking system

SLCHNS Site Mgr

No

low

summer 2010

summer 2010

S8-A3 Monitoring plan

SLCHNS Site Mgr

Other local resource mgrs No

low

fall 2010

end 2010

S8-A4 Data mgmt

SLCHNS Site Mgr, with
consultant

U-Vic, Camosun College

Yes

low

summer 2010

winter 2010

GOERT, CRD, Saanich,
CIPC, IPCBC

No

medium

summer 2010

end 2011

S8-A6 – Priority ranking SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich,
CIPC, IPCBC

No

low

summer 2010

end 2011

S8-A7 Control plans

SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich,
CIPC, IPCBC

Yes

medium

fall 2010

end 2011

S8-A8 Pilot projects and
SLCHNS Site Mgr
experiments

GOERT, CRD, Saanich,
CIPC, IPCBC, U-Vic,
Camosun Coll.

Yes

low-med

TBD

TBD

S8 – On site
invasive species S8-A5 Research control SLCHNS Site Mgr
methods
control

S9 – Lake
Rehabilitaton

S10 –
Ecosystem
Restoraton

S9-A1 Stream hydrology

SLCHNS Site Mgr, with
consultant

VFGPA, MoE, DFO, Water
Survey of Canada, private Yes
sector

medium

summer 2010

end 2011

S9-A2 Lake monitoring

SLCHNS Site Mgr, with
consultant

VFGPA, MoE, DFO, private
Yes
sector

low

summer 2010

end 2011

S9-A3 Water quality
monitoring

SLCHNS Site Mgr, with
consultant

MoE, BCLSS, private sector Yes

medium

summer 2010

end 2010

S9-A4 Watershed
nutrient source ID

SLCHNS Site Mgr and
Exec. Dir., Saanich

Community Assns, MoE,
BCLSS, ALC, schools,
farmers, CRD

No

medium

fall 2010

fall 2012

S9-A5 Watershed
SLCHNS Site Mgr and
outreach and educaton Exec. Dir., Saanich

Saanich, CRD, landowners,
HAT, Community Assns,
No
Business Assns

medium

fall 2011

2015

S10-A1 Demonstraton
restoraton site

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College,
Maybe
high schools, BCWF(WEP)

medium

early 2011

2015

S10-A2 Groundwater

SLCHNS Site Mgr

MoE, L.Townsend/

low

fall 2010

fall 2011

Yes

Strategy

Acton ID & Name

Coordinatng
Responsibility1

monitoring

S10 cont'd

Potental Partners and
Info Sources

Need to
hire/consult
professional

Relatve Cost2, 3

Timeline to
initate

Timeline to
complete

Yes

low

fall 2011

fall 2012

R.Hebda (info.)

S10-A3 Forest assmt

SLCHNS Site Mgr

S10-A4 Mgmt Unit
planning

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, GOERT, CRD Parks,
Saanich

Maybe

low

fall 2010

end 2011

S10-A5 Mgmt Unit
monitoring

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, GOERT, CRD Parks,
Saanich, BCWF (WEP)

Maybe

low

fall 2010

end 2011

S10-A6 Rare plant
surveys

SLCHNS Site Mgr

CRD Parks, Saanich

Yes

medium

early 2011

end 2012

S10-A7 Fauna surveys

SLCHNS Site Mgr

CRD Parks, Saanich, U-Vic Yes

low

late 2010

end 2012

S10-A8 Large scale RCG
SLCHNS Site Mgr
control

U-Vic, Saanich,
BCWF(WEP), community
volunteers, schools

No

medium

fall 2012

2015

S10-A9 Terrestr.
restoraton planning

SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich, UVic

No

low

fall 2010

end 2011

S10-A10 Data mgmt

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College,
other nature preserves

Yes

low

summer 2010

end 2011

S10-A11 Terrestr.
restoraton
implementaton

SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich, UVic

Maybe

high

early 2012

2020

S10-A12 – Student
research

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College,
RRU, VIC

No

low

fall 2010

end 2011

S10-A13 – Detailed
mapping

SLCHNS Site Mgr

Terra Remote, U-Vic (Olaf
Yes
N.), CRD, Saanich

low

fall 2010

end 2012

S10-A14 - Mgmt Units

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College

No

medium

summer 2010

2020

S2-A1 Impacts survey
and monitoring

SLCHNS site mgr, with
other staf.

Community volunteers

No

low

summer 2010

end 2011

SLCHNS site mgr, with
other staf.

Community Associatons

No

low

fall 2010

spring 2011

SLCHNS site mgr, with
other staf.

HAT, Community
Associatons

No

low

fall-winter 2010

TBD

SLCHNS staf and

High school or college art No

medium

fall-winter 2010

TBD

S13-Neighbour S2-A2 Neighbour
Outreach
and visitor
educaton
S2-A3 HAT Good
Neighbours Program
S2-A4 Educatonal

SLCHNS site mgr, with
S13-Neighbour S2-A1 Impacts survey
Community volunteers
and monitoring
other staf.
and visitor
educaton
signage
Ecosystem Ctee
students
*Notes for Table 15:
1. Coordinatng responsibility can be delegated to another staf member or hired consultant.
2. Cost categories: (low < $10,000), (medium $10,000-$50,000), (high > $50,000)
3. Cost includes tme of SLCHNS staf but does not include volunteer tme

No

A temporary weir set up in Swan Creek at Kent St. to measure low fows in 2007-2008 (from Townsend, 2009a)

low

summer 2010

end 2011

Table 16. Ecosystem Restoraton Actons by Management Unit (colour coding indicates relatve priority: orange-high; yellow=moderate;
green=low or unknown)
Mgmt
Unit #

Priority for
Restoraton

Possible Restoraton & Management Actons

Data gaps to address for restoraton

1A

High. One of few
conifer dominated
ecosystem units;
good existng
diversity; high trafc
and visitaton area.

1. Plant deciduous trees (e.g. alder and maple on east side, cascara and Garry oak on west side)
to replace possible loss of conifers from root rot
2. Remove fr trees where encroachment on oak trees is signifcant or potentally signifcant
(e.g. large damaged fr in driveway, immature frs in lower driveway)
3. Prune lower branches of larger fr trees to open understory
4. Contnue to remove snowberry from signifcant Erythronium area
5. Remove excessive small wood debris and branches.
6. Control invasive species along berm next to parking lot.

1B

Moderate. High use 1. Remove large ornamental cherry and large English hawthorns below rainwater storage tank.
area but few critcal 2. Replace orchard grass around rainwater pond with natve grasses.
problems.
3. Contnue morning glory control from drip fountain area through to teaching shelter.
4. Develop turtle nestng area below lower garden trail adjacent to bedrock – remove grasses
and snowberry, add gravel to maintain open soil area.
5. Remove henbit (Lamium amplexicaule) from natve grass area

1C

Low - area currently 1. West of gravel road, reduce snowberry cover to encourage Erythronium regeneraton (they
has good ecosystem are being crowded out of this area)
health, including
diversity.

1D

Moderate - already
a variety of natve
species and some
vertcal
structure/shade;
highly used for
teaching, good
access from nature
house for volunteers
and workers.

1. Plant western redcedar to replace trembling aspen as they die out.
Methods to successfully control
2. Remove English ivy and Himalayan blackberry from understory
English hawthorn.
3. Field to east of trail below parking lot: contnue to remove English hawthorn (afer nestng
season).
4. Cut grass 2 X annually to preserve open teaching area (consult with Christan E. re: tming and
length of cut to improve conditons for snakes)
5. Berm below parking lot – remove English hawthorn, plant red osier dogwood and willow
stakes adjacent to path (consult with Dave Polster re: successional distancing).

2

High - some
emerging invasive
species that could
spread elsewhere on
site; area of

1. Neighbour educaton re: invasives, yard waste and refuse dumping; cats; long-term vision for Neighbour consultaton; Assess
site (may require major change and temporary disturbance)
channel from west storm drain
2. Remove invasive species (start with hawthorn and sweetbrier rose); large patch of Himalayan Long-term plan for house sites?
blackberry.
3. Use machines to remove large majority of vegetaton, "start over".

Mgmt
Unit #

Priority for
Restoraton

Possible Restoraton & Management Actons

sanctuary that has
had virtually no
atenton so far.

4. Create larger wetlands at outall of storm drains to improve water quality

3

Medium – some
complexity of natve
species already. But
High priority to
control garden
loosestrife.

1. Investgate techniques to control garden loosestrife; plant with live willow stakes (and/or
other methods) to shade out.
2. Work with neighbour to remove white poplar and replace with natve species.
3. Carry out mammal/amphibian/bird surveys

4A

High need/opportunity
for neighbour
stewardship that
could help other
objectves on site
and nearby
restoraton eforts.

1. Lancaster Road: consult with Saanich re: reducton of mowed area
2. Consult with neighbours re: reducton of mowed area, removal of Himalayan blackberries
(safe haven for rats), and eliminaton of garden refuse dumping
3. Remove blackberry mechanically – plant tall red osier dogwood and willow cutngs at 1metre spacing right up to roadway

4B

High - source area
for invasive species;
need for neighbour
stewardship.

1. Old homestead area (no natve plants in this area) use excavator with brush blade to level
entre area and make soil rough and loose, replant with red osier dogwood, willow, alder, aspen,
cotonwood, include neighbours from plantng through monitoring/controlling invasives (ivy,
periwinkle and daphne will reintroduce itself quickly).

5A

High - largest area of
English hawthorn on
site; source of this
and other invasive
species; need to link
with lake level
manipulaton
actons

1. Remove English hawthorn (try fungal agent or other chemical/biological methods to kill cut
or standing trees).
2. Replant with red osier dogwood/willow/cotonwood mix
3. Develop open turtle nestng areas by sod removal and gravel placement
4. Survey outlow stream (survey grade elevatonal profle) to assess water level manipulaton
potental (link with lake rehabilitaton and overall wetlands management); assess opportunites
to increase channel complexity

5B

High - large source See 4B - treat with similar techniques
area for invasive
species, poor
conditons currently

6

High – area of high
wildlife habitat

1. Investgate potental for raising water levels over summer months, to improve water quality
and reduce extent of reed canarygrass.

Data gaps to address for restoraton

Methods to control garden
loosestrife.

Methods to control English
hawthorn; long term objectves for
water level management (may afect
foodplain extent and hydrology of
site).

Elevatons and channel profle (for
water level manip.); control

Mgmt
Unit #

Priority for
Restoraton

Possible Restoraton & Management Actons

value; water level
2. Remove English hawthorn and replant with suitable natve species.
manip. could
3. Remove weeping willow trees.
enhance many other 4. Control reed canarygrass with shade canopy.
areas
7

Low (no major
interventons
needed) but should
contnue with
removal of invasives,
opportunistc
plantngs of natve
understory

8A

Medium to high –
1. Replace reed canarygrass with shade canopy plantngs (willow, red osier dogwood).
very large area, very 2. Investgate scaling-up optons to cover large area, based on trials elsewhere on site.
species-poor
3. Investgate biofuel energy crop potental (with BMPs for habitat protecton).

8B

Medium to high –
one of largest areas
of this ecosystem
type; very speciespoor currently

1. Remove or suppress reed canarygrass (e.g. mulch) and plant with natve deciduous trees;
follow up 2 years later with understory plantngs.

9

High – restoraton
plan already drafed
for stream; good
potental for habitat
and educaton; one
of few area of this
potental ecosystem
type.

1. Restore stream channel, including resloping banks, installing weirs to slow fows, constructng
pond to setle out sediment and reduce erosive energy, plantng with natve species.
2. Partner with Saanich to control invasive species along boundary of sanctuary.
3. Control invasive species and replant with natve species in various areas.

10

Medium – already
some natve
diversity, no
emerging threats.

1. Remove invasive/non-natve trees (hawthorn, fruit trees).
2. Protect and enhance understory (e.g. white fawn lily area).
3. Plant densely in reed canarygrass area with deciduous trees to shade out.
4. Fence of sensitve areas to reduce trampling.

11A

Medium to high

1. Map utlity corridors and constraints (for entre site).
2. Control invasive species.
3. Plant understory natve species.

Data gaps to address for restoraton
methods for English hawthorn

Mgmt
Unit #

Priority for
Restoraton

Possible Restoraton & Management Actons

Data gaps to address for restoraton

4. Restrict access (decommission trails), work with Saanich police to address drug use on site.
11B

Medium – no critcal 1. Control invasive species and plant natve species.
threats but
2. Work with tenant to steward area.
important site for
biodiversity (moist;
rare upland unit)

12

Medium - Similar to Similar to other units with same site series.
other units with
same site series.

13

High – good
opportunity for
enhancing
biodiversity.

14A

High (for small area 1. Control mannagrass (excavate and plant with shade forming species and hardhack);
near boardwalk and 2. From boardwalk NE to tall shrub community, create full coverage of hardhack and willow.
controlling
mannagrass);
Medium for rest of
area

14B

Medium – similar
conditons to other
transitonal areas.

15

High - control
1. Partner with CRD Parks to control invasive species, taking care to protect soil stability.
invasive species that
are just beginning to
establish. Low efort
at present.

16

Medium - only
upland Garry oak
area and only place
for including those
plant associatons.

1. Test water quality; possible candidate infow for gauging fows (for water/nutrient budget).
2. Create of-channel constructed wetland or pond to remove/flter sediment and pollutants.
3. Design and construct stream channel with appropriate dimensions and large wood, and plant
riparian corridor.

1. Remove or suppress reed canarygrass (e.g. mulch) and plant with natve deciduous trees;
follow up 2 years later with understory plantngs.

1. Move recent plantngs of bigleaf maple and Pacifc crabapple to more appropriate (rich/wet)
sites.
2. Evaluate Douglas-fr trees along road add additonal trees depending on survival of existng
trees. Maintain conifer fringe to create screen for sanctuary.
3. Reduce use of party spot - remove bench seat and rope swing.
4. Remove Himalayan blackberry patches.
5. Control invasive grasses and replant natve grasses: tll, cover and plant; start in patches and

Hydrology (degree of constraint for
est'ing natve community)

Mgmt
Unit #

Priority for
Restoraton

Possible Restoraton & Management Actons

Data gaps to address for restoraton

work out; start at trail with interpretve signage. Plant: camas, California brome; California oat
grass, western butercup, Douglas aster, oceanspray, Indian plum, snowberry.
6. Put camas seed in mowed areas (?)
7. Manage view corridors when plantng; coordinate with Blenkinsop Creek polygon
8. Manage drainage across trails to minimize channelizaton of fows.
17

Medium - many
disturbances
occurring (people,
invasive spp.);
opportunity for
improving water
quality in lake.

1. Restore channel form/complexity.
2. Consider creatng of-channel wetlands to treat porton of fows (low fow/frst fush), plant
with willow (cut/remove to reduce nutrients).
3. Remove invasive species and replant with natve species.

Thorough assessment of channel
downstream of weeping willows.
Survey (elevaton/x,y positon) of
channel.
Assess constructed wetland
potental (plans/proposals).

18

High – good
opportunity to
address critcal
water quality
concerns.

1. Survey site (elevatons, channel cross-sectons) for detailed planning.
2. Investgate and assess constructed wetland design optons (for efectveness to remove
nutrients, opportunites for value added features (e.g. biofuel), cost and feasibility; implement
chosen design.
3. Establish partnerships with UVic/Camosun/ First Natons for research and volunteer
assistance.

Site profle; design optons; funding
opportunites.

19

High - use as pilot
project for similar
ecosystems
elsewhere.

1. Test various combinatons of plants, mulching and pre-treatments for controlling reed
canarygrass. Species: willow, red alder/salmonberry (add later or plant around perimeter),
cotonwood, red osier dogwood. Try alternatve mulch techniques, cardboard, natural fbre
mats.
2. Plant alder in large clumps from salvaged sites, using machine.

Few gaps impeding adaptve
management trials. Ensure good
baseline data.

20

Medium to High high concentraton
of diverse natve
spp. (island);
spreading invasive
species
(mannagrass); work
planned for nearby
areas

1. Study existng areas with natve herbaceous species to try to determine reasons for
persistence (soil cores, topography, literature review, etc.)
2. Use LiDAR to look for variaton in topography, exploit for plantng etc.
3. Study reed canarygrass food tolerance w.r.t. possible benefts of water level manipulaton
4. Plant skunk cabbage under willows in 'island' to test survival
5. Plant additonal willow stands, working outward from island.
6. Use excavaton/mounding to create small scale variaton in topography, diversity for
vegetaton species
7. Remove isolated English hawthorn
8. Interpretve signage & educaton re: "open spaces" and need to replace reed canarygrass

- techniques for establishing natve
herbaceous spp. where reed
canarygrass dominates
- reasons for survival of natve
herbaceous spp. among reed
canarygrass now
- possible benefts of raising water
levels?

21

High - control
1. Control and remove woody invasive species, including neighbour's ivy covered tree (ofer to
invasive species that cut ivy); replant

Mgmt
Unit #

Priority for
Restoraton

Possible Restoraton & Management Actons

Data gaps to address for restoraton

are just beginning to 2. Control and remove invasive grasses and ground cover, shade out with natve shrub plantngs
establish. Low efort (see #3), replant in select areas where tree canopy won't shade out (e.g. rock outcrops)
at present.
3. Plant natve shrubs e.g. oceanspray
4. Consider creatng one or two fr snags to retain oaks and create perch trees by girdling; plant
select new fr (north of large oaks) and oak. Get advice of ecologically trained arborist (e.g. Don
Skinner).
5. Plant natve ground fora, e.g. blue wildrye, alaska oniongrass, white fawn lily, Pacifc sanicle,
camas, Henderson's shootngstar.
22

High (opportunity to
start initatves with
footbridge removal
this summer);
mannagrass is a
regional concern;
site is representatve
of other areas in
sanctuary. High bird
use area (potental
for greater with
restoraton).

1. Create 2 study areas: pond by new bridge; upstream mannagrass and reed canarygrass
Wildlife (e.g. salamander, small
treatment (red alder, willow stakes); use excavaton spoils to create mound, plant with red alder. mammals).
2. Start propagatng natve understory plants; create a “wet garden” for a seed source;
3. Broadcast seed in areas where ivy removed and where mulching/staking used to control reed
canarygrass (e.g. slough sedge).
4. Tuesday Pond: excavate it and plant cotonwood and willow around it; install wood duck
boxes; try to establish slough sedge in staked areas.

23

Low (no major
interventons
needed) but should
contnue with
removal of invasives,
opportunistc
plantngs of natve
understory

1. Eradicate English ivy.
2. Control common hawthorn (use experimental fungus pathogen).
3. Undertake thorough survey of understory plants (may fnd SAR or rare spp. and to beter
defne ecosystem);
4. Create ephemeral pools for amphibians;
5. Establish a couple of western redcedar areas.
6. Assess trail surfacing to ensure good drainage is maintained/restored (e.g. permeable rock
surfacing instead of compacted).
7. Plant various understory species and evaluate success.

Amphibians present; understory
species present.

24A

Low to Medium:
statc site, litle
ecological value
now); but could be
good opportunity
for demonstraton
projects

1. Create ephemeral pond for frogs habitat.
2. Create raingardens at end of cul de sac.
3. plant sitka alder as soil nutrient enhancer;
4. if possible with grades, create subsurface fow constructed wetland to treat porton of
stormwater fows

Survey plans of storm drain
infrastructure; elevatonal profle of
site

Mgmt
Unit #

Priority for
Restoraton

Possible Restoraton & Management Actons

Data gaps to address for restoraton

24B

Low to Medium:
statc site, litle
ecological value
now); but could be
good opportunity
for demonstraton
projects

1. Create ephemeral pond for frogs habitat. 2. Create raingardens at end of cul de sac. 3. plant
sitka alder as soil nutrient enhancer; 4. if possible with grades, create subsurface fow
constructed wetland to treat porton of stormwater fows

Survey plans of storm drain
infrastructure; elevatonal profle of
site
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Medium to High:
one of few
rich/deep soil GO
areas in Sanctuary.
Opportunistc re:
funding

1. Plant camas, western butercup and other hardy natve forbs within existng grasses, and
allow people to use in summer.
2. Solarize other areas and re-establish complete natve community (fence of as demonstraton
area).
3. Include interpretve signage welcoming to Park.
4. Partner with St. Andrew's school, get students involved in restoraton of site.
5. Investgate opportunites for creatng connector to Christmas Hill (discuss with Saanich and
property owners).
6. Map/survey storm sewer (for cons. wetland opportunites) and other utlites.
7. Outreach to adjacent neighbours (stewardship and security of site).
8. Create a “gateway” to sanctuary at this site; ideal ecosystem for linking dry GOE on Hill and
wetlands at Lake.

Status and plans for corner property
(with respect to land swap
potental). Locaton of utlites.
Funding opportunites (e.g. BC
Hydro).
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High (ted to lake
rehabilitaton)

1. Improve water quality (reduce nutrients) with lake rehabilitaton eforts and watershed
initatves.
2. Investgate opportunites to remove (cut, mulch, compost) portons of foatng mats.
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High

See lake rehabilitaton secton of Plan.

See lake rehabilitaton secton of
Plan.

Table 17. Suggested indicators of ecosystem health, linked with objectves and actons
Indicator

Relevant Mgmt
Goals

Relevant Ecosystem Relevant
Goals
Objectves

Relevant Actons

Water quality, in streams and 1
stormwater infows,
compared to guidelines for
aquatc life

C3

S9-O2, S7-O1, S7- S9-A1, S9-A3
O2

Lake water quality compared
to guidelines for aquatc life

E1, E5

S9-O3

S9-A2,

Lake nutrient status (water
1, 2
clarity, chlorophyll-a, nutrient
conc.) compared to
mesotrophic lake

E1, E4, D2, D4

S9-O1, S4-O1

S9-A4, S9-A2

No. of signifcant nutrient
sources in watershed.

2

E1, E4, E5, D2

S9-O2, T5-O1

S9-A4

Presence of indicator species
(invertebrates, fsh)

1, 2

C3, E1, E5

S3/S5-O1, S4-O1,

Lake sediment quality
compared to guidelines for
aquatc life

1, 2

E3, E5

S9-O1

Summer lake levels compared 1, 2
to baseline

E2, D1, D4

S10-O3

Stream hydrograph and
indices of fashiness,
compared to baseline and
literature values for healthy
streams

1, 2

C2, C3, D1, E1, E2

F1-O1

Length of healthy (PFC)
stream channels

1, 2

C1, C2, C4, E1

S10-O7

S10-A14

Number and populaton of
animal Species at Risk

1, 2

B5, D5, E5

S10-O5

S10-A7, S10-A14

Number and extent of plant
Species at Risk

1, 2

B2, D4, E4

S10-O5

S10-A6, S10-A14

Area of Sanctuary dominated 1, 2
by invasive plant species (or
no. of plants for large
specimens)

B2, C4, D4, E4

S8-O1, S8-O2, S8- S10-A8, S10-A9, S10O3, S8-O4
A11, S10-A14

No. and populaton of
invasive animal species
compared to baseline.

1, 2

B5, D5, E5

S8-O1, S8-O2, S8- S10-A9, S10-A11, S10O3, S8-O4
A14

Soils parameters (physical,
biological, chemical),
compared to expected

1, 2

B1, B2

1, 2

S10-A14
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Indicator

Relevant Mgmt
Goals

Relevant Ecosystem Relevant
Goals
Objectves

Relevant Actons

2

B2, C4, D4, E4

S10-A14

characteristcs of healthy soils
Plants have characteristcs of
good health (vigour, form,
absence of signifcant
pathogens)

No. student research projects 4, 5
completed in support of
mgmt plan.

A2

S10-O6

S10-A4, S10-A5, S10A12, S10-A14

No. cats and dogs sighted in
Sanctuary compared to
baseline survey.

1, 3, 4, 6

A3

S13-O2, S13-O3

S13-A1, S13-A2, S13A3, S13-A4

Length and area of
unauthorized trampling.

1, 3, 4, 6

A3

S13-O4

S13-A4

Awareness of neighbours
and/or watershed residents/
landowners re: Swan Lake/
Blenkinsop Lake and impacts
from development and
landscape actvites (as
indicated by surveys).

1, 3, 4, 6

A3

S3/S5-O1, S4-O2, S9-A4, S9-A5
S4-O1

No. and frequency of
residental dumping
compared to baseline.

1, 3, 4, 6

A3

S13-O1

No. of unhealthy signifcant
trees.

1

B1, D4

S13-A1, S13-A2, S13A3, S13-A4
S10-A3, S10-A14
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4. Potental Funding Sources
A limited search of potental sources of funding to support this management plan yielded the
following.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walmart-Evergreen Grant (http://www.evergreen.ca) funds community stewardship
and restoration projects including ecosystem restoration.
BC Conservation Corps (http://www.bcconservationcorps.ca/) has provided
internship work opportunities for students in the conservation sector, although they
state their program for 2010 is curtailed.
The Ministry of Community and Rural Development's Smart Development
Partnerships program
(http://www.cd.gov.bc.ca/lgd/intergov_relations/smart_development/) is a potential
municipal funding source for Low Impact Development related to Swan Lake
watershed.
TD Friends of the Environment Foundation, Community Funding Program
(http://www.td.com/fef/index.jsp) funds various types of environmental and
conservation programs.
The Victoria Foundation (http://www.victoriafoundation.bc.ca) provides grants
specific to the Great Victoria region, including environmental projects.
The Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation (http://www.gordonfn.org) funds
(among other areas) fresh water resources projects related to sustainable watershed
governance and groundwater conservation.
The Habitat Stewardship Program for Species at Risk (http://www.ec.gc.ca)
funds projects that conserve and protect federally listed Species at Risk.
The Environment Canada Eco-Action Community Funding Program
(http://www.ec.gc.ca/ecoaction) provides "financial support to community-based,
non-profit organizations for projects that have measurable, positive impacts on the
environment."
The Bullitt Foundation (http://bullitt.org/) funds (among other areas) projects that
support Ecosystem Services and Urban Ecology.
The EJLB Foundation (http://www.ejlb.qc.ca/) funds conservation and restoration
initiatives.
The Konsgaard Goldman Foundation (http://www.kongsgaard-goldman.org/)
funds environmental protection and conservation projects, although they are
currently re-structuring and have temporarily suspended granting.
Mountain Equipment Co-op (http://www.mec.ca) funds projects focused on habitat
and recreation.
The Pacific Salmon Foundation (http://www.psf.ca/) supports projects related to
salmon habitat assessment and habitat rehabilitation.
The RBC Blue Water Project (http://www.rbc.com/donations/blue-water.html)
supports projects focused on water conservation and watershed protection.
Habitat Conservation Trust Fund (http://www.hctf.ca/index.html) funds projects
that benefit fish, wildlife and habitat in British Columbia.
Public Conservation Assistance Fund (http://www.hctf.ca/PCAF/PCAF.html) funds
projects related to conservation of fish and wildlife habitat.
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•
•
•
•

Canadian Wildlife Federation grants (http://www.cwf-fcf.org/en/action/fundingawards/grants/) provide financial support of scientific or other research, conservation
action programs or environmental education programs.
Vancouver Foundation
(http://www.vancouverfoundation.ca/grants/environment.htm)
Ardcorp Agriculture Environment & Wildlife Fund (www.ardcorp.ca)
Infrastructure Planning Grant Program
(http://www.cd.gov.bc.ca/lgd/infra/infrastructure_grants/infrastructure_planning_gra
nt.htm): offers grants to support local government in projects related to the
development of sustainable community infrastructure.

5. Adaptve Management Implementaton
As discussed under the Guiding Principles of this management plan, adaptve management
provides an efectve method for managing a complex system such as the ecosystems at Swan
Lake. In order to ensure that projects are carried out in this manner, the following steps should
be followed. A report template is also provided in Appendix F (provided by Brian Nyberg),
including some consideratons for reportng.

1. Assess
The problem being addressed should be stated clearly, and enough informaton should be
provided (based on additonal data collecton if necessary) to later evaluate the efectveness of
the project. In some cases this may require a detailed descripton of the site, and in others a
thorough literature review may be appropriate. A clear ratonale for carrying out the work
should be stated, including how it fts with higher level plans and initatves. Scope and
objectves for restoraton, management and/or research should also be artculated at this stage.
Research questons or hypotheses should be stated, along with uncertaintes about the project
and potental outcomes.

2. Design
The study design needs to be clearly described. This includes the geographic locaton and
methods used to establish study plot locatons, and a defensible ratonale for choosing the
partcular site(s). Wherever possible, control plots or sites should be used to provide a
comparison for the treatment(s). Indicators and monitoring methods also need to be described,
which will be used to evaluate the treatments. The treatment techniques themselves should
also be described clearly. This includes consideratons for quality control and quality assurance,
as well as statstcal methods to be used. This will require additonal tme spent up-front, in
planning and research of monitoring methods, but is absolutely essental to producing valid data
that allows learning.
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3. Implementaton
In advance of beginning the project, implementaton details should be outlined, such as:
• Planned start and completon date;
• Resources and funding required or secured;
• Work plan details, such as the sequence of events and responsible partes
• Documentaton plans.
Once the project is underway, detailed records of treatment implementaton details should be
kept, including:
• Photopoint monitoring or informal photographic records;
• Records kept in a log book or similar system, including dates/tmes, weather and site
observatons, and details of treatments implemented.
• Details regarding equipment and methods used.

4. Evaluaton
The methods to be used to evaluate project results need to be clearly stated in advance. This
may include statstcal analysis methods, and criteria for contnuing the study or management
acton or for changing the design of the project.

5. Adjustment
A critcal part of the adaptve management cycle, one ofen neglected, is the 'adjustment' phase,
where informaton and lessons learned from the project are used to inform future management.
In advance of the project, it should be stated how the project will fulfl this role.

6.0 Conclusion
This Management Plan was developed to address the critcal loss of ecosystem functon and
ecosystem services at Swan Lake that has occurred over many decades of urbanizaton. Although
the Sanctuary has efectvely preserved the lands from development, land use distant from Swan
Lake contnues to have a major infuence on the ecosystems at this site. Many people value the
Sanctuary for a variety of reasons, and this provides an important opportunity to catalyse
support for both site and watershed-scale actons that are needed to achieve the ambitous
vision artculated in this plan. The management plan lays out a series of statements (Goals,
Strategies, Objectves, Actons), based on site characteristcs and extensive input from an
interdisciplinary team, as well as consideratons for implementaton, such as tmelines and
priorites. Some key principles included in the approach to this plan include a need to restore
ecological resilience, the close interrelatonship between people and ecosystems, and adaptve
management as an implementaton framework. In order to address the threats and
opportunites identfed here, it will be critcal to carefully plan, monitor and adjust management
strategies and actons over tme.
The system model process adopted here had its challenges, partcularly as few of the dialogue
and workshop partcipants (nor the project coordinator) had used such a system before.
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However, it did seem to be useful to help depict multple causal factors contributng to degraded
conditons, and subsequently management strategies. The interest and extensive input given by
the planning team engaged in this project speaks to the value of Swan Lake. Partcipants
repeatedly and eloquently artculated the importance of preserving and restoring healthy
ecosystems at Swan Lake, not only to beneft the site itself but also for the potental to
contribute to large societal change. Achieving the vision stated here will require the coordinated
eforts of a wide array of people, including the Sanctuary staf and partners, local and provincial
government, visitors, neighbours, watershed residents and landowners.

Volunteers from UVic and Tsawout First Naton plantng willow stakes at Leeds Creek,
an eco-cultural restoraton pilot project (Townsend, 2009a)
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Appendix A - Swan Lake Water Quality Summary
Historical water quality sampling between the 1960s and the present data show a high degree of
nutrient enrichment and low dissolved oxygen conditons in Swan Lake and infow/outlow
streams, as well as, in some cases, elevated metals and chemical parameters (Coombs, 1981;
Corporaton of the District of Saanich, 1976; Dawson, 1986; Gov. of B.C., 1974; Gov. of B.C.,
1975; Life, 1966; Morrison, 1976; Pynn, 1970; Saanich Archives, 1966; Thomas, 1970; Vernon,
1953). As stated above, organic winery waste and sewage was the main historical polluton.
Physical water quality parameters were sampled in Swan Lake in the summer of 2008, and
compared with nearby reference lakes (Prior Lake and Maltby Lake); Swan Lake exhibited
elevated dissolved solids, conductvity and pH, and reduced secchi depth, negligible dissolved
oxygen below 2m, and strong reducing conditons in the hypolimnion (deep layers) in Swan Lake,
compared to the reference sites (Townsend, 2009a; tables below). These values were similar to
the older studies cited above, suggestng water quality has not signifcantly improved despite
eliminaton of point source polluton.
Water sampling carried out over 2006 and 2007 showed that Blenkinsop Creek exceeded
guidelines for aquatc life (either consistently or occasionally), for nitrite nitrogen, aluminum,
chromium, iron, mercury, phosphorus, lead and zinc (Barraclough and Hegg, unpublished data).
Similarly, Swan Creek exceeded guidelines for aluminum, iron, mercury, phosphorus and lead.
Both streams were also frequently below the dissolved oxygen guideline for aquatc life (greater
than or equal to 6.5 ppm; BC Ministry of Environment, 2006), at many sampling locatons
throughout the study (Barraclough and Hegg, unpublished data).
This sampling, combined with stream fow gauging, also enabled calculaton of loading rates of
nutrients and elements, estmatng an instantaneous loading into Swan Lake of 2.68 kg/h total N
and 0.26 kg/h P, and a yearly loading of 2.3 tonnes P, via Blenkinsop Creek (Townsend, 2009a;
tables below). These values are very high for such a small water body, and indicate that
eutrophicaton is infuenced by ongoing external loading, in additon to the likely recycling of
phosphorous from sediments. Loading of catons such as calcium and magnesium was also very
high, and indicates loss of soil fertlity in the surrounding lands due to erosion, and “accelerated
landscape ageing” (Ripl, 2003).
Water chemistry within Swan Lake was sampled by the Ministry of Environment in 2002-2003
(Kenny, 2002) and also showed very high total phosphorus values, ranging from 199 to 1330
ug/L and an average of 494 ug/L, whereas the BC Ministry of Environment recommends criteria
for aquatc life between 5 and 15 ug/L, and for recreaton a level below 10 ug/L is recommended
(Nordin, 1985; BC MoE, 2006). Sediment parameters also exceeded a number of guidelines and
reference sites (Appendix A). Although phosphorus is normally the nutrient of highest concern
for freshwater ecosystems, given the proximity to the marine environment (Portage Inlet), the
importance of nitrogen loading downstream of Swan Lake (via Swan creek) should not be
overlooked. These nutrients cause algae blooms which create turbid water; subsequent
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decompositon of the algae robs the water of oxygen, in a complex process with other efects on
lake (and marine) ecology (Schefer, 2004).
The most likely source of nutrients is fertlisers used in agriculture and residental landscaping,
and associated soil runof. One of the large farms in the Blenkinsop Valley, Galey Farms, has
recently nearly eliminated chemical pestcide use, and water quality in Blenkinsop Creek on that
property has improved since restoraton of a secton of the stream (Barraclough and Hegg,
2008). However sub-surface drainage of the former wetlands in the Blenkinsop area and other
cultvaton practces (e.g. the turf farm) likely contnue to release a large amount of nutrients.
There are also two golf courses in the watershed.
Phytoplankton
Aphanizomenon fos-aquae is one of the main colony-forming cyanobacterial species present
that cause large blooms in the lake in summer (Devlin, 1997. This species modifes the
environment with prolifc growth causing turbid water which gives it further advantage over
green algae, and like most cyanobacteria it is inedible to most species. Other common
phytoplankton species include the green algae Volvox and Spyrogyra, the diatom Fragilaria, and
the cyanobacteria Anabaena (Devlin, 1997).
As reviewed by McClaren (1993), common or dominant phytoplankton species noted at Swan
Lake in the 1980s in summer include Aphanizomenon fos-aquae, Volvox aureus, Characium,
Characiopsis, Ochromonas. In fall to early spring months, species observed included Microcysts
aeruginosa, Crucigenia, Merismopedia, Scenedesmus quadricauda, Asterionella formosa,
Synedra, Navicula, and Fragilaria.
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Appendix B - Guiding Principles of SLAEMP
1. Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM)
Increasingly, a systems-based perspectve is being taken in applied ecology and resource
management (c.f. UNEP, 2006). Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) is one aspect of this
approach. Although there are various interpretatons of this term, the following is thought to
ofer a useful defniton with a strong basis in science.
Ecosystem-based management is an integrated approach to management that considers
the entre ecosystem, including humans. The goal of ecosystem-based management is to
maintain an ecosystem in a healthy, productve and resilient conditon so that it can
provide habitat as well as the services humans want and need. Ecosystem-based management
difers from approaches that focus on a single species, sector, actvity or concern; it considers the
cumulatve impacts of diferent sectors. Specifcally, ecosystem-based management:
• emphasizes the protecton of ecosystem structure, functoning, and key processes;
• is place-based in focusing on a specifc ecosystem and the range of actvites afectng it;
• explicitly accounts for the interconnectedness within systems, recognizing the importance
of interactons between many target species or key services and other non-target species;
• acknowledges interconnectedness among systems, such as between air, land and sea;
and
• integrates ecological, social, economic, and insttutonal perspectves, recognizing their
strong interdependencies.
(modifed from the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy and the Pew Oceans Commission, 2005)
Another way of illustratng the "paradigm shif" of EBM vs. more narrowly focused management
approaches taken in the past is shown in Table 18 below (modifed from UNEP, 2006).

Table 18. EBM as a paradigm shif
From
Individual species
Small spatal scale
Short-term perspectve
Humans independent of ecosystems
Management divorced from research
Managing commodites

To
Ecosystems (including species)
Multple scales
Long-term perspectve
Humans as integral parts of ecosystems
Adaptve management
Managing functons (ecosystem goods
and services)
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2. Integrated Social-Ecological Systems
Ecosystem Based Management as described above stems from an increased understanding
about the integraton of social and ecological systems. Healthy ecosystems are critcal for
delivering ecosystem services needed for human well being, a fact acknowledged in the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (Hassan et al., 2005). At the same tme, the scale of human
populaton and development is such that practcally all ecosystems are infuenced directly or
indirectly by human actvites. Therefore, management of Swan Lake must address both the
stresses and benefcial relatonships between people and other aspects of the surrounding
ecosystems, as well as the services and values that the ecosystems provide. Following from this
is a re-discovered realizaton that humans are intrinsically part of ecosystems, and that on a
spiritual, as well as material level, we require healthy ecosystems for our well being.

3. Social-Ecological Resilience
Social-ecological resilience is a concept that emphasizes the importance of complexity and
disturbance in maintaining a system's identty, and recognizes a cyclical patern of succession as
well as the tendency for many systems to exist in alternatve stable states (Gunderson and
Holling, 2002). Simply put, ecosystems do not develop in a regular and predictable way, and
ofen cannot be easily put back together once they collapse. Shifs between alternatve states
may occur suddenly and ofen result in dramatcally diferent characteristcs, for example in the
case of shallow lakes shifing from clear water to turbid water, ofen in response to nutrient
loading from agriculture and urban development (Schefer, 2004; Carpenter and Cotngham,
1997). This partcular process is highly relevant to Swan Lake, however alternatve stable states
are also seen in various other ecosystems (Resilience Alliance, 2008).
Resilience is defned as "the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganize while
undergoing change so as to stll retain essentally the same functon, structure, identty, and
feedbacks" (Walker et al., 2004).
The concept of, and principles behind resilience have proven to be useful for describing how
social-ecological systems functon and develop, partcularly as an alternatve to narrow, stabilitybased views that predominated before. They have helped to show that when ecosystems are
managed as if they were predictable and deterministc, for example by maintaining "optmum"
productvity or reducing natural disturbances, large-scale collapse ofen results (Holling and
Mefe, 1996). In this sense, resilience has opened up new resource management approaches
based on respect for complexity and variability (Berkes et al., 2003).

4. Adaptve Management
Adaptve Management (AM) recognises that uncertainty and surprise are inherent in complex
ecosystems, and focuses on the process of developing, learning and communicatng
understanding about the system. AM can be defned as a systematc process for contnually
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improving management policies and practce by learning from outcomes of operatonal
programs (Nyberg, pers. comm.; Figure 9). AM is a process that engages individuals from a
variety of disciplines and agencies in a collaboratve approach to complex systems management,
involving testng alternatve hypotheses with small or large-scale experiments, monitoring, and
re-evaluaton of goals and objectves. AM is typically structured through a series of workshops
and involves developing conceptual model(s) of the focal system.

Figure 9. Adaptve Management Cycle (from Nyberg,
1999)
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Appendix C - Invasive Species at Swan Lake
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Table 19. Invasive species documented at Swan Lake, including priority for control
Category Species
(common
name)

Species (latn
name)

Ecosystem(s) Area of Sanctuary

Distributon Spatal
extent

Biophysical Impacts Invasiveness (likely to Cost/level of efort to Knowledge of control Priority
spread/ expand)
control or eradicate
methods; likelihood
of success

animal

black
bullhead
catish

Ameiurus melas lake

animal

feral cats

Felis domestcus terrestrial,
wetlands

animal

pumkinseed Lepomis
sunfsh
gibbosus

animal

house
sparrow

Passer
domestcus

animal

common
wall lizard

Podarcis muralis terrestrial

animal

American
bullfrog

Rana
catesbeiana

animal

eastern gray Sciurus
squirrel
carolinensis

animal

European
starling

animal

throughout lake

wide

large

bioturbaton

low

medium

good

high

throughout
sanctuary esp. NW
and near Saanich
Hall

wide

large

predaton of
songbirds

medium

medium

medium

medium

lake

throughout lake

wide

large

predaton of natve low
fsh and amphibians

medium

good

high

terrestrial,
wetlands

throughout
sanctuary

wide

large

competton with
natve bird spp. for
nestng sites

medium

high

poor

low

near nature house

small

small

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

lake, streams throughout lake

wide

large

predaton on natve high
amphibians, birds,
invertebrates

high

medium

high

Bury, R.B. and J.A. Whelan, Ecology and management of the
bullfrog. 1986, U.S. Deptartment of the Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service, Resource Publicaton 155.: Washington DC,
USA. p. 1-24.

terrestrial

wooded areas of
sanctuary

unknown

unknown competton with
natve squirrels

medium

high

poor

low

GOERT annotated bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_sciucaro.pdf

Sturnus vulgaris terrestrial,
wetlands

throughout
sanctuary

wide

unknown competton with
medium
natve bird spp.;
predaton on natve
insects

high

poor

low

GOERT annotated bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_sturvulg.pdf

eastern
cotontail
rabbit

Sylvilagus
foridanus

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

wide

medium

grazing

low

medium

good

low

GOERT annotated bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_sylvfor.pdf

plant

horse
chestnut

Aesculus
hippocastanum

wetland
margin

N. side, old Girling
property near road

medium

medium

competton with
natve trees &
shrubs

unknown

medium

good

medium

Canadian Botannical Conservaton Network:
htp://www.rbg.ca/cbcn/en/projects/invasives/i_control.html
#control

plant

ripgut
brome

Bromus rigidus

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

medium

medium

competton with
natve grasses and
forbs

medium

unknown

poor

low

GOERT Annotated Bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/B.rigidus+sterilis_annbib.pd
f

plant

Canada
thistle

Cirsium arvense

terrestrial

NE corner of site
(MU 21)

small

small

competton with
natve herbaceous
spp.

medium

small

good

high

Listed as noxious weed (Saanich Bylaw 8080; BC Weed
Control Act). Control: US Dept. of Interior, Natonal Parks,
Integrated Pest Management Manual
htp://www.nature.nps.gov/biology/ipm/manual/thistle.cfm

plant

poison
hemlock

Conium
maculatum

terrestrial

NE corner of site
(MU 21)

small

small

competton with
medium
natve herbaceous
spp.; human health
risk

low

good

high

Listed as noxious weed (Saanich Bylaw 8080). Control: King
County Noxious Weeds
htp://www.kingcounty.gov/environment/animalsandplants/n
oxious-weeds/weed-identfcaton/poison-hemlock.aspx

plant

morning
glory (feld

Convolvulus
arvensis

terrestrial,
wetlands

Leeds creek, Haynes wide
& Langcaster, botom

medium

competton with
natve shrubs and

high

medium

high

Listed as noxious weed (Saanich Bylaw 8080). GOERT
Annotated Bibliography:

medium

Notes & Control References

GOERT annotated bibligraphy:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_passdome.pdf

Category Species
(common
name)

Species (latn
name)

Ecosystem(s) Area of Sanctuary

bindweed)

Distributon Spatal
extent

of Rainbow

Biophysical Impacts Invasiveness (likely to Cost/level of efort to Knowledge of control Priority
spread/ expand)
control or eradicate
methods; likelihood
of success

Notes & Control References

herbaceous spp.;
smothering of
smaller plants and
saplings

htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_convarve.pdf

plant

English
hawthorn

Cratageus
monogyna

terrestrial

west side lake; north wide
side lake, terrestrial
areas

large

competton with
natve trees &
shrubs

high

high

medium

high

plant

cyclamen

Cyclamen sp.

wetland
margin

corner of Langcaster small
and Ralph Streets

small

competton with
natve understory
vegetaton

medium

small

good

medium

plant

crested
dogs-tail

Cynosurus
cristatus

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

medium

medium

competton with
natve grasses and
forbs

medium

unknown

poor

low

plant

orchardgrass Dactylis
glomerata

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

wide

large

competton with
natve grasses and
forbs

medium

unknown

poor

low

GOERT: Best practces for Orchard grass Mgmt:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Best_Practces_for_Orchard
-grass.pdf GOERT Annotated Bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_dactglom.pdf

plant

laurel-leafed Daphnea
daphne
laureola

terrestrial

throughout
medium
terrestrial areas, esp.
E side lake

medium

competton with
natve understory
vegetaton

high

medium

good

high

GOERT: Best Practces for Daphne Mgmt:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Best_Practces_for_Daphne
_revised.pdf GOERT Annotated Bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_daphlaur.pdf

plant

Queen Ann's Daucus carota
lace

terrestrial

Nelthorpe feld

small

small

competton with
natve herbaceous
spp.

medium

low

medium

medium

plant

quackgrass/c Elymus repens
ouch-grass

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

medium

medium

competton with
natve grasses and
forbs

medium

unknown

poor

low

Listed as noxious weed (Saanich Bylaw 8080)

plant

Japanese
knotweed

Fallopia
japonica

streams

Blenkinsop Creek,
small
near Lochside trestle

small

competton with
natve vegetaton;
alteraton of
physical conditons

high

small

medium

high

Knotweed Control in BC – DRAFT (2009), Jef Hallworth, BC
Ministry of Forests and Range. Saanich Knotweed EDRR Plan.

plant

tall fescue

Festuca
arundinacea

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

medium

competton with
natve grasses and
forbs

medium

unkown

poor

low

plant

giant
mannagrass

Glyceria
maxima

wetlands,
lake

NE area of wetlands; wide
lake margins

large

competton with
natve vegetaton;
alteraton of
physical conditons

high

large

medium

high

Noted by CIPC as a candidate for regional eradicaton due to
low occurrence level. King County Noxious Weeds:
htp://www.kingcounty.gov/environment/animalsAndPlants/
noxious-weeds/weed-identfcaton/reed-sweetgrass.aspx

plant

English ivy

Hedera helix

terrestrial

throughout
medium
terrestrial areas, esp.
N side lake

large

increased tree
mortality,
competton with
natve understory

high

medium

medium

high

GOERT: Best Practces for Ivy Mgmt:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Best_Practces_for_Ivy_revi
sed.pdf GOERT Annotated Bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_hedeheli.pdf

plant

English holly Ilex aquifolium

terrestrial

sparse throughout
terrestrial areas

small

competton with
natve understory
vegetaton

medium

medium

medium

medium

King County Noxious Weeds:
htp://www.kingcounty.gov/environment/animalsandplants/n
oxious-weeds/weed-identfcaton/english-holly.aspx

wide

small

GOERT annotated blbliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_cratmono.pdf

Category Species
(common
name)

Species (latn
name)

Ecosystem(s) Area of Sanctuary

Distributon Spatal
extent

Biophysical Impacts Invasiveness (likely to Cost/level of efort to Knowledge of control Priority
spread/ expand)
control or eradicate
methods; likelihood
of success

Notes & Control References

plant

henbit

Lamium
amplexicaule

terrestrial

Nelthorpe feld

small

small

competton with
natve understory
vegetaton

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

plant

deadnetle

Lamium
purpureum

terrestrial

natve plant garden

small

small

competton with
natve understory
vegetaton

low

small

good

medium

plant

privet

Ligustrum
vulgare

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

wide

medium

competton with
natve shrubs

medium

medium

medium

medium

plant

Garden
loosestrife

Lysmachia
vulgaris

wetlands,
lake

W side wetlands;
outlow stream; N
end of boardwalk

medium

medium

unknown

high

medium

medium

high

King County Garden Loosestrife Control BMPs:
htp://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/water-andland/weeds/BMPs/Garden-Loosestrife-Control.pdf

plant

purple
loosetrife

Lythrum
salicaria

wetlands,
lake

several locatons in
wetlands

small

small

seed bank stocking
(future
competton)

high

small

medium

high

Listed as noxious weed (Saanich Bylaw 8080). King County
Noxious Weeds:
htp://www.kingcounty.gov/environment/animalsAndPlants/
noxious-weeds/weed-identfcaton/purple-loosestrife.aspx
Washington Dept. of Ecology:
htp://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/plants/weeds/aqua009
.html

plant

Eurasian
watermilfoil

Myriophyllum
spicatum

lake

throughout lake

unknown

unknown unknown

low

high

poor

low

Washington Dept. of Ecology:
htp://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/plants/weeds/aqua004
.html

plant

reed
canarygrass

Phalaris
arundinacea

wetlands,
lake

throughout wetlands wide

large

competton with
natve vegetaton;
alteraton of
physical conditons

high

high

medium

high

Townsend, L. 2009. Control of reed canary grass (Phalaris
arundinacea), restoraton of natve willow (Salix spp.) and
First Natons cultural use, a pilot project at Swan Lake Nature
Sanctuary (unpublished report; SLCHNS library). Kercher, S.M.
and J.B. Zedler. 2004. Multple disturbances accelerate
invasion of reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea L.) in a
mesocosm study. Oecologia 138: 455-464. Kim, K.D., Ewing, K
and D.E. Giblin. 2006. Controlling Phalaris arundinacea (reed
canarygrass) with live willow stakes: a density-dependent
response. Ecological Engineering 27(3): 219-227.

plant

tmothy

Phleum
pratensis

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

medium

medium

competton with
natve grasses and
forbs

medium

unknown

poor

low

plant

Kentucky
bluegrass

Poa pratensis

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

medium

medium

competton with
natve grasses and
forbs

medium

unknown

poor

low

plant

white poplar Populus alba

wetland
margin

corner of Langcaster small
and Ralph Streets

small

unknown

unknown

small

good

medium

plant

non-natve
cherry

Prunus sp.

terrestrial

throughout
terrestrial areas

wide

medium

competton with
natve trees &
shrubs

medium

medium

good

medium

plant

sweetbrier

Rosa eglanteria

terrestrial,
wetlands

N. side, old Girling
property near road

small

small

competton with
natve shrubs and
herbaceous spp.

high

small

good

high

GOERT annotated bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/P.compressa+pratensis_ann
bib.pdftp://www.goert.ca/documents/P.compressa+pratens
is_annbib.pdf

Category Species
(common
name)

Species (latn
name)

Ecosystem(s) Area of Sanctuary

Distributon Spatal
extent

Biophysical Impacts Invasiveness (likely to Cost/level of efort to Knowledge of control Priority
spread/ expand)
control or eradicate
methods; likelihood
of success

Notes & Control References

plant

Himalayan
blackberry

Rubus discolor

terrestrial,
wetlands

throughout

wide

large

competton with
natve vegetaton;
alteraton of
physical conditons

high

high

medium

low

GOERT: Best Practces for BlackberryMgmt:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Best_Practces_for_Blackbe
rry_revised.pdf GOERT annotated bibliography:
htp://www.goert.ca/documents/Bib_rubudisc.pdf

plant

weeping
willow

Salix babylonica wetlands,
streams

sparse around lake
perimeter, infow
streams

medium

medium

competton with
natve trees &
shrubs; excessive
shade

medium

small

good

medium

plant

corkscrew
willow

Salix matsudana wetlands,
terrestrial

Mick's place; next to small
Saanich Hall parking
lot

small

unknown

unknown

small

good

low

plant

European
bitersweet

Solanum
dulcamara

wetlands,
lake

lake perimeter,
wetland shrub
ecosystems

wide

medium

unknown

high

high

poor

low

plant

salsify
(oyster
plant)

Tragopogon
porrifolius

terrestrial

Nelthorpe feld; E
side lake

wide

small

competton with
natve herbaceous
spp.

medium

medium

medium

medium

plant

common
periwinkle

Vinca minor

terrestrial

E side of site near
access trail to
Saanich Rd.

small

small

competton with
natve herbaceous
spp.

high

low

medium

high

King County Bitersweet Nightshade BMPs:
htp://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/water-andland/weeds/BMPs/bitersweet-nightshade-control.pdf

Appendix D - Summary of Lake Rehabilitaton Workshop
Swan Lake Rehabilitaton
April 22, 2010
University of Victoria
Present:
Rick Nordin (UVic limnology prof, retred)
Ken Ashley (Consultant)
Kevin Reiberger (MoE Water Stewardship Division)
Lise Townsend (Consultant & Project Coordinator)
Terry Morrison (SLCHNS Exec. Director)
June Pretzer (SLCHNS Site Mgr)
Jody Watson (SLCHNS Board member, CRD Harbours and Watersheds Coordinator)
Michael Roth (Saanich, Environmental Services)
Patrick Lucey (Aqua-Tex Scientfc Consultng Ltd.)
Val Schaefer (UVic, Restoraton of Natural Systems Coordinator)
Dave Murray (Kerr Wood Leidal & Associates Ltd.)
Expected Outcomes
1. Understand the context of the project – status of Swan Lake ecosystem health, what has been done to date
toward a management plan, brief history, etc.
2. Understand general lake processes and how the degraded state is maintained – internal and external
nutrient loading, alternatve stable states, etc.
3. Review lake rehabilitaton case studies and some optons for dealing with eutrophic lakes.
4. Identfy some feasible opton(s) for Swan Lake and any additonal informaton needed to explore those
optons in Session B.
Workshop Summary
The purpose of this workshop was to discuss lake ecology and review rehabilitaton consideratons and optons for
addressing the eutrophic status of Swan Lake. The invited experts were Ken Ashley (Ashley and Associates Ltd.), Rick
Nordin (University of Victoria, retred) and Kevin Reiberger (Ministry of Environment). Lise gave an overview of the
management plan project, including geographical and ecological context and highlights of planning progress to
date. Rick then discussed lake ecology, and reviewed some of the major factors and processes infuencing lake
health, such as physical context and morphometry, hydrology, water quality and chemistry, and biological functons.
Swan Lake has some broken "linkages" in trophic interactons, due to extremely high productvity from nutrients,
but inefcient processing of nutrients, associated with algal blooms that limit biodiversity and preclude healthy
zooplankton and fsh populatons. It is "of the scale" on the eutrophic side. Some informaton gaps to address
before implementng any prescriptons include determining a water and nutrient budget, a beter picture of lake
history through sediment coring, more detailed informaton regarding fsh in the lake, and ongoing monitoring
(including T, DO, N, P, chlorophyll a, water clarity).
Ken then reviewed lake restoraton optons, and showed a video describing a very comprehensive and expensive
project carried out in Wisconsin. He described a wide variety of restoraton techniques, including algicide, bacterial
treatments, destratfcaton, dilutonal fushing, dredging, food web manipulaton, hypolimnetc aeraton,
hypolimnetc withdrawal, phosphorus inactvaton, sediment oxidaton, sound, and watershed management and
protecton. Some are either not efectve or are not appropriate for Swan Lake, with the excepton of (possibly, and
potentally more than one opton together): destratfcaton; dredging; hypolimnetc aeraton; food web
inactvaton; P-inactvaton; watershed management and protecton. However, some important data gaps (as
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discussed by Rick) need to be addressed before choosing any partcular technique, especially the water and nutrient
budget. Otherwise, if external nutrient loading contnues to occur, the treatment could be futle. Ken emphasized
the importance of "startng with the watershed" for studies, management and educaton.
The conclusions of the workshop were:
4. It is too early to explore in more detail a partcular lake rehabilitaton technique.
5. Instead, the next step should be to collect missing informaton to beter inform future interventons and
management.
6. The three key pieces of new informaton that should be obtained over the next 2 years are:
1. phosphorus budget
2. water budget
3. sediment core from the lake centre
To do this, water quality monitoring and infow/outlow stream gauging is needed. This will allow the Swan Lake
group to identfy the greatest sources of P, and formulate appropriate lake restoraton optons.
While that is occurring, it will also be instructve to:
1. Collect additonal informaton on lake temperature and water level with data loggers
2. Conduct a GIS review of various land uses in the watershed (with ground truthing) and start educatng
various land users on reducing nonpoint sources of nutrients
3. Identfy potental sites where we could construct wetlands to intercept nonpoint source nutrients and
contaminants before they reach the lake.
Detailed Meetng Minutes
1. Overview of Site and Project (Lise Townsend)
• Agenda and expected outcomes for workshop
• Reasons for developing a management plan
• Planning process and main accomplishments - workshops, diverse input, mapping, system model, etc.
• Physical (lake and watershed) characteristcs - land use, imperviousness, watershed size, lake size, water
quality
• Flora and fauna: invasive species, decline of aquatc veg diversity, fsh (several invasive), amphibians (one
invasive), mammals, birds
• Hydrology: a fashy system, strong summer drawdown
• Selected history - once was a clear lake (swimming, trout fshing)
• Can the lake be rehabilitated to return it to a clear water state?
2. Introducton to Lake Ecology (Rick Nordin)
Swan Lake is important:
• urban setng - valuable
• water is so important
• lakes are really the only chance most people have to see water
• 1/4 of world's fresh water in one lake (Baykal)
• 90% of BC's fresh water is in 9 or 10 lakes
Atributes of water
• most materials when cooled have max density at solid state, but water is most dense at 4 deg. C - very
unusual
• has high specifc heat - absorbs a lot of energy, important for physics of lake, very few other materials have
this
• universal solvent - everything dissolves in it
• viscosity - water is very thick when cold and thin when warm
Lakes are a reservoir for everything in watershed
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• water quality depends on watershed atributes - geology, soil, land use (esp. Swan L.)
• human impacts: habitat destructon, water quality
Size of lake
• Swan L is fairly small = opportunity to do something with it; economically much more difcult for large lake
• relatvely large watershed compared to lake surface area; good thing for undisturbed lakes but for
disturbed area like Swan Lake means a lot of potental for contaminaton
Morphometry
• Very shallow lake, d.n. permanently stratfy
• small volume, large watershed
• 10-20x watershed area (comp. to lake surface area) is more typical (Swan Lake's watershed is 133x the area
of the lake)
• very high exchange tme (18x per year) - but keep in mind very rapid in winter but in summer virtually nil;
global average 17y. Most coastal lakes <1y
• litoral area potentally the entre lake but because of algae there is not much growth of aquatc vegetaton
beyond the shoreline
• 1.5 m water level fuctuaton annually (quite large) - a large porton from evaporaton
Water Balance - we don't have a very good handle on it; data needed, for manipulatng water levels or using
fushing as a tool; need a beter idea of what is coming into lake
Stratfcaton - a major factor to lake processes
• gets to 25 deg. at surface; stll quite warm at botom (up to 20 deg), (deeper lake 5-6 degrees at botom),
means a lot of biological processes sped up; e.g. O2 depleton
• Horizontal movements can also be important but we don't know much about them here
• Monomictc lakes - circulate top to botom, from mid November to mid April, O2 right to botom
• Summer: stratfes, few hours to days to weeks; no O2 in deep water
• Fall: lake cools down, wind comes up, lake mixes again to be homogeneous
• Annual cycle is critcal
Dissolved Oxygen
• 10ppm considered a lot but compared to terrestrial areas (200,000 ppm) it is not much!
• limits ecological utlity of Swan Lake
Water clarity
• Members of the public respond well to this - want to be able to see through water
• Simple but important measure of ecological health
• Nutrients -> algae -> turbidity
• Zooplankton important for grazing on algae
• Water colour - related to vegetaton in watershed as well as erosion/sedimentaton
• Improving water clarity an important goal for management
Phosphorus
• "fuel" that runs the lake; determines productvity
• almost invariably with lakes problems are caused by over-supply
• In 1970s, real causes of eutrophicaton not known; NW Ontario whole lake experiment, curtained in
middle, in one side added C, N, P; in other side just C, N. The side with P added turned bright green from
algae, famous photograph (setled the debate)
• vast majority of P is coming from sediment; several orders of magnitude more P in sediment than in lake
water; contnually cycled. Appears from data that sediments are supplying nutrients in anaerobic
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•

environment; iron comes out, releases P, leads to more algal growth, then O2 depleton again.
Would be useful to take sediment core, to look at changes in biology, chemistry; last few 100 years as well
as full history of lake. Guess there is 15-20m of sediment in lake botom.

Nitrogen
• More difcult to manage compared to P; for Swan L nitrogen is much lower so not likely a limitng factor
Trophic Levels (biological productvity)
• Important for setng goals
• P, N, Chorophyll and water clarity help to characterise
• Compared to standards, Swan Lake is far of the scale of eutrophic (e.g. eutrophic = P > 30ug/L, Swan Lake
is 500 ug/L)
Contaminants
• salts (TDS very high compared to other coastal lakes) - fertlizers, salts, minerals from soil
• pestcides, metals from roadways
• pharmaceutcals
• not very good informaton for this lake of these metrics; very expensive to sample
• some metals high - not typical of lowland lakes
Very biologically productve system but not very efcient system
Producing lots of algae but this is not getng transformed into higher levels like fsh; if we could fx linkages, it
would improve overall system health.
• chorophyll a would be good indicator, relatvely easy to measure
Biology
• bacteria: probably very important for Swan Lake, for breaking down organic materials, recycling nutrients;
not doing complete job; we have a poor understanding of bacterial functon in lake
• image of phytosynthetc bacterial layer in a stratfed lake shows they live at interface of strata; probably an
actve community in Swan Lake too
• pathogens and fecal bacteria - any recent sampling? (Terry M. says 15-20 years ago). Good metric for
health indicators. Suspect levels are quite high due to high human populaton and agriculture.
• phytoplankton - in summer dominant cyanobacteria in Swan L. is Aphanizomenon (grass clipping algae);
indicator of serious water quality problems
• aquatc plants - very important in most lakes. Pre-disturbance community played a much larger role - was
an aquatc plant/clear water system, compared to now (algae and turbid water)
• protozoa - do most of work for breaking down organic material (organic carbon)
• rotfers - very efcient grazers, very important
• zooplankton - a couple of studies done; badly afected, e.g. d.n. respond well to food source not being
ideal; cyanobacteria are not ideal; therefore without zooplankton, fsh community not supported.
Cladocerans - try to encourage this porton of community (need to control phytoplankton)
• Benthos - productvity truncated, (limited diversity), only those tolerant of low O2 (e.g. Chironomids) are
present; mayfies are indicators of good indicators (very few found here).
Coastal Lakes
• Flushing regime - most lakes in N. America get fushed in spring/summer. On coast, all water comes in
Nov/Dec. Lakes functon diferently.
• Can have algal blooms in winter. Most lowland coastal lakes more productve than normal coastal lakes.
• extended food chain - more complex, longer
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Connectvity is key - working with one component may or may not afect others.
Conclusions: Need to understand how lake functons before you try to do anything to it, in terms of restoraton. We
don't really have a very good understanding of this lake so need to be cautous.
Questons:
Studies Needed for Swan Lake? Data Gaps.
• need to determine where do you want to go
• knowledge gaps: beter understanding of history (core); not easy but would give beter idea of history, to
supplement archival material
• general monitoring program to give a good point of reference - lots of studies done but here and there;
come up with basic measurements of state of lake. P, N, water clarity, chlorophyll. Do for a few years to get
idea about variability, trend.
• Need to know more about fsh in lake. Species, abundance, health (bioindicators).
•
•
•
•
•

Fish that str up sediments are a concern, e.g. catish? yes, similar to carp. re-suspend sediments and
release nutrients.
pumpkinseed sunfsh? biological manipulaton can be used for supportng zooplankton. Food chain
manipulaton; managing diferent components of trophic pyramid.
Bullfrogs? w.r.t. food chain. Probably would not be as important for zooplankton and food chain unless a
huge populaton develops.
Restoraton techniques - need to have good match with lake and techniques.
Working on fsh will not afect P in sediments? P comes from 2 sources, watershed and sediments, both are
going into water; have to deal with both of them.

How to measure relatve importance of 2 nutrient sources (external and internal loading)? Internal - measure water
P over summer, do mass balance. External can be done with stream gauging and water sampling; runof modelling
can also be done but not too accurate.
Water chemistry sampling? Probably do not sample at this tme due to expense.
Sediment chemistry is easier, or sample biota.
Partnership with University? Student monitoring. Possibly. University d.n. have much money either, but if you could
fnd someone to coordinate it, yes good idea for students to be involved.
June: interns can also do this but just need a bit of guidance re- techniques etc. Design program.
Freshwater work with Alan Austn's group, 1964-1988. In UVic archives. Lots on zooplankton. Including from Swan
Lake.
2. Ken Ashley - Lake Restoraton
Lake research and studies
• All lakes age - accelerated ageing and eutrophicaton in this case. P and N are most limitng nutrients.
• The Algal Bowl - 1974 (Jack Vallentyne) - famous book, predicted worldwide eutrophicaton
• Lake Winnipeg now known as the "sickest" lake in the country - the 6th Great Lake. Now so far gone
unlikely to be recoverable.
• Lake and Reservoir Rehabilitaton Techniques, 3rd ed. Good reference.
Restoraton Techniques Review
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1. Algicides. (poison). Lots of marketng. NO.
2. Bacteria. Questonable products, big claims but litle to back them up (no published studies).
3. Destratfcaton.
• Put in gadget to mix water and break down stratfcaton. Various techniques.
• Circulates water column, makes algae spend some tme in light some in dark, d.n. grow as much. Reduces
P. Combined approach to oxidize sediments and move algae around.
• Mixers, bubblers. Lots of work done in US.
• Big in Australia now; can put next to dam to improve water quality right before intake (not restoraton of
whole lake).
• Solar Bee. $50k each, has solar panels. Sounds good ("green"). Tested one, it did very litle. Zone of
infuence about 1m. A PhD thesis did detailed study found did not work. Company then threatened to sue.
Beware!
• Wind power. Problem is lakes typically don't have enough wind, they are in protected bowls. Probably
would not work for Swan Lake.
• Regular power. Common around province. E.g. Yellow Lake.
4. Dilutonal Flushing
• Works if you have a low nutrient lake upstream, increase fow and fush out lower lake. Not ofen do you
have those conditons around here - in lake country areas could work. Blenkinsop Lake is probably just as
high in nutrients so would not work here. But we could raise water levels in summer tme as partal
soluton.
5. Nutrient Diversion
• Lake Washington - diverted sewage, big improvement. Swan Lake we have already done that.
6. Dredging
• "ultmate" soluton
• no doubt it works
• very expensive; need to fnd a place to put sediments; may be contaminated
• Burnaby Lake - did a lot of sampling, highly contaminated sediment. They have wanted to do this for a long
tme, now fnally it is going ahead. Trying to mitgate efects on painted turtles. More of a recreatonal
(rowing) project than lake restoraton.
7. Food Web Manipulaton
• Relying on zooplankton grazing. Not expensive but requires constant monitoring and adjustment. Can't just
do it and walk away.
• Can target fsh that are eatng benefcial zooplankton. Lake water shifs in transparency.
• Complex systems; ofen does not work; need to manage fshing pressure.
• Works best as part of a package of other techniques.
8. Hypolimnetc Aeraton
• St. Mary Lake (SSI)
• Inject O2 to botom, water is lifed fully to surface or halfway to surface, water goes back down to layer it
came from.
• Maintains T profle how it used to be, rather than just mixing (destratfcaton); maintain conditons for fsh.
• Targets sediments, keeps P in sediments.
9. Hypolimnetc Withdrawal
• Siphon water from botom of lake, discharge downstream
• Takes out anoxic water, full of H2S, ammonia; stream sufers untl conditons normalize downstream;
exports P out of lake.
• Lowers water levels. Works beter for deep lakes. Would not work well for a shallow lake like Swan L.
• Chain Lake (6m) combinaton dredge/siphon. Dredged hole to 9m depth, siphoned from hole. Downstream
creek 1km was "write of" (tradeof for improving lake water quality). Did not work very well.
10. P- Inactvaton
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• Common in US - Washington State. Eugene Welsh, U Seatle; (?) out of E. Washington University; Bill Funk.
• Add alum, and focculant, P stcks to it and setles out. Calcium can also be used; makes "marl" (CaCO3).
• Can be quite efectve. But if there is ongoing high nutrient loading not very efectve.
• If loading has been reduced and have lingering problem that is where it can work well.
• Put in with dry "fake" form, using boats.
• Be careful of marketng claims.
• Is it permanent? Al is not redox sensitve, so as long as pH is right it should contnue to bind P.
• Shallow lakes - multple layers can reduce lake water depth.
11. Sediment oxidaton.
• Rare - only used in about 3 lakes.
• Based on farm equipment. Multple steps of chemical treatments, and mechanical "harrower". University
of Berlin - William Ripl. Lots of potental for things to go wrong.
12. Sound.
• Another method with big claims but few published results.
• A company was going to sell equipment to MoE, but then they found out that K.A. had asked for review of
system, and they withdrew their bid.
13. Watershed management and protecton
• Nothing beter than looking afer the watershed in the frst place.
• If you are going to undertake restoraton, need to deal with source of problems
• Can't rely on band-aid treatments; all kinds of people will try to sell you things. But if high nutrients coming
in, you will be on a "perpetual moton" machine.
• All lake restoraton starts with the watershed management/protecton! The frst thing to do is fgure out
budget, fgure out where nutrients coming from. E.g. Rick Nordin St. Mary Lake, showed bulk of loading
was internal; biggest external source was septc. Allowed targeted approach. Rehabilitaton as well as
watershed protecton and reducton of septc inputs.
Conclusions:
Most techniques not appropriate, except:
• Destratfcaton - possibly but cosmetc
• Dredging - yes but expensive
• Food web manipulaton - possibly if get rid of planktvorous fsh
• Hypolimnetc aeraton
• P inactvaton - yes but cosmetc untl deal with external loading
• Watershed protecton and management - YES, critcal!
Video: Lake Delevan (WI)
A major lake restoraton project. One of the largest done up to that tme (1989). Mult agency partnership. $6million
project.
• watershed stewardship and land use practces
• restore and build natve wetlands
• extend barrier peninsula to encourage high nutrients to bypass most of lake
• reconstructon of dam to encourage water fushing
• divert and dredge
• removed rough fsh and restocked fshery
• treat lake with alum to seal P
Questons and Discussion
1. External vs. internal nutrient budget - important? Yes, get nutrient and hydrolic budget.
2. Nutrient Sources
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

St. Mary Lake - Rick - how able to pinpoint to septc?
Studied soil types, distance of sources to lake, calculated how much can get to lake.
How could we pinpoint sources for Swan Lake?
Could sample in a few locatons, e.g. at downstream end of agricultural area. Need to keep in mind
Blenkinsop Lake can also act as source itself.
Some studies around Blenkinsop Lake needed to see what is going on there.
Do alum treatment on Blenkinsop Lake?
Galey's pump felds into creek
turf farm
frst step is to ID where nutrients are coming from; if 90% are coming from internal sources, then you know
that dredging or something else may be the best opton; if 90% coming from watershed, then concentrate
on land use, educaton, etc.
Is nitrogen a concern (w.r.t. marine environment)? problem would be largely solved by reducing overall
nutrient inputs to lake. Constructed wetlands very efectve at removing N.

3. Timelines
• For Management Plan, for now concentrate on data gaps, monitoring
• How much data for nutrient budget? At least 1 year, but 2 or more years is beter. Rick's study was based
on 3 years of data.
4. Water balance.
• Determine fushing rate when it maters - i.e. summer
• Potental for fushing, storing extra water
• An upstream lake can functon as hypolimnetc aerator if you could store cooler water upstream.
• Inputs - small storm drains in additon to infow stream. Calculate based on culvert size? Can also use
runof models.
• Need contnuous stream monitoring.
5. Communicatons
• Need politcal support (presentaton to council) - can we get Rick to give presentaton too; do some studies
to pinpoint problems beter.
6. Short term needs for Plan
• ID present studies needed; hydrology, WQ and watershed studies
• Then come up with overall plan
7. Partnerships
• UVic
• CRD - does stormwater discharge monitoring; not a lot of fow data so can't calc loadings. But doing a
review of whole program. Many people trying to encourage monitoring smaller areas more intensely. Now
looking into fsh bioindicator studies (put fsh in stream, see how long they survive); Jody trying to
encourage doing area between Blenkinsop and Swan Lakes. Not this year but maybe next year.
• Saanich
• SLCHNS interns and staf
8. QA/QC
• Lake experts could help identfy protocols and standard practces
• Make sure especially if volunteers or students are collectng data
• Kevin can help with standards
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9. Invasive species
• Worth considering trapping out sunfsh, while other initatves go ahead? Trapping is not very efectve.
• Rotenone - prety drastc, but ministry supports it. Swan Lake not a high priority compared to productve
fsh lakes. In Lake Delevan they held of on fsh control untl other methods had been implemented.
• Poisioning fsh - how would it afect natve amphibians? Works by afectng electron transport in
mitochondria. Oxidatve phosphorylaton. Gill breathing amphibians would probably be afected. If you
want to do it, may have to accept some collatoral damage. But does break down prety quickly. Derived
from a plant. About as benign as you can get. Efects on downstream environment? Always have a drip
staton potassium permanganate to neutralize it before it leaves lake.
• Approvals? Need 1.5-2 year lead tme for permits. Ministry usually does it. Staf would do it; there is help
from MoE though they are low on staf. MoE would pay for it through Habitat Conservaton Trust Fund.
Reportng requirements for agricultural operators? Not at municipal level; maybe to ALC. (Concerns re- fertlizers.)
10. Treatment Wetlands at Sanctuary
• Area under trestle as potental area for treatment wetland?
• Looked at site by Leeds with Ken, Kevin and Rick. Looks like a perfect place. Also have area across the road.
• Constructed wetlands is very efectve. Couldn't have too many. Size is quite small but stll could help a
litle.
• Could combine with biomass harvestng and energy generator. Carbon ofsets.
Conclusions:
• Need to address data gaps before moving ahead.
• Watershed studies - interview operators in watershed, look at golf course operatons (new fertlizer
available that d.n. run of as quickly), educaton, low-nutrient land use. Can start right away.
• Lake experts can help us lay out specifcs of monitoring program and data collecton. Once we have data
then we can do a study to look at optons.
• Core sampling - costs and logistcs. Kevin R. has expertse to do core. One sample would probably be
enough (OK lake done with 3 cores). Analyzed by John Stockner and Darren Smoll (Parks Canada). GVRD
did cores for Coquitlam Reservoir. About $5k cost. Stable isotopes, lead 210, diatoms, zooplankton, gives
150y chronology. Kevin cored Prospect Lake. Found that lake has already been mesotrophic. Can help to
pinpoint source of problems.
• Install data loggers with T, DO at diferent depths of lake.
• PCAF potental funding source.
• Reconvene afer data collecton
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Appendix E - General Actons and Ecosystem Management Unit
Descriptons
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General Actons, with Strategies and Implementaton Details
Table 20. General Actons, with Strategies and Implementaton Details
Strategy

Acton ID & Name

Acton Descripton

Coordinatng
Responsibility

Potental Partners and
Info Sources

Need to
hire/consult
professional

Rel. Cost1,2

Timeline to
initate

S1-Rainwtr mgmt /
S1-A1 Planning
LID

Hold a planning and brainstorming workshop to outline possible actons to encourage rainwater
SLCHNS Exec. Dir.
management and low impact development, including LID practtoners (e.g. engineer, landscape
(potentally with
architect, ecologist), community members, municipal staf and SLCHNS staf, before the end of
consultant)
2010.

Saanich, CRD, private
Maybe
sector, U-Vic, Community
(facilitaton)
Assns

low

summer 2010

S3 – watershed
educaton

Hold a planning and brainstorming workshop, to outline objectves and actons to support
SLCHNS Exec. Dir.
watershed scale educaton, including SLCHNS staf & board members, municipal staf, reps from
(potentally with
local schools and UVic, community associaton reps, community members, CRD, etc, before the
consultant)
end of 2010.

Saanich, CRD, private
Maybe
sector, U-Vic, Community
(facilitaton)
Assns, local high schools

low

summer 2010

S4 – Farmer
Educaton

S3/S5-A1 Planning

Before the end of 2010, host a brainstorming workshop to outline strategies for agricultural
S4-A1 Planning session stewardship in the Blenkinsop Valley, including representatves from Saanich, CRD, SLCHNS,
HAT?, ALC, farmers, MoE, and local residents.

SLCHNS Exec. Dir.
(potentally with
consultant)

Saanich, CRD, ALC,
farmers, MoE

Maybe
(facilitaton)

low

summer 2010

end 2010

S4/S7-A1 Stewardship Work with Saanich to promote the formaton of a Friends of Blenkinsop Lake stewardship
group
group. Initate in 2011, with goal to form group within one year.

SLCHNS Exec. Dir. and
Saanich ES

Community Assns, MoE,
BCLSS, ALC, schools

No

low

early 2011

early 2012

SLCHNS Exec. Dir. and
Saanich ES

Community Assns, MoE,
BCLSS, ALC, schools

Maybe
(facilitaton)

low

spring 2012

TBD

Saanich, CRD, private
Maybe
sector, U-Vic, Community
(facilitaton)
Assns, local high schools

low

summer 2010

end 2010

low

early 2011

early 2012

S4-A3 Watershed
event

Help to promote a watershed outreach event in the Blenkinsop Valley, working with the
stewardship group (see Acton S6-A2) and local government and nonproft agencies. Potental
date TBD.

S3/S5-A1 Planning

Hold a planning and brainstorming workshop, to outline possible objectves and actons to
SLCHNS Exec. Dir.
support watershed scale educaton, including SLCHNS staf & board members, municipal staf,
(potentally with
reps from local schools and UVic, community associaton reps, community members, CRD, etc,
consultant)
before the end of 2010.

S5- Blen. L. rehab

S7 - Infow WQ
treatment within
Sanctuary

Timeline to
complete

S4/S5-A1 Stewardship Work with Saanich to promote the formaton of a Friends of Blenkinsop Lake stewardship
group
group. Initate in 2011, with goal to form group within one year.

SLCHNS Exec. Dir. and
Saanich ES

Community Assns, MoE,
BCLSS, ALC, schools

S7-A1 Blenkinsop
Creek trtmt wetland

Design and build constructed wetland system in Leeds/Lochside Trestle area (highest priority
area). Complete proposal by end of 2011.

SLCHNS Exec. Dir., Site
Mgr, with Ecosystem
Ctee

Saanich, local community,
Yes
schools, U-Vic

med-high

fall 2011

fall 2013

S7-A2 Smaller storm
drain trtmt systems
(assmt)

Partner with CRD or Municipality to identfy highest priority storm drain outalls for treatment
system, based on water quality. Initate in late 2010, implement in 2011-2012.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

CRD, Saanich

low

fall 2010

fall 2012

S7-A3 Smaller storm
drain trtmt systems
(design/build)

Design, construct and monitor appropriate structures and/or biological systems to treat low
fows/frst fush from storm drain outalls. Complete proposal by end of 2012.

SLCHNS Exec. Dir., Site
Mgr, with Ecosystem
Ctee

Saanich, local community,
Yes
schools, U-Vic

med-high

fall 2012

fall 2014

S7-A4 Rainwater mgmt

Design and install a rain garden (bioretenton facility) to treat road runof prior to entering the
wetlands, as a demonstraton site, with educatonal signage. Complete by end of 2012.

SLCHNS Exec. Dir., Site
Mgr, and hired
consultant

Saanich, Terra Remote
Sensing

Yes

fall 2011

fall 2012

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College

No

medium

summer 2010

fall 2011

SLCHNS Site Mgr

No

low

summer 2010

summer 2010

SLCHNS Site Mgr

Other local resource mgrs No

low

fall 2010

end 2010

S8 – On site invasive
Survey all areas of the site, at several tmes of the year, for presence, locaton and % cover of
S8-A1 Baseline survey
species control
invasive species. Use mapping grade GPS unit and good GIS data management protocols.
and mapping
Initate in summer 2010, complete by Fall 2011.
S8-A2 Interim data
tracking system

Develop an interim data recording/tracking system to log known and new reports of invasive
species. Complete by mid summer 2010.

S8-A3 Monitoring plan Afer baseline survey is complete, develop a monitoring plan, including tmes of year to carry
out surveys, level of efort and methods to record new informaton. Integrate with GIS.
Complete by end of 2010.

No

Yes

Strategy

Acton ID & Name

Acton Descripton

Coordinatng
Responsibility

Potental Partners and
Info Sources

Need to
hire/consult
professional

Rel. Cost1,2

Timeline to
initate

Timeline to
complete

S8-A4 Data mgmt

Develop a database system to record invasive species occurrences and metadata, including
treatments carried out and results. Complete by end of 2010. Include as part of S11-A10.

SLCHNS Site Mgr, with
consultant

U-Vic, Camosun College

Yes

low

summer 2010

winter 2010

GOERT, CRD, Saanich,
CIPC, IPCBC

No

medium

summer 2010

end 2011

Research eradicaton and control methods for each invasive species present on the site,
S8-A5 Research control
summarise (with references) and add to data library. Initate in summer 2010, complete by end SLCHNS Site Mgr
methods
of 2011.

S9 – Lake
Rehabilitaton

S10 – Ecosystem
Restoraton

S8-A6 – Priority
ranking

Using baseline informaton and research, assign a priority for control to each invasive species
present, using criteria such as extent of infestaton, rate of spread, risk to existng
species/ecosystems, feasibility of control, etc. Initate immediately, complete by end of 2011.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich,
CIPC, IPCBC

No

low

summer 2010

end 2011

S8-A7 Control plans

Develop eradicaton and control plans for all invasive species, beginning with highest priority
species. Include detailed methods, permits needed, resources, costs, potental partnerships,
etc. Initate in Fall 2010, complete by end of 2011.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich,
CIPC, IPCBC

Yes

medium

fall 2010

end 2011

S8-A8 Pilot projects
and experiments

Carry out adaptve management pilot projects and experiment with techniques for
controlling/eradicatng invasive species. Partner with university students. Complete as part of
S9-A7; tmeline based on opportunites.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich,
CIPC, IPCBC, U-Vic,
Camosun Coll.

Yes

low-med

TBD

TBD

S9-A1 Stream
hydrology

Design stream fow monitoring program and install necessary equipment in Blenkinsop Creek,
Swan Creek and (if possible) selected storm drain infows to Swan Lake. Complete program
design by end of 2010; install equipment in summer of 2011. (Or sooner if funding/resources
permit)

SLCHNS Site Mgr, with
consultant

VFGPA, MoE, DFO, Water
Survey of Canada, private Yes
sector

medium

summer 2010

end 2011

S9-A2 Lake monitoring

Design monitoring program for lake levels and temperature, and install necessary equipment.
Design by end of 2010, and install in 2011 (or sooner if funding/resources permit).

SLCHNS Site Mgr, with
consultant

VFGPA, MoE, DFO, private
Yes
sector

low

summer 2010

end 2011

S9-A3 Water quality
monitoring

Design water quality monitoring program for infow/outlow streams and lake. To include N, P,
pH, T, DO, conductvity, chlorophyll a and water clarity (the last two for the lake only). Outline SLCHNS Site Mgr, with
QA/QC, methods, and equipment needed. Obtain funding and purchase needed equipment. To consultant
complete by end of 2010.

MoE, BCLSS, private
sector

Yes

medium

summer 2010

end 2010

S9-A4 Watershed
nutrient source ID

Map potental sources of nutrients in the watershed, and estmate their loading values to Swan
SLCHNS Site Mgr and
Lake. Use combinaton of property/business informaton, GIS, soils analysis, runof modelling,
Exec. Dir., Saanich
water quality monitoring, etc. Initate by end of 2010.

Community Assns, MoE,
BCLSS, ALC, schools,
farmers, CRD

No

medium

fall 2010

fall 2012

S9-A5 Watershed
outreach and
educaton

Undertake educaton and outreach of landowners with highest estmated sources of nutrients
(and/or other pollutants) to Swan Lake. Partner with local government and nonproft groups.
Initate by end of 2011 (afer one season of WQ monitoring), and implement through 2015.

SLCHNS Site Mgr and
Exec. Dir., Saanich

Saanich, CRD, landowners,
HAT, Community Assns,
No
Business Assns

medium

fall 2011

2015

Choose a high-priority and highly visible ecosystem management unit and implement all
S10-A1 Demonstraton
recommended restoraton actons; use as educatonal tool to build support for long term
restoraton site
restoraton. Initate planning immediately; complete inital restoraton actons by 2015.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College,
Maybe
high schools, BCWF(WEP)

medium

early 2011

2015

S10-A2 Groundwater
monitoring

Design program and install equipment for monitoring groundwater in wetlands. Complete by
end of 2011.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

MoE, L.Townsend/
R.Hebda (info.)

Yes

low

fall 2010

fall 2011

S10-A3 Forest assmt

Contract a forest assessment by ISA certfed arborist & biologist, to evaluate health of forested
SLCHNS Site Mgr
areas and recommend management actons.

Yes

low

fall 2011

fall 2012

S10-A4 Mgmt Unit
planning

Develop detailed restoraton plans for each mapped management unit, including tmeline,
priority, actons, costs, partnerships, resources needed, potental funding sources, etc.
Complete by end of 2011.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, GOERT, CRD Parks,
Maybe
Saanich

low

fall 2010

end 2011

S10-A5 Mgmt Unit
monitoring

Develop monitoring plans and criteria for assessing state of each mapped management unit, i.e.
rate against 'desired future conditon' at a designated frequency afer restoraton actons have SLCHNS Site Mgr
been initated. Complete by end of 2011.

U-Vic, GOERT, CRD Parks,
Maybe
Saanich, BCWF (WEP)

low

fall 2010

end 2011

S10-A6 Rare plant
surveys

Contract a consultant to carry out surveys for plant species at risk in likely areas. Ensure data is
SLCHNS Site Mgr
carefully archived/managed. Complete by end of 2012.

CRD Parks, Saanich

medium

early 2011

end 2012

low

early 2011

end 2012

S10-A7 Fauna surveys Carry out surveys for amphibians (red legged frog, salamanders), small mammals, insects.
Complete by end of 2012.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

Yes

CRD Parks, Saanich, U-Vic Yes

Strategy

Coordinatng
Responsibility

Potental Partners and
Info Sources

Need to
hire/consult
professional

Rel. Cost1,2

Timeline to
initate

Timeline to
complete

S10-A8 Large scale RCG Implement a reed canarygrass control and replantng regime, over one or more areas totalling
control
5ha or more; initate by 2012, complete inital treatment by 2015.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Saanich,
BCWF(WEP), community
volunteers, schools

No

medium

fall 2012

2015

S10-A9 Terrestr.
restoraton planning

Develop adaptve management plans and prioritzaton for all terrestrial ecosystem units, by
end of 2011.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich, UVic

No

low

fall 2010

end 2011

S10-A10 Data mgmt

Develop a database system for managing ecological restoraton data, such as hydrology data,
plant inventories, restoraton prescriptons and triggers for monitoring and evaluaton.
Complete by end of 2011.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College,
other nature preserves

Yes

low

summer 2010

end 2011

S10-A11 Terrestr.
restoraton
implementaton

Implement restoraton plans for terrestrial ecosystem units, beginning in 2011, with all areas
treated with inital set of actons by 2020.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

GOERT, CRD, Saanich, UVic

Maybe

high

early 2012

2020

S10-A12 – Student
research

Develop a long term monitoring and restoraton research program, including student outreach
& recruitng strategies, and a list of potental projects suitable for university and college
SLCHNS Site Mgr
students, by the end of 2011.

U-Vic, Camosun College,
RRU, VIC

No

low

fall 2010

end 2011

S10-A13 – Detailed
mapping

Map and analyze vegetaton and land cover in Sanctuary, to assess vegetaton health, micro
topography, hydrology, species compositon, etc., using GIS, airphotos, LiDAR and hyperspectral
SLCHNS Site Mgr
imagery. Acquire data and establish student partnership(s) by end of 2010. Complete studies by
end of 2012.

Terra Remote, U-Vic (Olaf
Yes
N.), CRD, Saanich

low

fall 2010

end 2012

S10-A14 – Mgmt Unit
restoraton

Implement recommendatons listed in managment unit mapping data.

SLCHNS Site Mgr

U-Vic, Camosun College

No

medium

summer 2010

>2020

SLCHNS site mgr, with
other staf.

Community volunteers

No

low

summer 2010

end 2011

SLCHNS site mgr, with
other staf.

Community Associatons

No

low

fall 2010

spring 2011

Develop partnership with Habitat Acquisiton Trust, to implement Good Neighbours program for SLCHNS site mgr, with
nearby residents. Inquire about program by end of 2010. Implementaton date TBD.
other staf.

HAT, Community
Associatons

No

low

fall-winter 2010

TBD

Develop and install educatonal signage at key locatons, outlining "code of conduct" and
informaton about species and ecosystems. Details and tmeline TBD.

High school or college art
No
students

medium

fall-winter 2010

TBD

Acton ID & Name

Acton Descripton

Conduct surveys and mapping of visitor/neighbour impacts as a baseline, and develop
S13-A1 Impacts survey
monitoring program. Impacts include homeless camping, dumping, dogs, cats, partying, rogue
and monitoring
trails. Develop plan by end of 2010; implement survey over 2011.
S13-A2 Neighbour
S13-Neighbour and Outreach
visitor educaton
S13-A3 HAT Good
Neighbours Program
S13-A4 Educatonal
signage

Plan and implement neighbour outreach program: 1-on-1 dialogue; educatonal pamphlets.
Complete plan by Spring 2011.

1. Cost categories: (low < $10,000), (medium $10,000-$50,000), (high > $50,000)

2. Note, cost includes time of SLCHNS staff as well as cash but does not include volunteer time

SLCHNS staf and
Ecosystem Ctee

Ecosystem Management Units - Biophysical Descriptons
Table 21. Ecosystem Management Units
Unit Slope, Aspect, Soil
#
Positon;
Shape

CDFmm Site
Series
(historical)

Historical
informaton

Existng vegetaton
community

Invasive species

wildlife usage and potental

Girling collecton
photos (shows
conifer dominated
forest); 1928
airphoto

Mix of older Douglas-fr,
grand fr and Garry oak;
some young grand fr,
cherry sp., English
hawthorn; snowberry,
oceanspray, Indian plum,
sword fern; natve plant
garden around nature
house

English hawthorn,
morning glory,
Canada thistle

Henbit, dead netle,
non-natve grasses

1A

fat to very
gently sloping;
South; Crest to
upper slope;
convex

sub-xeric, well (03) DO drained; poor Douglas-fr to medium
Oniongrass
richness; likely
thin with
underlying
bedrock though
deep in places

1B

Steep; South;
crest to
botom of
slope; convex

Bedrock with
soil pockets;
xeric; very
rapidly draining

(00) Qgrm 1928 airphoto
Garry oak - Grey (sparsely
rock moss vegetated)
Wallace's
selaginella
(Erickson and
Meidinger,
2007)

Rock outcrops with
pockets of soil and natve
plant gardens; Garry oak,
red fowering currant,
snowberry, oceanspray,
camas, nodding onion,
natve grasses

1C

Toe of slope;
SW to W; lower
to botom of
slope; concave

medium to
rich,
imperfectly
drained

(05) RK western
redcedar Douglas-fr Oregon beaked
moss

Red alder, willow, redosier dogwood, Indian
plum, Oregon grape,
snowberry, Nootka rose,
hardhack

1D

Gentle slope;
SE, lower to
base of slope;
concave

Rich,
moderately
well drained to
highly
saturated

(06) RF Western
redcedar grand fr foamfower

2

1-5% slope; S
aspect; botom
of slope;
concave

silty clay loam;
rich organics
(30cm +)
overlying grey
clay

(05) RK western
redcedar Douglas-fr Oregon beaked
moss

Girling collecton
photographs
(conifer
dominated forest)

Watercourses

Mix of aspen stands,
hawthorn, cotonwood,
grand fr, shrubs; English
ivy very common

Girling photos
collecton - show
conifer-dominated
forest

Red alder, Pacifc willow,
water hemlock, scouring
rush (NE corner of site, at
stormwater outlow);
Indian plum, snowberry
Nootka rose; Non-natve
trees, shrubs and grass
(elsewhere)

Existng human
infuences

Ecosystem Health ratng

Constraints, threats,
Desired Future Conditon
concerns or opportunites (long-term, 50-100y)

Desired Future Conditon
(medium term, 10-20y)

owls; perch trees for raptors and Clearing and grading
herons; hummingbirds; various for agriculture, roads
songbirds; potental for
and parking lots
wandering salamander,
woodpecker

High foot trafc area;
high use for educaton
programs;
vandalism/crime

Fair - good diversity,
invasive spp. not
dominatng, no apparent
excessive disturbance

Veteran conifers not in
good health(?); parking lot
creates heat source; berm
adjacent parking lot
consists of disturbed soil
(weedy plants);
underbrush may be overabundant; fragmentaton
from similar ecosystem
units

Open mixed forest - Douglas-fr
and Garry oak, with shrub
understory (oceanspray, Indian
plum, common snowberry,
hairy honeysuckle, Oregon
grape, sword fern) and natve
grasses (blue wildrye, Alaska
oniongrass) and forbs (white
fawn lily, shootngstar).

Large Garry oak trees have
been freed from
competton with Douglasfr; conifers managed for
best health and dead trees
act as perch trees;
deciduous trees planted for
succession, and understory
managed for ground cover
diversity.

western painted turtle nestng;
alligator lizard; tree frog

High human trafc
area; educaton area

Good (highly managed
area) - appropriate plant
community, efectve trail
system

Vandalism, wildlife
disturbance; fragmentaton
from similar ecosystem
units

Demonstraton gardens similar Similar to now, invasive
to now, with more selfspecies are efectvely
sustaining populatons of
controlled.
natve plants appropriate to
site, and increased grass and
moss community. Trampling is
managed efectvely with
signage, trails and educaton.

Rough-skinned newt; songbirds; Agriculture
mallards

Adjacent private
property

Good - vigorous
vegetaton community,
litle ongoing physical
disturbance; vegetaton
maturing and recovering

Fragmentaton from similar Conifer dominated forest
ecosystem units
(western redcedar, Douglas-fr,
western hemlock) with shrubs
(salal, dull Oregon grape,
oceanspray, red huckleberry,
evergreen huckleberry),
ferns/herbaceous (vanilla leaf,
sword fern, bracken fern).

A wider diversity of
deciduous and coniferous
trees is established, invasive
species have been
efectvely
removed/controlled.

English ivy, English
hawthorn

Owls, warblers, vireo, song
sparrow nest; potental for
wandering salamander, tree
frog, woodpecker

cats? ; part of high
use educaton area

Fair - pervasive invasive
species; many walking
paths

Invasive species

Conifer dominated moist forest
(cedar, grand fr, Douglas-fr)
with sword fern, salal and
moss understory.

Conifer saplings planted in
understory are maturing,
along with appropriate
deciduous species (bigleaf
maple, red alder) and
shrubs (e.g. salmonberry,
salal), invasive species have
been efectvely removed
and controlled. Small
clearing is maintained as
teaching area.

Common hawthorn;
reed canarygrass;
chestnut; fruit trees;
Himalayan
blackberry;
sweetbrier rose;
white poplar;
weeping willow (on
private property);
privet; English ivy,
periwinkle, European
bitersweet, English
laurel, English holly,
daphne

Possible red-legged frog
Agriculture; vegetable Home site (Mick's
(unconfrmed); woodpecker;
crops, homestead
place)
potental heron rookery; raptor
perching; songbirds

Poor - dominated by
invasive species; lack of
vertcal structure; likely
poor water quality

water quality, invasive
species, dumping from
neighbours, cats

Conifer-dominated (western
redcedar, western hemlock,
Douglas-fr) with associated
shrubs as per site series.

Natve species dominated
hedgerow; early succession
stage of RK site series;
invasive species controlled

Seepage; near English ivy
200-y foodplain

Storm drain
infows - north
at base of
Rainbow;
on west, approx
40m south of
corner (not
assessed)

Past disturbances or
restoraton

homestead; clearing
and gardens

Agriculture

Unit Slope, Aspect, Soil
#
Positon;
Shape

CDFmm Site
Series
(historical)

3

Flat/depressio Peat
n wetland

4A

Flat to
depressional

4B

Historical
informaton

Existng vegetaton
community

Watercourses

Invasive species

Ws51 – Sitka
Girling photo
willow – Pacifc collecton
willow – skunk
cabbage swamp

Fringe of willow, red osier
dogwood around lake;
large hardhack thickets;
large area of reed
canarygrass

Storm drain
infows (base of
Rainbow; NW
corner)

Reed canarygrass,
Songbirds, wading birds,
white poplar (on
mammals (area not assessed in
private property, east detail)
side), garden
loosestrife

likely medium
to rich,
imperfectly
drained

(08) CD - Black
cotonwood Red osier
dogwood
medium bench
foodplain

willow; red osier
dogwood; common
hawthorn; black
cotonwood; reed
canarygrass; Himalayan
blackberry; agronomic
grasses

Himalayan
blackberry, reed
canarygrass

feeding for fall migrants (shrubs) agriculture

Mid to lower
slope; NE to
SE; convex

likely poor to
medium
nutrients

(04) DG Douglas-fr Grand fr Oregon grape

1890 subdivision
plan; 1928
airphoto

Non-natve trees and
shrubs: elm, apple/cherry
trees, ornamental juniper,
blue spruce, holly, English
ivy, periwinkle, daphne,
bluebells.

Various ornamental
trees & shrubs

Anecdotal report of barn owl
using pigeon coop. Songbirds.

5A

Flat to
depressional

medium rich;
30cm deep
organic layer
(medium to
dark brown,
silty clay loam)
over
grey/brown
motled clay;
charcoal
fragments; very
moist

(08) CD - Black 1890 subdivision
cotonwood plan; 1858 map
Red osier
dogwood
medium bench
foodplain OR
(06) RF Western
redcedar Grand fr foamfower

Sparse trees and grasses:
willow; Nootka rose;
common hawthorn; black
hawthorn, black
cotonwood; trembling
aspen; reed canarygrass

5B

Mid to lower
slope; NE to
SE; convex

likely poor to
medium
nutrients

(04) DG Douglas-fr Grand fr Oregon grape

6

Flat to
very rich, peat
depressional; over marine
contains
clay
outlow stream

7

steep bank
created by
grading for
medium to
parking lot;
rich; fll
North aspect;
botom of
slope; concave

1890 subdivision
plan; 1858 map

(08) CD - Black Pollen study, 1928
cotonwood airphoto, 1850sRed osier
1880s maps
dogwood
medium bench
foodplain
(08) CD - Black
cotonwood Red osier
1928 airphoto
dogwood
medium bench
foodplain

wildlife usage and potental

Past disturbances or
restoraton

Existng human
infuences

Agriculture, vegetable Adjacent residental
crops, homestead
yards

Ecosystem Health ratng

Constraints, threats,
Desired Future Conditon
concerns or opportunites (long-term, 50-100y)

Poor - dominated by
invasive species

Reed canarygrass
preventng recruitment of
natve shrubs/trees;
altered hydrology.

Disturbance from
Poor to Fair - many
highway and roads;
invasive species but also
dumping from
diverse natve community
neighbours; cats; litle
park visitor use.

Desired Future Conditon
(medium term, 10-20y)

Natve shrub dominated
Reduced area dominated by
wetland with some treed areas reed canarygrass, increased
(cotonwood, cedar, alder) and natve shrub areas.
openings with natve
herbaceous species.

Deciduous moist to wet forest cotonwood, red alder, willow;
with western redcedar, grand
fr; shrubs including Indian
plum, elderberry, salmonberry,
Pacifc ninebark.

A greater diversity of natve
trees and shrubs has been
planted, invasive species
have been reduced,
neighbours are stewarding
the area.

cultvaton, grading for house on
house
Langcaster/Haynes;
cats

Poor - dominated by
invasive species

Soil disturbance, long
Conifer dominated forest
history of ornamental and (Douglas-fr, grand fr, western
invasive species on site.
redcedar) with bigleaf maple,
western fowering dogwood;
diverse understory of shrubs
and ferns.

Diverse maturing deciduous
community (willow,
cotonwood, red alder,
trembling aspen) with
shrubs and conifers
established in understory,
efectve control of invasive
species, and neighbourhood
stewardship and
engagement in restoraton
actvites.

common hawthorn taller trees provide perching;
(including large patch potental turtle nestng site
near outlow
stream); Himalayan
blackberry, reed
canarygrass

agriculture, ditching of dogs and cats;
stream channel
homeless camping?

Poor - dominated by
invasive species

Fragmentaton efects of
highway and roads; altered
hydrology due to lowered
outlow stream

Deciduous wet forest with
black cotonwood, willow,
red alder, red osier
dogwood, bigleaf maple,
and conifers in understory.
Invasive species have been
removed and efectvely
controlled.

Non-natve trees and
shrubs

Himalayan
blackberry;
agronomic grasses

cultvaton, grading for house on
house and roads
Langcaster/Haynes;
cats, dogs

Poor - dominated by
invasive species;
insufcient coarse wood,
cover and soil nutrients.

Fragmentaton from similar Conifer dominated forest
ecosystems
(Douglas-fr, grand fr, western
redcedar) with bigleaf maple,
western fowering dogwood;
diverse understory of shrubs
and ferns.

Diverse maturing deciduous
community (willow,
cotonwood, red alder,
trembling aspen) with
shrubs and conifers
established in understory,
efectve control of invasive
species, and neighbourhood
stewardship and
engagement in restoraton
actvites.

Willow shrub fringe along Swan Creek;
creek; cotonwood stand; Darwin Creek
reed canarygrass; lg. area
of common hawthorn

reed canarygrass,
Beaver, muskrat, oter, newt
English hawthorn,
giant mannagrass;
European
bitersweet; weeping
willow

Channel previously
dredged; rehabilitated
(planted, banks resloped) in late 1970s

Poor to fair – channel stll
overly entrenched, large
areas of inv. spp., but also
high diversity of natve
spp.

Highway culvert; possibility
to manipulate water levels;
overpass for people and
wildlife

English hawthorn removed
and actvely controlled from
re-invading; reed
canarygrass area
signifcantly reduced,
existng deciduous canopy
enlarged

Fairly thickly wooded black cotonwood, red
alder, bigleaf maple, red
osier dogwood, willow

reed canarygrass,
variety of birds; Owls; likely
English ivy,
amphibians (tree frog,
Himalayan blackberry salamander).

Highway culvert
(fragmentaton,
hydrology);
downstream land use

garbage dump site
(over bank); fll and
Noise from highway;
grading for parking lot feral cats (fed by
and buildings; highway municipal staf)
constructon

Fair to Good - diverse
natve vegetaton, invasive Fragmentaton
species not dominatng

Conifer dominated wet forest
(western redcedar, grand fr,
Douglas-fr, bigleaf maple) with
few shade-tolerant shrubs and
herbaceous species (e.g. sword
fern, vanilla leaf, foamfower,
dull Oregon grape, salal).

Dominated by mature
deciduous trees & shrubs
(cotonwood, red alder, willow,
red osier dogwood) mixed with
western redcedar and grand fr
on higher hummocks, and
diverse understory

Dominated by mature
deciduous trees & shrubs
(cotonwood, red alder, willow,
Larger area dominated by
red osier dogwood) mixed with
natve shrubs and trees
western redcedar and grand fr
on higher hummocks, and
diverse understory

Unit Slope, Aspect, Soil
#
Positon;
Shape

CDFmm Site
Series
(historical)

Historical
informaton

Existng vegetaton
community

8A

Flat,
depressional
wetland
(nearest lake)

very rich (peat) Ws51 – Sitka
Pollen study, 1928
willow – Pacifc airphoto
willow – skunk
cabbage
swamp; Wm50 Sitka sedge hemlock-parsley
(smaller area
near lake)

8B

Flat,
depressional
wetland

very rich (peat) (08) CD - Black Pollen study, 1928 Reed canarygrass
cotonwood airphoto
Red osier
dogwood
medium bench
foodplain

9

Gentle slope,
North aspect,
botom of
slope; concave

Rich, varying
depth,
underlain by
clay

10

Botom of
Rich, moist to
slope, low
wet; peat at
gradient slope, toe of slope
NW aspect.

11A Moderate
slope, West
aspect; middle
to lower;
convex

some rock
outcrops; soil
likely medium
nutrient regime

(12) RV Western
redcedar Vanilla leaf

1928 airphoto

Reed canarygrass, narrow
willow/red osier
dogwood/ hardhack
fringe.

Reed canarygrass and
agronomic grasses; thick
to sparse trees and
shrubs. Black cotonwood,
Scouler's willow, bigleaf
maple, English hawthorn,
Himalayan blackberry, red
osier dogwood, Nootka
rose.

wildlife usage and potental

Past disturbances or
restoraton

Existng human
infuences

Reed canarygrass,
Sora, Rail, common
European bitersweet yellowthroat, herons, raptors
(potental for much greater
diversity)

Agriculture

Altered hydrology and Poor - nearly exclusively
water quality
invasive species; natve
shrubs have litle
understory veg; reed
canarygrass afectng
groundwater hydrology,
evapotranspiraton,
limited carbon
sequestraton

Reed canarygrass
preventng recruitment of
natve shrubs; water
quality and hydrology
encouraging reed
canarygrass

Reed canarygrass

Sora, Rail, common
yellowthroat, herons, raptors
(potental for much greater
diversity)

Agriculture

few

Poor – nearly exclusively
dominated by reed
canarygrass

Reed canarygrass limits
Dominated by mature
Larger area dominated by
natve species recruitment deciduous trees & shrubs
natve shrubs and trees
and optons for replantng. (cotonwood, red alder, willow,
red osier dogwood) mixed with
western redcedar and grand fr
on higher hummocks, and
diverse understory

Himalayan
blackberry, reed
canarygrass
(widespread),
common hawthorn,
weeping willow

Waterfowl, herons, songbirds,
oter/mink

Removal of riparian
vegetaton (for
agriculture and
immediately around
stream in 2006);
enclosure of upper
stream in storm drains;
re-grading and
replantng of lower
reaches in 1980s.
Minor natve plantng
carried out in 2007.

Disturbance from
pedestrians and
parking lot; fashy
runof due to
urbanizaton and loss
of wetlands/open
channels.

Poor; stream channel
badly eroded due to high
fows and lack of
appropriate riparian
vegetaton ("nonfunctonal" ratng); limited
diversity and recovery of
natve veg.

Urbanized catchment for
stream creates very fashy
fows. Good opportunity
for watershed stewardship
demonstratons (e.g.
rainwater mgmt in Saanich
Hall) and restoraton (high
visibility channel).

Important songbird area

Agriculture and home Camping; trail users
sites

Poor to fair – dominated
by invasive species but
some structural and natve
species diversity

Good – diverse species,
good tree and shrub
canopy; but invasives
management needed

Invasive species;
undesirable human use
(drugs); June wants to shut
of access via trails in this
area

Mixed forest with gaps Same, acceptng more
Douglas-fr, Garry oak, bigleaf invasive species
maple, arbutus; snowberry and
other existng shrub species;
natve herbaceous community

Poor to fair – litle
structure and age
diversity, plentful invasive
spp.

Very moist site; reed
canarygrass prevents
recruitment of natve
species.

Conifer dominated stand
(grand fr, cedar, Douglas-fr)
with bigleaf maple and
abundant understory (Oregon
grape, salal, oceanspray, sword
fern, vanilla leaf, salmonberry)

Reed canarygrass,
Himalayan blackberry,
snowberry, Nootka rose,
black cotonwood, grand
fr, various grasses,
silverweed, smartweed

Reed canarygrass,
Himalayan
blackberry,
agronomic grasses

(03) DO Douglas-fr Oniongrass or
(00) Qg Garry
oak - south end
of unit

Scatered large Garry oak;
Douglas-fr; bigleaf maple,
non-natve cherry, apple,
crabapple, plum; white
fawn lily; common
hawthorn; red osier
dogwood, Indian plum,
snowberry, Himalayan
blackberry, Nootka rose;
herbs (fennel, borage,
oregano, mint); dafodil;
camas, coastal strawberry;
grape hyacinth; reed
canarygrass; various nonnatve grasses

non-natve cherry,
high bird use area; perching
apple, crabapple,
snag
plum; common
hawthorn; Himalayan
blackberry, herbs
(fennel, borage,
oregano, mint);
dafodil; grape
hyacinth; reed
canarygrass; various
non-natve grasses &
weeds

residental yards;
agriculture; some
Garry oaks planted

reed canarygrass

Agriculture and home
site

Nootka rose, snowberry,
reed canarygrass, bigleaf
maple

12

Reed canarygrass; thin
fringe of willow/dogwood
around lake.

very rich and
wet (peat)

Darwin Creek
fows from
storm drain by
Saanich Hall,
joins Swan
Creek

Invasive species

Moist/rich
components of
DO and/or Qg
site series.

11B Moderate
moist, (likely) (04) DG slope, West
medium to rich Douglas-fr aspect; middle SNR
Grand fr
to lower;
convex

Flat to
depressional;
wetland

Watercourses

Ws51 – Sitka
willow – Pacifc
willow – skunk
cabbage swamp

seepage

reed canarygrass

Owls (short eared owls perch on Agriculture
fenceposts); wading birds;
raptors

next to Lochside trail;
camping; drug use
area; several
entrances into
Sanctuary; gas
pipeline; power lines

Ecosystem Health ratng

Altered hydrology and Poor - dominated by
water quality
invasive species

Constraints, threats,
Desired Future Conditon
concerns or opportunites (long-term, 50-100y)

Desired Future Conditon
(medium term, 10-20y)

Shrub (willow, red osier
Larger area dominated by
dogwood and hardhack)
natve shrubs
dominated shrub wetland with
natve understory and
openings of natve herbaceous
species

Dominated by mature
deciduous trees and shrubs
with maturing conifers in
understory, along with natve
shrubs. Flows in channel have
been managed and area is of
high value for biodiversity and
educaton.

Stream has been restored to
Proper Functoning
Conditon and constructed
to improve water quality
and habitat. Invasive upland
species efectvely
controlled and area is
replanted with young stands
of natve trees, shrubs and
ground cover. Saanich is
engaged in rainwater
demonstraton in parking
lot.

Mosaic of deciduous trees
(cotonwood, red alder, bigleaf
maple), conifers (western
redcedar, Douglas-fr, grand
fr), shrubs (black hawthorn,
willow, red osier dogwood,
snowberry, rose, hardhack)
and ground cover (natve
grasses, forbs, ferns).

Reduced extent and cover
of invasive species; large
specimen invasive species
removed; closed canopy of
natve species established in
several areas.

Reed canarygrass
Similar to other units with
preventng recruitment of same site series.
natve shrubs; water
quality and hydrology

Deciduous stand (bigleaf
maple, red alder, black
cotonwood) with conifer
understory plantngs and
natve shrubs/ground cover
(salmonberry, oceanspray,
sword fern, salal
Similar to other units with
same site series.

Unit Slope, Aspect, Soil
#
Positon;
Shape

CDFmm Site
Series
(historical)

Historical
informaton

Existng vegetaton
community

Watercourses

Invasive species

wildlife usage and potental

Past disturbances or
restoraton

Existng human
infuences

Ecosystem Health ratng

Constraints, threats,
Desired Future Conditon
concerns or opportunites (long-term, 50-100y)

Desired Future Conditon
(medium term, 10-20y)

encouraging reed
canarygrass

13

Gentle slope
(10%) to fat;
west aspect;
concave

14A Flat,
depressional
wetland

medium to
very rich

Reed canarygrass;
Himalayan blackberry;
willow

small storm
Reed canarygrass
drain discharge
stream

very rich (peat) Ws51 – Sitka
willow – Pacifc
willow – skunk
cabbage swamp

Pacifc willow; Sitka
pond
willow; red osier
dogwood; hardhack; black
hawthorn; reed
canarygrass; mannagrass;
water smartweed

reed canarygrass;
mannagrass (small
populaton)

high bird use area; fsh and
amphibians in pond(?);
oter/mink; waterfowl

Agriculture

Land use in stream
catchment (water
quality and fows
afected)

Poor – dominated almost
exclusively by invasive
species

opportunity for stream
restoraton

Enhanced properly functoning Same as long term.
stream channel, possibly with
a pond or constructed wetland
in upper part of slope for water
treatment. Riparian corridor:
trees (grand fr, Garry oak,
bigleaf maple) transitoning to
shrubs in lower slope (willow,
red osier dogwood, black
twinberry, salmonberry, black
hawthorn, Nootka rose)

fll from railway;
agriculture

High foot trafc area
(to boardwalk)

Fair – some areas with
good diversity, but large
area dominated by reed
canarygrass

Altered hydrology of lake;
reed canarygrass
preventng expansion of
natve community

Shrub (willow, red osier
dogwood and hardhack)
dominated shrub wetland with
natve understory and
openings of natve herbaceous
species

Poor - dominated by
invasive species

Reed canarygrass
Mosaic of deciduous trees
preventng recruitment of (cotonwood, red alder, bigleaf
natve shrubs/trees.
maple), conifers (western
redcedar, Douglas-fr, grand
fr), shrubs (black hawthorn,
willow, red osier dogwood,
snowberry, rose, hardhack)
and ground cover (natve
grasses, forbs, ferns).

Reduced extent and cover
of invasive species; some
areas of contnuous cover
natve shrubs established.

Larger area dominated by
shrubs, reed canarygrass
does not dominate; all
shrub cover in narrow band
between pond and lake and
adjacent boardwalk.

14B Gentle slope
medium to
(<10%), SW to rich, moist
NW aspect

Moist/rich
components of
adjacent DO
and/or Qg site
series.

Reed canarygrass; Garry
oak; black hawthorn;
Himalayan blackberry

Reed canarygrass;
Himalayan blackberry

Agriculture

15

Steep slope (40
deg.) bordering
Lochside
Regional Trail
(mostly outside
of Sanctuary
boundary);
west aspect

Rubble,coarse
rock and fll;
medium to
poor SNR

unknown
(highly disturbd)

Bigleaf maple, Indian
plum, laurel-leafed
daphne, English ivy, sword
fern, snowberry, grand fr
(saplings), western
redcedar (saplings)

English ivy, laurelleafed daphne

Railway constructon

Erosion from
trampling and unauth.
veg removal;
disturbance from trail

Fair to good – good
diversity and structure,
but soil stability problems
and invasive species in
understory

Steep slope; unstable soils; Mixed forest
land outside of sanctuary; (conifer/deciduous) with
rapidly increasing invasive natve understory
species

Same as long term.

16

Lower to
botom of
slope; SW to
NW; convex

brown clay soil
(30cm)
overlying
gleysol clay;
poor nutrient
richness,
imperfectly
drained

Qgos - Garry
SLCHNS archives
oak - common (farming info)
snowberry Oceanspray, OR
Qgcc-c43 Garry oak California
brome

Few large oak trees;
Douglas-fr; agronomic
grasses, shrubs (Nootka
rose, snowberry,
Himalayan blackberry)

Agronomic grasses,
salsify, Canada
thistle, poison
hemlock, Himalayan
blackberry, English
holly, reed
canarygrass, quack
grass, orchardgrass,
tmothy, English holly.

Voles and mice; raptors; large
Garry oak overlooking wetlands
common perching tree;
potental western painted turtle
nestng site (northern S-facing
slope); deer; potental owl nest
box on broken Douglas-fr snag

Catle grazing;
interrupted subsurface
hydrology from
roads/trails; possible
topsoil removal?

Noise, polluton and
weed seeds from
Saanich road; rogue
trails to party spot

Poor - litle structural
complexity or natve
species except few oaks

Poor soils - restoraton
Matrix of Garry oaks and
targets should be chosen meadow, some shrub patches,
carefully.
fairly open canopy.
Rogue trails to party spot bikes.
Hydro lines along road
limit tall tree optons
Invasive species.

Woody invasives are gone,
young woodland is
established, natve fowers
and grasses are common;
agronomic grasses are
reduced but stll present.

17

2-5% slope;
West aspect;
lower to
botom;
concave

likely medium
to rich

(08) CD - Black
cotonwood Red osier
dogwood
medium bench
foodplain

Few large trees - weeping
willow, black cotonwood;
red osier dogwood;
Himalayan blackberry;
reed canarygrass

Weeping willow;
Himalayan
blackberry; English
hawthorn; reed
canarygrass

Turtles; mink; oter; amphibians Stream channelizaton; Trampling under
likely; limited fsh populaton;
grazing
weeping willow from
dead Coho fry found in fall 2009
kids playing; party
spot

Poor - trampling, litle
channel complexity,
dominated by invasive
species

Poor water quality (high
metals and nutrients);
altered hydrology due to
urban runof

Upstream (unit #18) fows
have been atenuated;
Himalayan blackberry has
been removed in riparian
corridor; channel
complexity has been
enhanced; early succession
natve plants have become
established (deciduous
trees/shrubs).

"Gallery forest" riparian
corridor. Black cotonwood,
red alder, bigleaf maple, red
osier dogwood, natve willow,
salmonberry, red elderberry,
slough sedge. Flows are
atenuated in upper watershed
and on site; channel has
increased complexity.

Unit Slope, Aspect, Soil
#
Positon;
Shape

CDFmm Site
Series
(historical)

18

1-3% slope;
west aspect;
botom and
depressional
area

Ws52 - Red
alder - Skunk
cabbage swamp
(most of site)
(04) Dougals-fr
- Grand fr Orgeon grape
(SW small
corner of site)
(14) CS Western
redcedar Slough sedge
(east corner of
site)

19

Gentle slope; Medium to rich More moist
Pollen study;
West; base of nutrient regime nutrient-rich
SLCHNS archives
slope; concave (peatland
extensions of
(re: Pendray farm)
margin),
adjacent upland
imperfectly
communites
drained

20

Flat to
depressional

peat 2-8+ m

Wm50/Ws51
(Sitka sedgehemlock
parsley)/(Sitka
willow - Pacifc
willow - Skunk
cabbage
swamp)

Pollen study;
Large areas of reed
SLCHNS archives canarygrass and giant
(re: Pendray farm) mannagrass
Shub fringe around lake:
Pacifc willow, Sitka willow,
red osier dogwood,
hardhack; sparse
understory
Willow/herbaceous
species "island": Pacifc
willow, catail, hardstem
bulrush, spikerush, Pacifc
silverweed, Kellogg's
sedge, purple loosestrife,
aster spp.

21

20-30% slope;
SW aspect,
lower slope;
concave/irregu
lar

sandy clay
loam; cobbles;
very well
drained;
medium
richness

(03) DO Douglas-fr Oniongrass OR
Qgcc (c43 or
c37b) as per
Erickson and
Meidinger
(2007)

Mature Douglas-fr and
Garry oak; arbutus;
snowberry; Himalayan
blackberry; mock orange;
grasses (California brome,
orchardgrass, quack grass,
annual bromes).
Numerous standing snags
and coarse wood. Few
saplings; sparse natve
ground cover.

22

Flat/depressio very rich (peat) Ws51 – Sitka
Pollen study;
n wetland
willow – Pacifc SLCHNS archives
willow – skunk (re: Pendray farm)
cabbage swamp

Rich to very
rich, approx
50cm
organics/peat
over marine
clay

Historical
informaton

Existng vegetaton
community

Invasive species

wildlife usage and potental

Past disturbances or
restoraton

Existng human
infuences

Ecosystem Health ratng

Constraints, threats,
Desired Future Conditon
concerns or opportunites (long-term, 50-100y)

Desired Future Conditon
(medium term, 10-20y)

Restored area: red alder, Blenkinsop
black cotonwood, willow, Creek; Leeds
salmonberry, hardhack,
Creek
Pacifc ninebark, black
twinberry, slough sedge,
sword fern
Unrestored area: common
hawthorn, Himalayan
blackberry, English ivy,
reed canarygrass

Reed canarygrass;
Himalayan
blackberry; English
hawthorn; feld
bindweed

songbirds, hummingbird,
woodpecker, Snipe, deer, voles

Agriculture;
restoraton in 19992000 (stream channel
creaton, plantng);
willow plantng (20072008)

Neighbours'
dogs/cats; noise from
trestle; extremely
fashy fows in stream

Fair to Good in restored
areas; poor in unrestored
feld and Blenkinsop
Creek.

Altered hydrology of
stream fows; opportunity
to create wetland for
improved water quality.

Diverse natve trees, shrubs
and wetland species consistent
with ecosystem classifcaton.
Stream channel has been
restored with appropriate
complexity and physical
features; constructed wetland
helps to improve water quality
entering lake.

Stream channel work and
constructed wetland have
been implemented; invasive
species have been mostly
controlled through plantng.

Reed canarygrass, giant
seepage
mannagrass, Himalayan
adjacent trail
blackberry, English
(north end)
hawthorn, Pacifc willow
(beside trail)
Seep beside trail (source groundwater, or
residental drainage?)

Reed canarygrass,
English hawthorn,
mannagrass

Common Yellowthroat; voles;
raptors

agriculture & soil
disturbance

Poor - invasive species,
structural diversity lacking,
lack of coarse wood, liter
and other soil nutrient
inputs

Reed canarygrass and
mannagrass difcult to
replace. Past soil
disturbance.

Shrubs and some trees
appropriate to adjacent site,
e.g. next to MU21, coniferdominated (western redcedar,
western hemlock, Douglas-fr)
and associated shrubs
(salmonberry, Indian plum, red
elderberry, skunk cabbage) in
northern porton; shrubdominated in southern porton
alongside Garry oak ecosystem
(e.g. red osier dogwood, Pacifc
ninebark, salmonberry, black
twinberry, Nootka rose,
snowberry, black hawthorn).

Earlier succession species
(e.g. red alder, willow, black
cotonwood, red-osier
dogwood) to shade out
grasses.

Reed canarygrass;
giant mannagrass;
purple loosestrife

Sora, Rail, Common
Yellowthroat, herons, raptors

Agriculture

Poor - dominated by large
areas of reed canarygrass,
disrupted hydrology,
simplifed vegetaton
structure, reduced ET and
carbon sequestraton

Expansion of mannagrass?
Reed canarygrass
dysclimax (preventng
recruitment of natve spp.)
Soil disturbance (see
pollen study). Altered
hydrology in lake (link with
initatves to use water
level manipulaton).

Open natve herbaceous
wetland (silverweed, sedge,
rush) with "islands" of natve
shrubs/trees (willow, red alder,
crabapple)

Reduced area dominated by
reed canarygrass and/or
mannagrass, increased
natve shrub areas. May
need to use shading
technique to deplete grass,
then open up later.

Some Garry oaks getng
shaded by frs. Need
neighbour educaton (and
possibly assistance) re:
controlling English ivy.
Some invasive species just
becoming established.
Rogue trails.

Mixed forest with gaps Douglas-fr, Garry oak, bigleaf
maple, arbutus; snowberry and
other existng shrub species;
natve herbaceous community

Trees and shrubs contnue
to mature and regenerate;
natve herbaceous ground
cover is re-establishing;
invasive species are
controlled.

Invasive grasses preventng
or slowing expansion of
natve community; prevent
direct plantng of natve
herbaceous species.

Natve shrub community
(willow, red osier dogwood,
alder, salmonberry) with some
openings and ponds
dominated by natve
herbaceous species
(rush/sedge, catail, pond lily,
water hemlock, water parsley,

Majority of site is covered
with natve shrub
community with less area
dominated by invasive
grasses. CWD has been
added in restored areas.
Skunk cabbage has been reintroduced.

Pacifc willow; Sitka
willow; red osier
dogwood; black
cotonwood; trembling
aspen; hardhack; black
hawthorn; English
hawthorn; reed
canarygrass; giant

Watercourses

Himalayan
Perch trees for raptors; small
blackberry;
mammals; woodpecker,
agronomic grasses; songbirds.
poison hemlock;
English holly, privet,
Canada thistle, hedge
mustard.

Storm drain
infow from
Nelthorpe via
Tuesday Pond

Reed canarygrass,
English hawthorn,
giant mannagrass
(specimen in RBCM
dated 1950s)

Mowing regime
initated in part of
wetlands in 2009 for
waterfowl habitat

Fill/grading and altered Trails; ivy problem on Fair to Good - good
hydrology from road
neighbouring
diversity and tree cover
property; party spot? now but limited
recruitment

Lots of songbirds (e.g. Cinnamon Agriculture (potatoes, Trails; camping;
Teal, Blue-winged Teal); Snipe, oats, fall rye, wheat). restoraton (ivy
Virginia Rail; muskrat; voles;
removal)
Cooper's Hawk; Barred Owl

Poor - dominated by
invasive species

Unit Slope, Aspect, Soil
#
Positon;
Shape

CDFmm Site
Series
(historical)

Historical
informaton

Existng vegetaton
community

Watercourses

Invasive species

wildlife usage and potental

Past disturbances or
restoraton

Existng human
infuences

Ecosystem Health ratng

Constraints, threats,
Desired Future Conditon
concerns or opportunites (long-term, 50-100y)

mannagrass; silverweed;

23

Low slope
(<5%) to fat,
south facing,
lower to
botom of
slope

etc.). Shade canopy has
excluded invasive grasses and
management is focusing on
creatng more diversity with
openings.

very rich (dark
Ah horizon, or
peat),
imperfectly
drained

(08) CD - Black 1890 subdivision
cotonwood plan; Girling
Red osier
photos
dogwood
medium bench
foodplain

Common hawthorn,
sheet fow and
trembling aspen, Pacifc
seepage
willow; red osier
dogwood; black
twinberry; grand fr;
bigleaf maple; black
hawthorn; Garry oak
(few); Indian plum; licorice
fern; bracken fern; Nootka
rose; oceanspray;
wintergreen; water
parsley

disturbed soil,
nutrient poor
(topsoil
removed)

(08) CD – Black
cotonwood –
red osier
dogwood –
medium bench
foodplain
(lower half of
feld into
existng shrub
wetland)

1890 subdivision
plan (oaks in
general area,
“alder botom”);
1928 airphoto
(oaks along
nearby slopes)

Mowed grass feld,
bordered by red osier
dogwood/willow/aspen

storm drains
non-natve grasses;
adjacent to site salsify, Queen Ann's
lace, English ivy (in
woods)

24B alongside road disturbed soil,
nutrient poor
(topsoil
removed)

(00) Gggc- Garry
oak – Grat
camas (upper
slope nearest
road);

1891 subdivision
plan (oaks in
general area,
“alder botom”);
1928 airphoto
(oaks along
nearby slopes)

Mowed grass feld,
bordered by red osier
dogwood/willow/aspen

storm drains
non-natve grasses;
adjacent to site salsify, Queen Ann's
lace, English ivy (in
woods)

25

5% slope; S
Rich, silty clay
aspect;
loam; moist
lower/botom
of slope

(00) Qggc Garry oak Great camas

1890 subdivision
plan (oaks in
general area);
1928 airphoto
(oaks along
nearby slopes)

Mowed grass feld with
clumps of non-natve
shrubs. Black hawthorn,
Garry oak, Nootka rose,
snowberry, Himalayan
blackberry, privet,
common hawthorn, mixed
grasses

ditch enters
Common hawthorn;
from west of
grasses; privet,
site (south
blackberry
boundary);
enclosed storm
drain along side
of site.

26

Depression
(lakeshore
litoral zone)

Wm05 - catail
marsh and/or
Wm06 - Great
bulrush marsh

Girling collecton
photos; 1928
airphoto; 1970s
inventory; pollen
study
Show signifcant
aquatc vegetaton
community catail, bulrush,
buckbean,
wapato, burweed,
small-fowered
bulrush, skunk
cabbage, yellow
pond lily,
pondweed
(Potamogeton)

Reed canarygrass, giant
mannagrass, catail,
hardstem bulrush, yellow
pond lily, European
bitersweet

24A ~10% slope,
SW aspect,
lower slope

Peat

Desired Future Conditon
(medium term, 10-20y)

English ivy; common Lots of songbirds,
hawthorn; reed
hummingbirds, owls
canarygrass; other
non-natve grasses

Reed canarygrass,
giant mannagrass,
European
bitersweet;
American bullfrog

Agriculture

Trails; camping;
restoraton (ivy
removal)

Fair to Good – some areas Very rich site; could be
with good diversity, but
very productve
mostly young successional
stage, lots of invasive
species

Mixture of coniferous forest
Deciduous forest with
(western redcedar; Douglas-fr, diverse understory species
grand fr) and deciduous forest
(cotonwood, maple, alder,
willow, red osier dogwood),
diverse shrub layer and
groundcover

Deer

Topsoil removed
during development;
agriculture; fll/grading
from road

Adjacent private
property, pressure
from residents to
remove weeds

Poor; dominated by
invasive species, mowed
grass – litle diversity

Disturbed soil, topsoil
removed; altered
hydrology from roa and
storm drains; (litle surface
runof/seepage now
reaches site)

Garry oak / Douglas-fr (upper earlier successional stage of
slope); Alder, cedar, Douglas- the same; more alder to
fr, salmonberry, red osier
build soil
dogwood (lower slope)

Deer

Topsoil removed
during development;
agriculture; fll/grading
from road

Adjacent private
property, pressure
from residents to
remove weeds

Poor; dominated by
invasive species, mowed
grass – litle diversity

Disturbed soil, topsoil
Garry oak / Douglas-fr (upper earlier successional stage of
removed; altered
slope);
the same
hydrology from roa and
storm drains; (litle surface
runof/seepage now
reaches site)

Agriculture, residental Adjacent propertes
development
and road (including
utlites); dogs;
underutlized site,
looks like vacant lot

Poor – dominated by
invasive species, litle
structural diversity

Utlity right of way;
Garry oak and camas meadow,
opportunity to do land
with some Douglas-fr on north
swap for trail route to
edge
Christmas Hill; good
“linking” site between Hill
and Lake; involvement of
students from school

Altered hydrology and
water quality

Poor – dominated by
Water quality and
invasive species; declining hydrology
biodiversity

Wading birds, waterfowl,
aquatc mammals (beaver,
muskrat, river oter, mink),
American bullfrog

Mat of invasive grasses greatly
reduced in size; water quality
sufcient to support more
diverse natve submersed
vegetaton

Non-natve shrubs have
been removed; ditch is a
properly functoning
stream; portons of grassed
area have been restored.

Unit Slope, Aspect, Soil
#
Positon;
Shape

CDFmm Site
Series
(historical)
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Eutrophic
shallow lake

Lake

gytja

Historical
informaton

Existng vegetaton
community

Watercourses

Invasive species

wildlife usage and potental

Past disturbances or
restoraton

Algae dominated;
duckweed

1 outlow
stream; 1 main
infow stream +
storm drain
discharges.

Reed canarygrass,
giant mannagrass,
European
bitersweet;
American bullfrog;
Eurasian milfoil

Wading birds, waterfowl,
Organic polluton
aquatc mammals (beaver,
dumping; stormwater
muskrat, river oter, mink),
runof
American bullfrog; fsh (sunfsh,
catish, stckleback, sculpin)

Existng human
infuences

Ecosystem Health ratng

Degraded water
Poor
quality and hydrology
from urbanized
watershed and litle
rainwater
management

Constraints, threats,
Desired Future Conditon
concerns or opportunites (long-term, 50-100y)

Desired Future Conditon
(medium term, 10-20y)

Increasing development
pressure

Reduced nutrient loading
(internal and external),
improved biodiversity.

Mesotrophic lake with rooted
shallow water vegetaton and
trout/salmon

Appendix F - Adaptve Management Template 11
Secton 1 Introducton
Briefy state the purpose and organisaton of the project plan, and the management
problem/issue that is driving the project (1-2 paragraphs).
Background [optonal]
Briefy summarise the background to the project. This secton could include (depending on the
project): policy changes or initatves, management history for a partcular area, and project
catalysts (e.g., changing public values, changing regulatons etc.).
Project development
Briefy summarise the history of the project to date. This could include: a brief descripton of
any workshops, feld trips, modelling, pilot tests (e.g., of sampling methods), literature reviews
etc. Refer to list of partcipants and responsibilites in Secton 3.

Secton 2 Project Outline
1. Problem assessment
Problem statement
State the central management problem that is driving the project (1-2 sentences).
Scope
Defne the “system” that is being considered or managed, including:
•

the area(s) (i.e., geographic, biogeoclimatc etc.) to which the results will apply;

•

the spatal scale(s) that the project will address (e.g., stand, landscape, watershed etc.);

•

the tme scale(s) over which the efects of management will be projected and monitored;

•

τhe factors that will be considered and perhaps those that will not be considered (e.g.,
biodiversity, water quality, jobs, tmber etc.).

Objectves
Management objectve(s)
Briefy state (1-2 sentences) the management objectves.
Learning objectve(s)
Briefy state (1-2 sentences) what will be learned from the project.

11 Template was contributed by and used with permission of Brian Nyberg
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Key uncertaintes
For actve adaptve management ( which involves “probing” the system in order to learn more
about system functon):
Defne the key uncertaintes about how the system functons — i.e., those that limit the
manager’s ability to predict the outcomes of proposed actons or to decide which of several
alternatves will meet objectves.
These uncertaintes should be more than “does A work or doesn’t it?” or “does A work beter
than B?”. They should be uncertaintes about how the system functons that are then refected
in uncertaintes about whether A will work, or be beter than B.
Express these uncertaintes as alternatve scientfc (not statstcal) hypotheses about how the
system functons. If applicable, include graphs and/or equatons that illustrate these alternatve
hypotheses.
Briefy explain how resolving these uncertaintes will aid future management decisions.
For passive adaptve management (where there is no deliberate atempt to learn more about
system functon):
State the key assumptons about how the system functons that underlie the choice of
management actons and predictons about their outcomes.

2. Project Design
Study locaton
Briefy describe the study locaton(s). Include maps where possible and applicable.
Indicators and standards
List (and, if necessary, briefy describe) the indicators that will be measured to assess whether
management objectves are being met and to distnguish between alternatve hypotheses.
There should be at least one indicator for each management objectve.
Treatments/management actons
“Treatments” are the management actons or packages of management actons (sometmes
referred to as “scenarios”) that will be implemented.
List and describe the treatments that will be applied. In some projects there may be only a single
treatment; other projects may compare several alternatves. Note those factors or actons that
will be held constant among treatments. Describe controls against which treatments will be
compared (in some projects there may be more that one type of “control”, e.g., “status quo” and
“no treatment”. Controls may be temporal as well as spatal). Refer to maps of study locaton.
For actve adaptve management, briefy explain how the treatments chosen will allow managers
to distnguish amongst the alternatve hypotheses described above.
Forecasted outcomes
Briefy state the forecasted outcomes of the management treatments that will be implemented.
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These should be as specifc and quanttatve as possible. In some cases they may be model
outputs; in other cases they may be writen descriptons. The forecasted outcomes should
refect the “efect sizes” that the design is intended to detect.
Experimental/monitoring design
Describe the experimental and the monitoring design. The experimental design should specify:
•

type of design (e.g., BACIPs, randomised block etc.);

•

efect sizes (that are important to management);

•

statstcal power;

•

sample size;

•

method of allocatng treatments to experimental units.

The monitoring design should specify sampling design, frequency, and tming. The details of
monitoring protocols or methodologies can be included in an Appendix.

3. Implementaton
State when and by whom the plan (or parts of the plan) will be implemented.

4. Evaluaton
Describe (briefy) the methods that will be used to analyse the data.

5. Adjustment
Briefy explain how the results are expected to be used in future management decisions, i.e.
describe the feedback loops. Consider whether the informaton will be used:
•

to develop or revise policies, guidelines or regulatons;

•

to refne models that are used to make management decisions;

•

to adjust management of sites involved in study; or

•

to manage other sites/locatons?

Where applicable, defne any “early warning signals” or thresholds of change that will lead to
immediate acton or adjustments.
Be as specifc as possible (recognising that actual results and their implicatons are never as
simple and clear as antcipated). For example, how will management actons be adjusted if
hypothesis A turns out to be more likely than hypothesis B?
Note: the adjustments described in the project plan are not necessarily binding. They are
intended to clarify how the informaton will be used and to alert partcipants and others who
might be afected by potental changes
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Secton 3 Logistcs
Project partcipants
List those partcipatng in the project and their afliaton.
Responsibilites
List who is responsible for which aspects of the project.
Budget
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Appendix G - Site Scale Map
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Appendix H - Watershed Maps
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Elk /
Beaver
Lake

WESLEY RD

MAP 1: Study Area, Catchments, and Local Area Boundaries
HALIBURTON RD

RURAL
SAANICH

Information depicted is conceptual and generalized.
Boundaries are approximate and may not be consistent
with actual property lines or geographical features.
For clarification and interpretation, please consult with
the Saanich Planning Department.
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MAP 2 Urban Containment and Agricultural Land Reserve Boundaries
Information depicted is conceptual and generalized.
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For clarification and interpretation, please consult with
the Saanich Planning Department.
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MAP 3 General Land Use (by Zoning Classification)
Information depicted is conceptual and generalized.
Boundaries are approximate and may not be consistent
with actual property lines or geographical features.
For clarification and interpretation, please consult with
the Saanich Planning Department.
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MAP 5 "Designated Watercourse" Features
Information depicted is conceptual and generalized.
Boundaries are approximate and may not be consistent
with actual property lines or geographical features.
For clarification and interpretation, please consult with
the Saanich Planning Department.
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MAP 6 Location and Pipe Diameter of Storm water Gravity Mains
Information depicted is conceptual and generalized.
Boundaries are approximate and may not be consistent
with actual property lines or geographical features.
For clarification and interpretation, please consult with
the Saanich Planning Department.
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